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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 13, 1978 •

By JO BURKEEN
Local Scene Editor
-It was a thr-ill meeting and talking
with Rosalyn Carter, wife of United
States President Jimmy Carter, giving
her a kiss, and a pin from my coat,"
said Thelma , Eckerdt, one of three
Murray women attending the 1978
Democratic National Party Conference
held Dec.8 to 10 at the Cook Convention
Center, Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Eckerdt, Mrs. Billy Ray, and
Mrs. Violet Johnson were the three
local women attending. Mrs. Johnson
was the delegate from the First District
of Kentucky and invited Mrs. Eckerdt
and Mrs. Ray as her guests..
The First Lady, Mrs. Carter, honored
the Kentucky delegation by attending
their reception, according to Mrs.
Eckerdt, who said the "First Lady was
very gracious as she greeted the
delegates.".Mrs. Ray and Mrs. Johnson
also talked personally with Mrs.
Carter.
The three local women also attended
eception for 'President and Mrs.
Carter and for Vice-President Walter
Mondale and Mrs. Mondale held .dtiring
the convention. Mrs. Eckerdt said the
security was "very tight" at the convention with the presence of both
President Carter and Vice-President
Mondale.
,/
Twenty-two workshops were held at
- --.the.sagyention with_ .the . local women
----attending a pert of these.
Mrs, Johnson attended workshops on
"Civil Rights," "Welfare Reform," and
'National Health Care Policy."
)
Senator Edward Kennedy was the main
speaker at the Health Care workshop,
and Senator Wendell Ford was a
panelist at the Civil Rights workshop.
Mrs. Ray also attended the Health Care
program.
Workshops attended by Mrs. Eckerdt
were "The Economy--Focus On
Inflation," "International Economic
Policy," and "The Economy-Focus On
Taxes." President Carter spoke at the
latter workshop.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Julie Heil (right) of Millstadt, Ill., and Lonnie Klein of Henderson, sophomore
music education majors at Murray State University, are each awarded $100 schcilarships sponsored by the Musk
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Making the presentations are-Mrs. C. C. Lowry (left), departmental chairman, and Mrs. Richard Farrell, scholarship chairman. The recipients were among 10 who auditioned for the scholarships, which are awarded to sophomores on the bases of performance and academic standing. Miss Heil, a pianist,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Heil. Klein's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Michael Klein. He plays the clarinet:'

/

Local Scout Wins
Award Citing His
Conservation Work

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
All students in the Murray City
School System have now received or
are in the process of receiving staterequired immunizations, according to a
report given to the school board
Tuesday night by Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey.
This represents a drop from the 572
students that Jeffrey reported not in
compliance with the immunization law
as of the Oct. 26 board meeting.
He said that 70 students in the system
were sent home Nov. 27 and that 45
returned the followihg, day with
statements saying that they had been
immunized or were in the immunization process. Since that time,
the 25 remaining students have complied.
The board accepted with regret the
resignation, effective Dec. 20, of Anne
Burke, a physical education teacher at
Carter Elementary School. Mrs.
Burke's reason for resignation was "a
change in family circumstance."
Kathleen Newton was hired by the
board to replace Mrs. Burke.
Also hired were Patti Hosford, who
will replace DeFayne Stunson, a speech
4110, heal*M_Tte4Ocri 4.n. 4 Kathryn
Jackson, who will replace a learning
disabilities teacher, Debbie Colyott.
After discussion of the legal liabilities
the board could incur, it was decided
that teachers requesting-slirtrips
should appear before the beard to

clarify matters pertaining to the trip.
The board went into executive session
to consider a student disciplinary action issue presented by Roy Weatherly,
principal of Murray High School. Don
Henry,chairman of the board, reported 7-7-7_
that no action was taken concerning the
matter.
The board voted to withhold $500 of
the payment to Minter Roofing Co. until
minor repairs are made to the roofs.
Upon a recommendation by the architect, Parker Painters of Benton was
hired for $750 to put additional flashing
on the brick wall extending above the
high school gym roof. Parker will also
coat some of the brick walls of the gym
with silicone in an effort to repel water
and eliminate saturation. This was
contracted for the sum of $330.
'-.4effrey told the board that an energy
audit ,of all school buildings in the
system Was being made •through the
Tennessee Ve4ey Authority and the
Murray Electric System. Recommendations will than be made on
energy conservation.
In other city school board action:
— The board hired four subatitute
teachers.
— Board members decided to eat
lunch Friday At Robertson Elementary
School.
— The board agreed not to hold its
second meeting this month -unless
Jeffrey deems that it is necessary. The
next meeting of the board will be Jan.
-11.

Carroll said he would have a copy of
Frankfort around the Capitol are still
By HERBERT SPARROW
town's
the
call on the desk of every legislator
his
underwater,
sewer
is
plant
Associated Press Writer
flooded, utility lines are drenched,
by the start of today's session at 1 p.m.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —' The
phone service is disrupted and motels
He said it would alsoinclude the items
Kentucky General Assembly will
are filled with persons driven from
he had added to the agenda — the state
convene in special session today in the
budget, welfare fraud, emergency
their
homes.
flood-damaged capital, but the
medical ferry service at South Shore
The special session had • been
gathering is expected to be a short one.
crisis as.ai tance for flood victims.
scheduled
to
and
start
Monday
but
was
Leaders of both parties in the House
postponed until Wednesday by Carroll
and Senate agreed Tuesday to
when the flooding bit over the weekend.
One area of dispute expected to arise
recommend adjournment after a joint
Some legislatoridiarged that Carroll
today will Center on Carroll's action in.
session for an updated assessment of
did nii-r-bave ---the constitutional
postponing the session. A group of
flood damage across the state from
authority to delay the start Of the
legislators who held a maverick session
Gov. Julian Carroll.
session. The governor agreed Tuesday
Monday on the Capitol steps after they
The agreement followed a meeting
that the legality of his "unprecedented
were barred entry to the building said
with Carroll and Frankfort Mayor
Miles' attorney, Ed Overbey, told the
Testimony was expected to continue
action" was subject to debate "for the
they will push to have their action
James Burch during which the
that evidence showed the Miles
jury
this
Court
Circuit
County
Calloway
in
rest of the century."
approved by the full General Assembly.
governor assured lawmakers he would
Schoon were living together.
Ms.
and
Miles,
James
of
afternoon in the case
However, he saLl he hadn't found
call another special session to start
both had apparently been
said
He
death
shooting
18
Aug.
the
with
charged
anyone who felt he had acted wrongly.
The legislators met to "convene" the
Jan. 8.
day of the shooting and had
the
drinking
of an Illinois girl.
Carroll assured the legislators that he
special session, then recessed until
Burch appealed to the legislators to
Overbey said evidence
argument.
an
would include in the agenda for the
today. They feel their action must be
delay the session because of the myriad
Miles, 26, who listed a Cleburne, Tex., showed also the shooting occurred as
January session the six items Lt.: Gov.
confirmed by the full assembly so as
problems plaguing the capital in the
address at the time of his arrest was the two, Miles and Ms. Schoon, were
ealled,
Abea.sbe—r
_4
___ThglimaStovall
weaper.—
the_ ---citneged-E•eptember.Csrand.bini..g pp
Ken—
the
on
.-34-10—jeoparslize—lheirdeg_
flooding
record
of
wake
issued the original call Nov. 17 while
state Constitution. .
•
tucky Rive.
with murder in connection with the discharged. He said his client -went
Carroll was out of the state.
"I want to appeal to your reason and
shotgun shooting of Penny Schoon, 19, into shock" alid cooperated with
Mrs. Stovall attended the Tuesday
Today's session was to be a restricted
sympathy," Burch told the 14
Peoria, Ill., at a house located between authorities thoroughly from that
meeting and said she could support the
affair, with only the lawmakers, press
legislative leaders who attended the
McDonald's and Captain D's on Twelfth moment until today.
further delay onlyaf the issues she had
and a skeleton staff allowed in the
meeting in the basement of the
Street in Murray on the night of Aug. 18.
Mrs. Schoon told the jury early today
raised — mostly tax-relief proposals
Capitol because of the continuing
Governor's Mansion.
The tearful mother of the girl, Emma that her daughter came to Murray to
rate
utility
reform
—
were pursued.
problems with water and sewage.
Burch noted that sections of south
Schoon, took the witness stand early live with Miles after defendant called
today.
her daughter a number of times by
Ron phone.
Commonwealth Attorney
The Miles case today will bring to a
Christopher said he expected to call
the November-December special
close
testify
to
the
for
witnesses
over 10
prosecution in the case. Included term of Calloway County Circuit Court,
among those to testify for the Com- Judge James Lassiter said today.
monwealth are policemen with Murray
Police Department, a pathologist and a
By The Associated Press
Carroll said he would have an upMorgan, Nelson, Owen, Powell and
weapons expert with Kentucky State
The way is clear now for federal
dated assessment of the damage today
Woodford.
Police
disaster assistance in a 17-county area
when he addresses a joint session of the
A wide range of federalaid will be
Christopher told the jury in his
of Kentucky struck by record floods,
Legislature, which is expected to
available to flood victims in those
opening statements today that Murray
but waters continued to rise in some
convene in special session and then
areas, including temporary housing,
Police, when called to the scene of the
parts of the state today as state officials
adjourn until after the first of the year.
unemployment assistance, minimum
shooting, found Miles there and the
and -legislators gathered in the capital
While some Kentuckians began
essential residential repairs and lowvictim sitting on a bathroom commode.
to plot their next move.
evacuating homes and businesses
interest loans to individuals, businesses
An orginanCe raising the price of city
County coroner Tommy Walker
After Gov. Julian Carroll and
Tuesday along the rapidly rising Ohio
and farmers to repair or replace
vehicle licenses (city stickers) from $10
of
scene
the
at
dead
girl
the
pronounced
disaster offirials surveyed the state by
River, others, in cities along Ohio
damaged property.
to $15 on automobiles and trucks
the shooting that night, Christopher told
helicopter, President Carter Tuesday
tributaries,scrubbed.and swept up mud
Communities may be eligible for
weighing 142 tons or less will be
the
jury.
night declared 17 central and eastern
and debris from earlier floOds.
funds for clearing debris, repairing or
to the Murray Common
presented
s Christopher said Miles had blood on
"Rugs and blanketS ... everything is
counties disaster areas.
replacing damaged roads and bridges,
Council at its regular meeting Thurof
night
the
arrested
when
clothing
his
Carroll, informed of the action by the
public buildings and public utilities and
See FRANKFORT
sday.
the shooting.
White House, said he wes pleased with
other disaster related projects.
Page 16-A,Column 1
deThe city sticker price hike is being
the quick response.
The governor said assessments of
recommended by the council's, budget
The 17-county disaster area consists
damage in other counties may lead to
committee to provide revenue to enable
of Anderson, Bath, Bullitt, Carroll,
additions to the disaster area list.
city employees to realize a seven
Clark, Franklin, Hardin, Henry,
particularly in Lincoln, Clark, Fayette.
percent pay increase.
Jessamine, Magoffin, Martin, Mercer,
Lawrence and Estill counties.
Also on the agenda for the 7:30 p.m.
meeting are:
-- Ordinances rezoning city-owned
property on U. S. 641 N. and the
Two Sections — 26 Pages
Robinson property on Payne Street
fromt'esidential use to commercial use.
Murray High boys basketball squad came out on the
— A report on the Urban Tranwinning end while the Galloway County boys squad found
sportation Study from city planner
themselves in the losing bracket of cage action last night.
Steve Zea.
Recaps of both games appear today in The Murray
— A request for authority to advertise
Ledger & Times Sports section.
for bids on the sale of two police
cruisers that are no longer in service.
City council meetings are open to the
general public.

Testimony Begins In
Miles Shooting Case
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Jeffrey Carruthers of Boy Scout
Troop 77, Murray, sponsored by the
Christian Men's Felloviship, has earned
the new World Conservation Award,
according to an announcement by
Hubert B. Rmsbn, Scout executive of
the Four Rivers Council.
Carruthers is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Torn Carruthers, Route 4, Murray. To
win this award, he earned conservation
and environmental skill awards, merit
badges in environmental science, soil
and water conservation, fish and
wildlife management, and citizenship
in the world.
The award is made by the World
Wildlife Fund of Washington, D.C.,
through the Boy Scouts of America and
recognizes achievement in envtronmental improvement, natural
resource conservation, and an understanding of world conservation
problems.
The rpose of the award iota point
out to young people that countries of the
world are closely interrelated through
natural resources and that Americans
are interdependent with their world
environment.

County Board
Members To
Get Test Results

Way Cleared For Federal Disaster
Assistance To Flooded Counties

Calloway County Board of Education
members are expected to hear a rePort
dealing with results from Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills of
students in the county school system,
during 'a session set late Thursday
afternoon.
The meeting is expected to get underway at school board administrative
offices, located on College Farm ;Road,
at 4 p.m. Thursday.
Board members during the session
are also expected to review construction-related payments to three
companies. They're slated to discuss
property insurance bids and consider
some personnel recommendations.
On the agenda also is discussion of
Mostly sunny and windy this.'
the policy handbook. the Murray State
afternoon. Temperatures are
University work-study program
expected to rise to the 50;today
agreement, and ADA contractural
then fall slowly' this afternoon.
wheelarrangementer---43eunty
tear lard Mai° totiint;If* in
superintendent Jack Rose is also exthe upper teens to npper, 20s.
pected to report on tranaportation,-the- "Sunfly4but e6o1 Thufiday with
vocational school, censtruction fund
highs in the 40s
Investments and status of selection of P
Principal for the new middle school

today's index

6-B,7-B,8-B,9-B
Classifieds
6-B
Comics
6-B
Crosse ord
3-A
Dear Abby
16-A
Deaths & Funerals
3-A
Dr. lamb
3-A
4
Iloroscepe
7724-,1"-/f
_
T (Tel &Tait
Sports '

11-A, 12-A

ONLY 11 MORE SHOPPING
PAYS LEFT AND I HAVEN'T
EVEN BOUGHT CARDS! •

-Sid f-mrier,- 4e4tr-wirr-pre.yerrieel a iv3rtcore.---TARS4A* fighltajlinrtiatkrti rti MN'tWO VParti' service as chairman of the .
fli1Stra
award was presented at the monthly park hoard meeting.
Staff Photo h'y Debbie N.lee
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Thursday,December 14
East Calloway FTC will hold
Wednesday • December 13
Trumpet recital by Don a short business meeting at 7
Hilton, Philmont, N. Y., will p.m. followed by a Christmas
be at 7 p.m. in Recital Hall of program.
Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Dexter Homemakers Club
Center, Murray State.
will have its annual family
Christmas potluck dinner at 6
Welcome Wagon Cliib will p.m. at the Dexter Center.
have a family Christmas
potluck at North Branch of
Progressive Homemakers
Peoples Bank, 12th and Club will have a Christmas
Chestnut, at 6:30 p.m.
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs.,Robert Baar.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
and
Country
Town
meet as follows: Hannah at Homemakers Club will have a
home of Lashlee Foster at 7:30 Christmas dinner at 6:30 p.m.
p.m.: Ruth Wilson and
Distribution of Rodent
Wesleyan at home of Mrs. Otis
Control Bait will be started
Erwin at 6:30 p.m.
today by the Calloway County
Thursday,December 14
Health Department at the
Nondenoininational Bible Health Center and at stores at
study will be at Seton Hall at -Lynn Grove, Alm°, Faxon,
7:30 p.m. This is open to the Xirksey, New Concord, and
public and persons are asked Hazel.
. __
to being their
eginn of Mary of St. Leo's
Coldwater United Methodist Catholic Church will meet at
Church. Women will have a the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Christmas supper and gift
Murray Chapter No. 92
exchange.
Royal Arch Masons is
New Concord, Hamlin, and scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will at the lodge hall.
have a joint Christmas party,
Madrigal Dinner and
gift exchange,and luncheon at
Singing Performance will be
the Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m.
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Grove 6126 is scheduled to Fine Arts Center, Murray
State, at 7:30 p.m. Cost will be
meet at Triangle Inn at 6 p.m.
$5 per person and reservations
Special Christmas luncheon may be made by calling 762will be at Calloway County 4288.
Public Library at 12 noon.
Eighth Grade Chorus of
of
Murray
Middle School will
Chapter
Phi
Alpha
Xi
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at present a group of Christmas
the home of Dortha Stub- songs and a mini-opera at 7
-p.m. in the school auditorium.
blefield at 7 p.m.
-.This is sponsored by the
Parent-Teacher Organization.

• lIfirgaret Tucker Is

Ellis Center will be open
activities by the Murray
_Senior Citizens including
"Blessedness of Being devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
Thankful" was the Subject of "Travel Talk" by members at
the program presented by 10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
Margaret Tucker at the -table games at 1 p.m.
meeting held Nov. 21 Of the
No classes will be conducted
Ruth Wilson Circle of the Good
Murray State University as
at
Methodist
shepherd United
students will be given a -free
Church.
Mrs. Tucker read Psalms day' to use in preparation for
and Mildred Smith read their final examinations.
Na,'The program
Friday, December 15
.lso gave the
leader
Murray Chapter of National
phasizing __the
meditation
of
Retired
many things s which one Association
Federal Employees will hold
should be thankful.She closed
its annual Christmas luncheon
with .a poem.
at the Colonial House
Presiding at the meet
Smorgasbord at 11:30 a.m.
was Mildred Smith with Wayne - Halley and Allene
reports being given by; Lee Knl'ght will present a musical
Lassiter; secretary, and Alice.
Knight, treasurer. Special

Ruth 11 ilsoo lleet

Christmas No. 105 Free and Accepted
the
eluding
program althe church on Dec. Masons will be honor,d at a
potluck dinner at the 1os,ge
17.'
Esther Sigrnon and Dorothy hall at 6:30 p.m. For tra
Dunn served hot spiced tea sportation persons may
and pumpkin bread to toritact a lodge member. Food
Margaret Tucker, Emma , will be furnished by the
'Knight,- Lee Lassiter. Olia members.
Lassiter, Katherine Wilson,
GA's of First Baptist
Al;ce Knight,. Ann Sympson,
Church, Grades 5 and 6, will
Lois Marsh, Bertha Young, have a slumber
party at the
and Mildred Smith, members, home of Mrs. Linda Cherry at
and Dorothy Jennings, visitor. 7 p.m.

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

Enda Thar.
Held Over

Ends Thur.

HEAVEN CAN WAIT.
N Centro/ Qr

Friday, December 15
Winsome Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will have a
Christmas meeting at the
Holiday Inn at 7 p.m.
Si pp. tg for Senior Citizens
on the yariwill be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping to Northside and
:town and by 11:30 a.m. for
to
shopping
afternoon
Southside and town.

4,
HOME ()PAR 1' mi N.I chairman Mrs. Betty Boston is pictured right with gifts she
received as a surprise at the end of the business session of the departments November
meeting-at the Murras Woman's clubhouse. The event was in recognition of her work
and now that she and her family are in.their home on N. 7th street after a recent fire.
Dr. Roger I.. 'dacha, associate professor in the Agriculture Department of Murray State
University, pictured left, guest speaker at the Home Department meeting, is talking
with new members Mrs. James (Anna) Stahler, Sr., Mrs. Melviki (Eva) Henley, Mrs. Edward (jimmy Lee) Carmichael and Mrs. Paul (Lame) Redden. Dc Macha spoke on
Home Care for Christmas Plants" and answered questions on various other house
plants. He stressed that one Mould maintain the plants, not necessarily make them
grow. Hostesses Weft` Mrs.
:UM Butterworth, Mrs. Owen Billington and Mrs. Claude'
Miller who served cake and coffee to 25 members and several guests. Devotion
Counting Our Blessings" was given by Mrs. Alfred Taylor who concluded with a poem
What Really Counts." A contribution to CARE wavinade by the ladies.

Madrigal dinner and performance will be at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, at 7:30
p.m. Reservations at $5 per
person may be made by
calling 762-4288. Public is
invited.
Piano recital by William
Hodge, Louisville, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall in
annex of Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
semester
1978
Fall
examinations begin at Murray

hared,By Kentucky

Wornen

Saturday, December 16
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Plans have been completed
for the wedding af Miss
Martha Gay Crass of Murray.
and Mark Kevin Robison of
Louisville.
The ceremony will take
place on Saturday, Dec. 16, at
6 p.m. at the First Christian
Church, Murray, with the
Rev. William Porter performing the single ring
ceremony. The bride-elect will
be given in marriage by her
brother, Gary Lester Crass.
Miss Crass has chosen as
her attendants, Mrs. Eddie
Rollins, 'matron of honor,
Misses Kim and Cheri
Robison, sisters of the groomelect and Miss Leann Owen of
as
Ind.,
Evansville,
bridesmaids. Miss Shannon
Christopher of Murray will be
junior bridesmaid and Miss
Anne Lester Kemp of
Hopkinsville, cousin of the
bride-elect, will be flower girl.

Mr: Robison has chosen
Rick Keene .of Louisville as
best man and Mark Doughty'
and Dave Lassiter of
Louisville, Rick McGee of
Hopkinsville and Don Portell
of Murray as groomsmen.
A program of wedding
music will be provided by
Mrs. Larrie Clarki-organist,
and Mike Rose, vocalist.
Serving at the wedding
registers will be cousins of the
bride-elect, Misses Susan and
Cathy Crass, and sorority
sisters, Angela Lester and
Pam Joiner.
The wedding will be
directed by Miss Krista
Kennedy and Mrs. Delura
Hill.
All friends and relatives of
the bridal couple are invited to
attend the wedding and
reception. The reception will
be hosted by friends of the
bride-elect.

HOSPIIM.NEWS

By Helen Price Stacy
ham.and 1 pound lean pork," pal friend Mrs. Allen in West
Take all the gifts, all the said Elizabeth."Then you mix Liberty ( they started ex- 11-20-78
Wyatt and Baby Girl, Rt. 1
glittery trimmings, all the with this 2 cups bread crumbs, changing recipes two years Adults 149
Sedalia, Mrs. Vera D. Kimbro,
children, , grandchildren, 1 cup milk and 2 eggs, form ago as a result of an article on Nursery 9.
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Charlotte
Widows of Seventh and
parents and grandparents and into two-inch balls and place foods). I make potato patties
M. Burkeen and Baby Girl, Rt.
ADMISSIONS
NEWBORN
will
Poplar Church of Christ
leftover
mashed
put them all together for the in casserole. Make a sauce of 1 from
Baby Girl Marcum ( Linda), 3, Murray, Mrs. Rheaneta
be honored at a luncheon at 11
wonderful
holiday'
of cup brown sugar, 1 teaspoon potatoes. Roll the patties in P. 0. Box 103, Henry, Tenn., Humphrey and Baby Boy, Rt.
a.m. at the church.
Christmas., but if you don't dry mustard, "2 cup white flour and fry in a little butter Baby Boy Suiter (Susan), Rt. 3 Benton, Tyrethia,_Milliken,
or margarine. They are real 1, Murray, Baby Boy Yates 207 Pine Murray, Johnny F.
Christmas bake sale will be have food that everyone en- vinegar and 1.2 cup water. Mix
good!"
joys
you
still
harii
balls.
Bake
have
a
and
pour
over
houseful
Debbie, 813 Bagwell, Ahart, Rt. 1 Bx. 183-A Murray,
held in front of Otasco in Bel
Here is a cake especially for Murray.
of
Lewis F.: Adkisson, Rt. 5 Bx.
dissatisfied
degree
oven,
basting
in
375
guests.
9
Center
from
Shopping
Air
To paraphrase an oldre occassionally, until golden you at Christmas. Mrs. Dean
615 Murray, James Kenley,
DISCHARGES.
a.m. to 6 p.m., sponsored by
Payne, Box 5, Harmony, W.
Mrs. Elizabeth A.Syess, Rt. 101 Pine St. Murray, Mrs.
Church of Jesus 'Christ of expression: -Weak gifties, brown."
Va. says the ingredients for 1, Hardin, Mrs. Nnda S. Willie M. Winchester, Rt. 7
manners
rude;
comes
a
day
From
Benton
saved
if
Latter Day Saints.
food is good.
recipe for potato-cheese balls. Scripture Cake are: 1 cup Damron, 1703 Audobon Dr., Mayfield, Mrs. Patricia F.
This
year
you
who
No name is attached, but since Psalms 55:21; 3 cups Murray, Mrs. Patricia Hart, Markham, Rt. 2 Big Sandy,
of
cook
Chapter
Phi
: Xi Alpha
Beta Sigma Phi will have a might want something besides everyone-Wits potatoes, you Jeremiah 6:20; 6 each Isaiah Rt. 2, Box 406, Paris, Tenn., _Tenn., Luther T. Easley, Rt. 7
,
2 cupsA Kings 10:10; 1 Rebecca F. Henderson, Rt, 1, Mayfield, Mary R. Steely, pt.
dinner at 7 p.m. at Dakota turkey for your dinner - or, in could try this. -Add dash of 10:14; 3'
Feed and Grain, and later go addition to a smaller bird. salt and pepper and it cup pinch Leviticus 2:13; 1 cup Hardin, Mrs. Ben T. 2 Hazel, Lynn D. Burkeen, Rt.
to home of Linda Rogers for a Mrs. Anderson's ham balls, a grated cheese to 2 cups Genesis 24:17; 2 cups - one Hogancamp, 1715 Plain View, 3 Murray, Commie Cain, Rt. 1
1 ou4i
,
social.
-Erik
Rowan ,coanty,version
Awy.,Grayson.-14,446
,
_ _ •
popular•
ThaffHall Murray.
perfect add -1 tablespoon.milk to egg. --1`kruldberi 17-11:Tream Sugar;
6, Boit 32, Paris,
, Grace Baptist Church will answer.
Form potatoes into balls, roll butter or margarine. Add eggs Mrs. Libbie Cothran and Baby
have a church wide supper at
"Have yqur butcher grind
in egg-milk mix, then in bread one at a time beating after Girl, Rt. 3, Benton, Dwight H.
'Jonathan Creek at 7 p.m.
together 1 pound sugar cured crumbs and bake on greased eachg-Add honey. Sift flour and Brinn, Rt. 2, Box 277, Murray,
baking sheet at 450 degrees till all dry ingredients -together William J. Boyden, 1209 Doran
and add alternately with Rd., Murray,'Mrs. Martha J.
browned."
From Dreama Price of water. Pour in tube pan or two Dodd, Rt. 2, Box 19+ Murray,
-Morehead is a recipe for round cake pans. Bake at 350 Mrs. Martha J. Dodd, Rt. 2,
minutes, Box 194, Murray, Ronnie
sausage quiche "that my degrees 30-35
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
family enjoys as do friends - testing for _doneness. Make Beane, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Associatod !Toss food Editor
greased
and
are
sure
pans
when we entertain." She gave
Charles Marello, 803 N. 17th,
LUNCH FARE
a double recipe that will serve floured and chop figs and Murray, Mrs. Pauline E.
-"O
'n Sandwiches
Soup
•
almonds."
Jim
Rt.
7,
Mayfield,
Carrell,
12: "Mix 1 pound mild sausage
The golden wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cookies
Beverage
Oh, we can be merry with S. Ramsey, 514 Broad,
and 1 pound hot, fry, drain
ToWery of Murray was observed with a family dinner at
OPEN SANDWICHES
If
tree
the
neath
the
what's
Robert
L.
Murray,
Morris,
well, then set aside. Put in
Repeated on request.
Seven Seas Restaurant,Murray,on Saturday, Nov 25.
blender 1 small onion, it green gook is quick to please thee Sr., Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., 32.4-ounce can brisling
The couple was married on Nov. 24, 1928, in Paris, Tenn.
- Mrs. Mae N. Goodwin, Rt. 1,
pepper, 2 tablespoons flour, 4 and me.
Following the meal at the restaurant, the children,.
sardines ..
Dexter, Lester W. Lowe, 714 3 tablespoons mayonnaise
eggs, 2 cups evaporated milk,
grandchildren, andgr_eat grandchildren of the couple went to
•
'Depot St., Paris, Tenn., Mrs. 1 scallion, minced
2 tablespoons parsley flakes, 1
- the home of the couple's granddaughter, Mrs. Jim (Vicki)
Finely grated pared
Mary M. Edmonds, Rt. 2,
teaspoon salt, 1A2 teaspoon
- Crick for coffee and cake. The couple opened their gifts atthe
O'ROURKE BaY
carrots
each garlic salt and pepper.
Murray, Mrs. Hazel Dill, Rt. 2,
Crick home.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. Dover, Tenn., Charles T. 8 thin slices wholewheat
Blend till onion and green
Mr: and Mrs. Towery are the parents of three childrenbread
II of Kaisen- Carter (expired), Murray.
O'Rourke
pepper are fine textured. Put
-James Towery, Richard Towery, and Mrs. Bill (Carolyn)
Lift 'sardines from their oil
slautern, Germany, are the
9-inch
drained
sausage
in
two
Murray.
Morris. all of
o-- a-bowl, mash with- maytheirplare -patents-of-a-balay-boy,-Andraw- Tr-'21:111
rVicki Crick,, -tmbaked-pie
Their four granWaiightert-ar
onnaise and scallions; stir in '1
pounds'
weighing
10
Maddox,
slices of Swiss chees4 from
Adults 138
, Mrs. Steve (Janet) Johnson, Mrs. Floyd 4 Richela ) Dawson,
cup of the carrot. Spread the
two 8-ounce packages over nine ounces, measuring 23 Nursery
and Miss Rhonda Towery;'their andson is Patrick Morris;
bread with sardine mixture:
Monday,
Dec.
inches,
born
on
this and pour mixture from
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS sprinkle generously with the
and their two great granddaughters are Andrea Crick and
blender over the contents of 4.
carrot. Makes 4 servings
2
N,Chanda Dawson.
They have one other son,
slices per portion.
both
pies. Sometimes I
DISMISSALS
.4,11 of their children and grandchildren were present for the
alternate layers of sausage, Peter, 2 years of age. The
Mrs. Virginia L. Knott, Rt.
anniVersary occasion.
cheese and mixture. Bake 35 mother is the former Marion 1, Spring9le, Tenn., Mrs.
Ancient cultures linked pigs
•
to 40 minutes at 375 degrees. I Belote and is a guidance Mary F. -Ramsey, No. 50
councilor. The father is an Shady. Oaks Murray, Mrs. with gods, giving rise to
like
to
let
mine
set
for
about
an
1' Mid
animals in
hour before slicing to serve." athletic director at the Army. Mary L. Hutson, Rt. 8, Bx. sacrifices of the
ceremonies,
Anha Jean Allen of West American High School.
1078, Murray, Mrs. Ethel M. religious
• Grandparents are Mr. and Pace, Rt. I; BUchansn,Tenn., National Geographic says.
1/(/' 1111* (:11(11)1('I'
Liberty thinks "Ella's Boiled
feiti /IX
This in turn led to taboos
Custard", would make a Mrs. Pete O'Rourke of New Mark W. Houk, Bx, 28 Dexter,
'against eating pork.
Mr.
and
J.,
and
Brunswick,N.
festive food for the holidays.
Timmy Wright,- 528 Broad
Members of Alpha Mu
-Results of two recent fund "Blend 2 cups of sugar and 8 Mrs. Jack Belote, Oxford Murray, Mrs. Katherine
Chapter of Epsilon Sigma
raising projects (garage sale tablespoons of flour well. Beat Drive, Murray.
Outland, 1607 Keenlend
Alpha met at Mrs. Jean
and Christmas cookie sale) 5 egg yolks. Mix in it gallon 18
Murray,
CHAPMAN BOY
Mrs.
Helen
For Information
Fleming's home on Thursday, were given by the treasurer, cups) milk with yolks - part
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Newsome, 512 Brewer Paris,
Regarding
Dec. 7, with the president, Mrs. Ethely-n Loberger. The with yolks and add to sugar- Chapman of Murray lioute 2 Tenn., Bret Mowery, E-14
Kathie Fleming, presiding. funds will be used to finance flour mix, gradually with rest are the parents of a baby boy, Fox Meadows Mueray, Mrs.
philanthropic projects of the of milk. Mix all together in Jeremy Ryan, weighing seven Deborah Martin, 100 Spriice
nine
club throughout the year.
ounces, Murray, Mrs. Marjorie C:
kettle and cook slowly, pounds
(Permanent
The final results of the stirring often, till full bubble measuring 18'2 inches, born McNutt, Rt. 6 Bx. 163 Paris,
October door to door drive for boil. Remove from fire, add 1 on Friday, Nov. 24, at 2:48 Tenn., Mrs. Evelyn A.
Removal of Hair)
St. Jude Research Hospital teaspoon vanilla. This keeps a.m. at the Western Baptist Bequette, 514 College Ct.
were announced. The sum of well in refrigerator. Top with Hospital, Paducah.
Murray, Miss Norma J. Baker
They have another son, and Baby Boy, Rt. 6 Bx. 149
$5329.25
has been sent to the nutmeg and whipped cream if
Emma Sue Hutson Tat
Jason Lane, 4. The'father is Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ruth A.
guest speaker at the meeting hospital at Memphis, Tenn. desired. My husband and
employed
at Ingersoll-Rand
Mrs.
Janet
Denton an- three sons love this."
ot the United Methodist
Company Centac Division,
Ann Kabler el Salvisa in
Women of the Russell's nounced the final plans for the
Mayfield.
makes
County
Chapel Church held at the Christmas party at the Con- Mercer
Grandparents are Mr. and
valescent Division of Murray- delicious banana cup cakes
church.
Mrs. E. G. Chapman of Dexter,
Calloway
rHospital that the and fruit cookies, but for now and Mr. and Mrs. James C.
-• Mrs. Hutson spoke on the
you might want to serve her Paschall of Murray Route 2.
Flowers
Thanksgiving season using as chapter is hosting.
'The vice-president, Linda simple potato cake recipe as a Great grandparents are
her theme, "Prayer and
Mr.
Thankfulness For All Ages." Damron, reported plans for a treat the day after the BIG and Mrs. Galon Chapman of
rush
tea
possibly in January. meal. "I should write a cook- Dexter, Tellus Myers of
She used excerpts from If
Christmas gifts were ex- book '1001 Ways to Fix Paducah, and Mrs. Tempest
Life's A Bowl of Cherries Then
What Am-4--Doing In the Pits changed and names were Potatoes,' she wrote her pen Paschall of Murray Route 1.
by Erma Bombeck, and Plum drawn for secret, sisters.
Jelly and Stained Glass And Others attending were Mrs.
Other Prayers by Jo Carr and Faye Austin, Mrs. Marie
Forrester, Mrs. Peggy
Imogene Sorley,
Dolly Lorenz opened the Fulcher, Mrs. Sarah Horner,
From
meeting with prayer. For the and Mrs. Pam Shields.
devotion Ed McK inzie read
*Mirrors *Pictures
rileell iSt0f/
from Daily Devotions on
*Bross *Wicker
and
-Shaping Our Lives"
•Srelle-BYM We('/
Masonic Widows and Orphans invited, no
closed with prayer.
--Open Til &BO
formal invitations will be sent. Time is 6:30
Refreshments were served
Mary Ann" McCuiston
Ever%, Night
by Martha Crass and Ftoxie opened her home for the
p.m., December 15,1p8.
Thru
Dec 22nd
Jones.
meeting of the Baptist Ydung
Ladies present were Lora Women of the Northside
Place: Masonic LOdge, North of Murray on
Wilkinson, Daisy, Wickoff, Baptist Church with Judy
Mayfield Highway(121N)
the
Ethel Walker, Toni Hopson, Jones, president, presiding..
Present
for the meeting
Lavine 'Carter, Dolly Lorenz,
Transportation arranged by calling any
Lois
Sparks;
Dorothy were Sheila McGinnis, Ann
Ginny
hidugi raber
Cecelia
Noonan, Edith Jones, Jean Hamilton. Larkin
ACEirifle
/WOK- -neer.tattlerlhethalri,
Sponsored by-Mii-"F'rray Lodge-VIS"
Martha Crass, Linda Kelly, Bridges, and Mary Ann
Members are asked to bring & vegetable,
McCuiston,
with
the
latter
Nelle
Roxie Jones,' Gay
serving
refreshments
.
salad or dessert.
Shirley
Williams,
and
durinit
the social hour,
Garland.

Mr. and Mrs. Towerr
Honored, 417,1ii.ersar

PTO/C(1S ITC

Electrolysis

Emma Sue Hutson
Guest Speaker At
Russell's Chapel

Call 753-8856

Semi-Annual Masonic
Widows and Orphans
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Brunch At Crass Home
Is Mkt On .Saturday
Mrs. A. B. Crass, Mrs.
Maurice
ss Sr., Miss Susan
Crass, and Mrs. Eddie Rollins
honored Miss Martha Gay
Crass, Dec. 18th bride elect of
Maii Kevin Robison, and
friends who had hosted
prenuptial parties, with a
lovely brunch on Saturday
Dec. 9 at 10:30 a.m. in the
hane of Mrs. A. B. Crass,
Gatesboro Circle.
Holiday decorations were
used throughout the home,
featuring greenery, candles,
and other holiday motife.
Guests were invited into the
den for champagne punch,
served from arsilver bowl
encircled with holly. A brunch
of egg casserole, country ham
and biscuits, fruit compote,
and assorted coffee cake was

HEALTH
Fear of rapid heart beat

I
r?1

served to the thirty guests
present.
Christmas tree ornaments,
handmade by the bride-elect's
mother, were presented as
gifts to the guests.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

I should tell you alcohol
sometimes precipitates such
an attack in people who
don't have heart disease. Su.
If you happen to be drinkinp
cocktails now and then, you
should try to find out if they
are associated with the at
tacks and you would by
better off not using them.
NOW AT HOME
Of course, if you-are drinkHugh B. (Dock) Wallace of
ing alcohol, you should also
Murray Route 8 has returned
know that it doesn't mix well
home after having undergone
with Valium and you
surgery at the Baptist
shouldn't use the two together. In plain language, if you
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
are taking tranquilizers,
artery with fatty-cholesterol
don't drink.
deposits.
Digitalis is sometimes
FIVE GENERATIONS - Mrs. Onie Darnall Cleaver of Murray, second left, first
Actually,- a variety of
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
to control various types
used
her
are
family.
On
problems
in
the
heart
acute
generations
is
left
Mrs.
four
other
is
generation,
pictured
the
with
Mrs. Thomas James of
heart action. There
rapid
of
attacks,..
heart
called
also
Standing
next
to Mrs. Cleaver
Ken (Robbie Darnall) Knipp, Murray, second generation.
Hardin has been dismissed
are other medicines also
including episodes of rapid
(Diane
Jim
Mrs.
Cavil!)
Knipp,
Harris,
Fort
Mrs.
of
from Lourdes Hospital,
is her granddaughter mid daughter
available for this depending
heart action- such "as you
Paducah.
Wayne,Ind. On the right is Mrs. Tom (Debbie Harris) Fitzcharles, Fort Wayne, daughter
on what kind of episodes a
describe or transit chest
person has.
pains which do not result in
of Mrs Harris. granddaughter of Mrs. Knipp great granddaughter of ‘irs. Cleaver, and
I presume you have had an
the death of heart muscle.
mother of little Miss Abbee Fitzcharfes, fifth generation, held by her grandmother, Mrs.
electrocardiogram and the
a
not
it's
honesty,
all
in
So,
Harris.
nature of your rapid heart
very accurate term. But if
beat has been identified.
you are worrying about the
That sometimes makes
possibility of having death of
some differehce in deciding
heart muscle or myocardial
what kind of medicine, if
infarction, I don't think you
any, a person needs.
Frances Drake
need to concern yourself
about that at your age, parFOR THURSDAY, SCORPIO
ticularly since you are a
Ora Lee Farris, deputy
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
woman.
DECEMBER 14, 1978
grand regent of the Kentucky
Avoid confrontations over
I am sending you The
What kind of day will
Health Letter number 6-12,
Women of the Moose, was
tomorrow be? To find out what money and shared resources.
initiation wasAn lre
i an
eld
he
the
tg
'
Heart Irregularities,
judge in a beauty contest at
the stars say, read the Protect credit rating. AmMurray
Assembly
of
meeting
TachycardiVan
Abigail
Buren
Beats,
Skipped
By
the Jeffersontown Moose
forecast given for your birth biance need not lead to
as, to give you more infor- No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
overboard spending.
Lodge, sponsored by the
Sign.
mation about these prob- for Girls held on Tuesday.
SAGITTARIUS
Jeffersontown Women of the
lems. Other readers who Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. at the lodge
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Moose No. 1100, recently.
want this issue may send 50 hall.
You'll have to make con( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Mistress of Ceremonies was
cents with a tong, stamped,
The degrees of the order
self-addressed envelope for
Others seem unreceptive to cessions now to get along with
Norma J. Vessels, junior
were conferred upon Tina
me
the
to
keeping
request
in
but
others,
your
Send
it.
your ideas now, but you'll find
graduate regent. Tim Vessel,
in care of this newspaper, Bogard with Lana Lasater as
hidden strength in someone peace, don't neglect other
-Miss Glory," was winner of
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City worthy advisor and Barbara
a
about
never
you
letter
you
tell
to
is
This
ABBY:
responsibilities.
DEAR
influences
Stellar
one.
close
the first prize as "Miss
New York, NY Windsor as mother advisor.
Station,
from
call
a
third
son's
my
received
I
ago
time
Some
received.
Alf
CAPRICORN
suggest compromise.
Moose."
10019.
Members present were
grade teacher asking me to stop in at school to discuss a
)Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vs/
Ann Morrison, queen of letter my son .had written in letter-writing class. It was
Clark,
Vickey
Trisha
TAURUS
The day's chores pile up like
sponsors of Kentucky, and addressed to YOU. It read:
Weatherford, Michelle Cook,
( Apr. 20 to May 20) tiki, dirty dishes in the sink, and
John Morrison, District No. 1
," Veronica West, Lana Lasater,
'Dear Abby,
Don't let ftnancial problems you may not accomplish as
president of the Kentucky
Lee Stacey, Angie Thweatt,
My dad works all the time. He is never home. He gives
come between you and a loved much as you had planned in
Moose Association, also at- moneJ and lots of toys, but I hardly ever see him. •
Clarissa Thorn, and Tina
one. Still, there are bills that the a.m.
I love him and wish he would not, work all the time so I
Bogard.
tended from Murray.
must be paid now. Watch the AQUARIUS
The Penny Homemakers present were Susie Page
see him more.
could
Adults present were Max
ethers
the
Among
attending
Crago, Edith W. Carson,
budget.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Christmas
a
.
have
will
Club
. Jeff'
Marilyn Weatherford,
and
Trucille
and
were Ron-, Toon-, state
Dodd,
Sylvia
GEMINI
Ties of friendship and love
Monday,
That was the -entire letter. Abby. I was very poor when I potluck luncheon on
,Windsor, Sue
Barbara..
..he..ibg
44:er
the
with.
_Kemp,
wife,
his
of..KMA,
secretary.
May 21 to June_ 20).II
areactivatednow, but it's best
boy..Falways-wlged any 'children to Kate itifrffPr -Dee. 18,at 11 a.m. at the home-. reinstated as a member: Tliieãtt,and Sybil
Dolores, and dalighter, was -a
Neither you nor possibly not to mix business with
Johnson.
Violet
two
a. •
of
• than I did, so in addition to my reguThr job,-I workedyour mate wants to play follow pleasure
p.m.. Michelle, Louisville; Henry. part-time jobs-almost doubling my income. I managed to 'Gifts will be exchanged and
the
in
YAothaos.o.
vo-aaassassiai
the leader now. Avoid a clash Safeguard reputation.
•
Majors, past district president
provide my wife and two sons with many luxuries, but I each is to bring a dish for the
of egos in the a.m., and forego PISCES
Shop For Christmas At
of Kentucky, wife, Thelma, realized after reading Jeff's letter thafl was depriving them luncheon.
'
dietary transgressions in the (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
and
daughter', Brenda, of something far more important-myself. And my time.
Plans for the Monday
p.m.
Henderson; Joe Harris, past
Avoid a lackadaisical atFor instance, I had never attended a report card con
meeting were made at the
CANCER
titude when faced with family deputy North Moose and wife, ference, nor visited -school. I took no part in Scouting, Nov. 20th meeting held at 1:30
(June 21 to July 22>
Gift Shop in Aurora, Ky.
although both sons were Cub Scouts. I have never p.m. at the home of Maudena
or business problems that Jan, Madisonville; Henry and
their
entirely
was
Problems linked with your demand your attention. Pitch
responsibility
This
sons.
my
reprimanded
Annual Sale
Lena Niner, Louisville, with
Butterworth with Murrell
private life or employment in and help out.
mother's, Sometimes days would pass without my seeing
Mrs_ Niner being past deputy
Madrey, president, presiding.
_
may come to a head'today.
the boys awake.
regent of the Kentucky
The major lesson on
I
felt
I
family,
my
for
set
had
I
standard
the.
pf
Avoid a dispute with a loved
Because
are
TODAY
YOU BORN
Women of the Moose; Hazel
Upholstered Fur"Buying
g
.
diacussin
first
without
standards
0
Ahose
one in the wee small hours.
lower
tVuldalt
adventuresome, sometimes and Joe Patton, Brandenburg.
with them, so we held a family meeting. The result: I quit silture" was presented by
LEO
reckless, and often careless of
Free Gift WraPPing
Gifts For Everyone
both part-time jobs and we adjusted our standard of living Violet Johnson who said to
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
the consequences of your
Chilra
furniture
':14.13Sa-r5diliSaliSdaCk110Z410:14102410:1411%."'e4131411.12141.041.1ball
and
label
the
check
accordingly.
N.
'
IS
'
There is much social ac- actions. You can be successful
what a carefully before buying, to not
realize
I
now
and
ago,
years
two
nearly
was
That
tivity right now, but tact is in stocks and bonds, acting,
wonderful family I have. I have earned the respect of my select upholstered pieces in a
needed in dealing with both and as a trial lawyer. These
WIMBERLEY GIRL
But more important, I have learned that the greatest hurry, and that each piece
sons.
friends and loved ones. occupations would satisfy the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Paul
man can give his children is himself and his time.
a
gift
deserves careful study and
Someone is putting on airs.
adventuresome side of your Wimberley, Buenta Vista,
I am a happier man, and I want to thank you, thought.
Today
VIRGO
nature; yet often you settle for Va., are the parents of a baby
Abby, because if it were not for the letter my; son wrote to
Ruth Parker presented the
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
)
a more routine job than you'd girl, Courtney Ann, weighing
you, I might never have known what I was missing. Sign craft lesson on "Quilting" and
Family arguments or like. If you carry your thirst
me ...
six pounds 11 ounces, born on
showed a number of beputiful
domestic problems may take for the uriknown te,intellectual
DAD
.
Sunday Nov 1,2, at Stonewall . ,
articles she had made in
tftr-apotlight away71tOm plantik. ynn (An siiereed
Christmasor
-Jackson
-Hospitat,-texIngtatI,
_
career concerns. In any case, writer or lecturer. Aim for the
DEAR ABBY: Would you like to know_how an 83-year-old --en-rts
decorati
don't mix business with lunch top and don't let the struggle, Va.
about Christmas'.'
' The mother is the former - relic feels
The secretary's report and
today.
I dislike exchanging giftsbecause most.people give only in
for the bare necessities of life
devotion were by Kathryn
Bruno.
Jeralyn
Grandparents
LIBRA
the hope that they'll get something. If I could get off
doing
you from
keep
Cole, a long
are Mr. and Mrs. Paul
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
everybody's Christri2as list I would rejoice. I don't need Walker. Helen
something your heart iS set
was
member,
faithful
time
not
size,
Wimberley,
wrong
Springville,
the
either
If travel is on the agenda, be upon. Birthdate of:'--Lee
anything, and everything I get is
.
.
absent.
my style, or I have one already.
careful, as mishaps and Remick, actress;. -Gen. Tenn., and Mrs. Phillis
served
were
RefreShrhents
others
on
impose
to
have
I
so
Rainey,
Larnclunont,
A
Y.
N.
myself.
go
can't
I
shopping
mixups could occur. Maintain Jimmyy
Doolittle; and
to shop for me, which is asking a lot. Also, a dollar doesn't by Mrs. Butterworth. Guests
strictly professional -relations Margaret Chase Smith, U.S. great grandmother is Mrs. H.
buy nearly what it used to, and I resent spending all that
L.
Wimberley,
Puryear,
Tenn.
with advisers.
senator.
money just so people won't think I'm a cheapskate.
I don't like those annual Christmas letters describing
•
a
where they went last year. It's a lot of bragging and showing
off.
TURNER BOY
Neither do I like- Ctiristmas'cards with the sender's name
Mr. aid Mrs. Jerry Turner,_
ink
in
name
own
his
sign
even
can't
printed on it. H a person
3028 Virginia, Paducah, are
and add a personal "Hello," who needs it? .
boy.
Also, somebody who notifies me that she has sent a con- the parents of a baby
on
born
Michael,
Brent
somebody
is
name
MY
in
charity
favorite
to
tribution
HER
Saturday, Nov. 25.
else I can do without. I like to pick my own charitiel.
(Located in the Hall)
The mother is the former
Merry Christmas, Abby!
Shopping Center
Dixieland
GRANDMA
Barbara Schaefer, daughter
9.; Mon -Sat
times.
of Mrs. Gladys Schaefer and
1-1Sunda%,
the late Christian Schaefer of
Do
wig!' yea had sore triaida? Per tin secret of Paducah. Paternal grand411k
-1
"How TialsrPopular;
.
popularity, get Abby.
of
Bird
Jean
Mrs.
are
parents
t'oraikair:F::.4114M1••
You're Never Tee Yams or Too Oid:".8end $1 with a
A.F..*11,0411
_
.elf-addressed,'tamped 128 ee•t•I envelope to Abby, 132 Paducah and Audie Turner of
Murray.
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Your Individual
Horoscope

a
`Yk

Ora Lee Farris Is
Judge At Contest
.41 .feffersontown

)er

FatheC8- Day
Is Every Day

DEAR DR. LAMB - I
have a rapid heart beat.
Blood tests and chest X rays
indicate that there is nothing
wrong with me. I eliminated
all caffeine from my diet
and now I have stopped
smoking. I am on Valium as
needed.
When my heart starts
beating fasta it is very frightening. I also experience
shortness of breath. This
happens at least once every
week or every other week.
My doctor says that if eliminating cigarettes doesn't
stop the rapid heart beat,
he'll put me on digitalis.
This worries me.
I am only 31 years old and
have never had any serious
illness. Do you know anything about this condition?
And, am I likely to have a
heart attack?
DEAR READER - Many
people who have attacks of
rapid heart action have no
underlying heart disease at
all. Nevertheless, when the
heart beats fast during such
attacks, it can be uncomfortable and frightening. The
shortness ,of breath in such
instances occurs because
the heart is beating so fast it
doesn't have time to fill
properly between beats. As
a result, it becomes an inefficient pump.
There are some medical
problems'that will occasion-.
aHy cause this,---One-of them
is an overactixe- thyroid. I
presume that your doctor
has tested you for this possibility. You did the right
thing by eliminating
caffeine and stopping cigarettes. Those are two factors

that we know contribute to
the frequency of such
attacks.
Now I used the word
'on purpose be"attack.
cause the term "heart
attack" is not a very precise
one. Today, by common
usage, it has come to mean
having inadequate circulation to the heart muscle
which leads to death of part
of the heart muscle. These
attacks are usually caused
by plugging of a coronary

.. .
!natation Held._At

Penny Homemakers Ctub- Meeting
—To Be Ifonday At Johnson- Hoine

The-hitching Post
DISCOUNTS
10% t'x 30%

•

Bras

.132746t-

Get ONE

FREE .:-

Sugar & Spice Boutique

you

De. booklets

long,

14.

Big Savings At Home Center
Flower,

C,,
4320

WALK INTO FALL
IN STYLE
Pick out a fresh style from our bountiful
Florsheim fashion harvest Choose from
the richest
the choicest leathers
and the best values in town.
colors
From Florsheim in a wide variety of sizes
and prices So come on in .and cultivate
your good taste today

Brandy
Gold
Black

Open Every Night Tit I:00
Sunday 1-5 Frs. Gift Wrapping

Savings Up To 30% Off Our Regular

0
•

Low Price In Stock Carpet
Green Sculptured Rubber Back
-Tangerine Short Shag Jute
Gold Saxony Jute
Soft Gold Saxony Jute
Chocolate Plush Jute

Bill Hodge of Louisville, a
piano major at Murray State
University, will present his
senior piano recital on the
campus Friday, Dec. 15.
Scheduled at &15 p.m.in the
Recital Hall Annex of the,
Price Doyle Fine Arts tenter,
the program will include
selections by Beethoven,
Brahms, and Chopin. Hodge
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. I.
Hodge.

Now $2.95
--Was$3.90 Now $2.95
Was $4.50 Now $2.95
skis $4.95 Now $4.50
... Was 95 Now $4.50
Was $4.45

Many More To Choose From
We always have bargains - Now we have
a bargain on our bargain.
GOOD SELECTION

BETTER QUALITY

Summertime seaside !cook

-11ESTPRICE,S':

the -4101 will
-about-48
Yield about a pint of shuck,si
clams.
4

• • The Village

753-0707
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Gold Medal

Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 14
thru Wed., Dec. 20

0
Sol

-RIGBUYS

5 Lb. Bag

Fresh Green

Cabbage
Tomatoes
Oranges
Apples

SAVE 20

,b

Large Fancy

lb.

Fla. Juicy

Fancy Box Red Delicious

yaw.'
•

Kraft
Strawberry

ir

601.2 For

Frosty Acres Blackeye

Morton

Pum pkin

303
_JO ,

Ihr Cans

Size
SAVE

:47PWL14-‘1-

Buttermilk

Coconut
89c
lOoz.box 49c
Peas
Frosty Acres Spears
Broccoli
Peach Pies

Libby

La44v

mv

sealtest

12c
39c
79c
49c

Frosty Acres Fresh Grated

tsi

89

Godchaux

Powdered
Sugar
1ox
S

SAVE 26 •

SAVE 32

lb.
.V

12 Oz

SAVE 29

89

.;

12 Oz. Box

90z.Save 32

Green Giant Niblet

Corn

Boxes

389

Easff

Oven Cleaner

Get your Butterball Turkey at
Parker's. Vie_have a size for
every family. Buy novi while
sel

Li

Aerosol Can
16 Oz. SAVE 36'

owl, Inspected

160z.
SAVE 30`

Sausage-

%Ol

stolE

Field Pro-Leaguer

Field's Park
Field's Sliced-

Extra Strength

Kraft
Miniature

1201: pkg.

30 Tablets
Reg. $1.65
SAVE 46e

field's Finest

Sliced Bacon
Fresh Water

Catfish

$11!
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stair-

12ozs Pkg• 99

Pure Fresh
Lean

Ground Chuck

Shoulders

Try Our Delicious
Cozpon Worth

Store Baked

Hams/
Chickens

1 Lb. Cao

s„.51
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago
Marine PFC Dickie G. Keeler is
serving with the Third Division, Ninth
Marine Regiment of the Third Marine
Division, now in Vietnam.
Sp5 Eddie Outland, Jr., is now serving with the United States Army in
Hoch Van, Holland.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Edith Gust and Mrs. Ada Cain.
Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuistog presided at the meeting of
the Calloway County Fiscal .Court.
Magistrates are Dewey ttazzell, Noble
Brandon, RoY•IBurkeen, Thurston
Furches, Cecil Holland, G. R. Lassiter,
and Cecil Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brown Rostof,
Kirksey will observe their 65th wedding
anniversary on Dec. 15.
"The Wild Racers" starring Fabian
and "Our Man Flint" are showing at
the Murray Drive In Theatre.

••

19c
19'
19c
19*

fried

rated
rker

Parker

OSHA Is Needed,
Some Rules Are Not
"Piping located inside or outside of buildings may be placed
above or below ground." Urnrnm.
-Every water closet (toilet)
shall have a hinged seat made
!of substantial material, having
a nonabsorbant finish. Seats installed or replaced ... shall be of
- the open front type." 1.1h ah.
And for the telephone cornA:sany: "Belts that have pocket
tabs that extend at least 1½ inches down and 3 inches back of
the inside of the circle of each
D-ring for riveting on pliers or
tool pockets . . . There may be
no more than 4 tool loops on any
body belt." What?
These are examples of the
meaningless and somewhat absurd rules that have been on the
books for the Occupational,
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to enforce.
.
•The 5 million businesses in
the nation-have until recently
• been forced to follow rules that
are at times - nit-picking,
irrational or simply not understandable.
The good news is that these
.rules and 925_ others were
-Y15Y the
centIy Hushed awo
agency. The bad news is these
rules made up only 30 of the 310
t pages in the OSHA rule book.
With rules such as these,
,..OSHA has been a target of
business groups and editorial
writers for years. This has simply served to obscure the basic
needed role of OSHA.
We do not 4Wbble with the
„necessity of a protective agen'cy SnCh as OSHA.lletiffre its

existance many businesses
were willing to save money by
allowing their Workers to labor
in unsafe conditions. Even
today there are firms which
consider profit more important
than the lives and well-being of
employees.
To oversee these companies
the government needs OSHA.
However, the agency cannot be
expected to do its job of enforcement when it, is tied down
trying to sort through mounds
of meaningless regulations.
The recent cleansing of the rule
book of particularly ridiculous
rules should enable the agency
to spend more time searching
for and purging serious
violations.
We believe there is a need for
OSHA, but there is no need for
nit-picking
irrational,
regulations or the harrassment
that goes with their enforcement.

GoRAFIFiiri

maNy
—STPAITS?
ourAS
A-31v1Agvriit -

EAR-111N
•••••

. Headline is a service for senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.

-MEOW be. eligible for assistance. The
Den-Wm-lent—Cif -HEW has announced
that funds appropriated. under the
Older Americans Act are available and
advises people to contact their State
and local offices on aging. These will be
listed, in most areas, as Council on
Aging or Agency on Aging.

20 Years Ago
Inside Report

W. Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, reviewed the
general school picture in the city school
'system at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Club-house. He
was introduced by Robert Perry.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ola
Outland Hodges, 69.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will sponsor its
home decoration contest in the city this
year, according to the committee
composed of Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, Mrs.
C. C. Farmer,and Mrs. Perry Brandon.
Miss Glenda Culver, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ivy Culver, was married to
Roy Lynn Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Smith, on Dec. 12 at the First
Methodist Church.
Dennis Jackson, 5-10 basketball
player for the Murray Douglas
Bulldogs, is leading in the Fourth
District as making the most points per
game this season.

Ih Howland F.% an s and
Robert Novak

Modernizing China
quoting from Marx, Lenin and Mao TseHARBIN, China — Confusion at the
tung.
Harbin Boiler Plant not only exposes
Like most other cadres we met in
China's monumental problems of inChina, this official has held the same
dustrial modernization but helps exjob throughout the mayhem of the past
plain the dramatic political'events that
dozen years. While giving lip service to
have drawn the world's amazed atthe new line out of Peking, he avoided
tention.
really embracing anything that might
The cold, badlY lighted factory was
prove just another momentary
filled with clusters of sullen, idle
aberration. Thus, while -material
workers. Some scattered at the apincentives" for workers were being
proach of a visiting party consisting of
plant management and one kireigner;_
praised -in -an economic theoretical
meeting in Peking that very moment,
most did not. Scores of machines were
the holler OW executive remembered
unattended. many .of them disaSseni-that phrase as. a "revisionist"
bled. What work was doire used mainly
pejorative used by Maoist radicals.
obsolete, non-automated techniques.
This is one of the largest factories in
Whether such old party stalwarts can
Harbin (located about 250 miles from
carry forward Peking's reforms is
Soviet Siberia), industrial center of
doubtful. Inactivity at the boiler plant is
what used to be called Manchuria.
partially caused by raw materials
While a horror by U.S., Japanese or -shortages. But when we asked whether
German standards, its defects are not
such shortages were the product of
exceptional in China; rundown, obrigid central planning for a nation of 850
solete
equipment;
sloppy
million, the plant official showed some
management; a work corps that even
irritation in replying: "That is the way
Chinese officials admit has lost China's ---we do it, and that is the way we have
traditional work ethic. _
--thine it for 28 years."
To-Correct these evils hardened over
Inactivity induced by shortages is
three decades of communist rule, the
endemic „io China. When we paid an
regime of Vice Premier--Tang' Hsiaounscheduled visit to the farm cultivator
ping is seeking Western advice and
plant at the Evergreen commune just
investment while trying to energize the
outside Peking, all men and machines
huge, sluggish bureaucracy that runs
were idle. They had been for weeks and
China. This effort unintentionally
would continue so for the rest of the
produced the spectacle on the streets of
-year. The reason: no -raw materials.
Peking of Chinese workers and students
Similar inactivity was evident at the
asking Western newimen about
precision tools factory in Harbin - the
democratic concepts.
•
biggesi such plant in China — when we
The hurdles Teng faCes in modervisited it. But the deputy plant
nization are typified by one top
superintendent, an engineer who
executive at the Harbin Boiler Plant.
quoted no communist theory,
Coming here after army service in "the
recognized the ,course of possible
war against tho U.S: aggression" (the
salvation.
Korean war), he is neither engineer nor
He bluntly told us worker attitude and
worker, but instead, a Communist
morale remained poor. He admitted
functionary. As such, he answered our
that the new workers'''bonus" for good
questions about plant deficiencies by

performance — a trifling amount paid
some 70 percent of all workers — does
not provide adequate incentive. But
help may be on the way. The theoretical
meeting in Peking called for "giving
the laborer a direct material interest in
the results of his or her labor."
Would this official welcome a system
where plant management and workers
set production quotas, conducted their
own sales and procurement and were
responsible for failure or success? He
The body.of PFC taw_ McDaniel,
thought carefully for a while, then
killed in action in Luxembourg on.2ec..
answered:
would help productiosap.-...
29, 1944, will be returned here for
but after all, we are a socialist counfuneral and burial services.
try."
The city of Murray will be spotlighted
But just such Yugoslav socialism,
In the Sunday Courier-Journal
based on decentralized economic
magazine on Dec. 19. The seven-page
decisionmaking, is seriously being
article was written by Joe Creason with
considered by the regime. "China may
the photographs by Thomas V. Miller,
go in one step from the Stalinist model
Jr.
to well beyond Yogoilavia," one
George Buist Scott, Jr., will graduate
Western diplomat told us. That seems
this
month from the University of
exaggerated but there is no doubt which
Tennessee School of Pharmacy,
direction the regime is taking. Foreign
Memphis, Um,
investors are beinglnvited
into Chinese •
_
Marshall College of Huntington, W.
enterprbies (up to 49 percent control)
Va.,
and Tennessee Tech of Cookeville,
and plans are underway to elect plant
Tenn., have become members of the
officials — two familiar Yugoslav inOhio Valley Conference.
novations.
Bobby Johnson, James Tucker,
Although orders for direct election of
Marilyn
Walker, Howard McCallon,
cadres have not yet seeped down to the
Sue Jones, Donald Edwards, Myrna
plants we visited, this reform is no less
Adams, Glen Cunningham, Loretta
important than worker incentives arid
Turner, LaVerne Trees, Roy Swift, Pat
foreign investment. To modernize:pis
Ross, Barbara Jones, Doedthy Tucker,
vast, backward country requires
Sue Cunningham, and Sue Suiter are
planting seeds of Dot only Western
members of the cast, of the play,
capital but Western economic and
"Mumbo Jumbo," to be presented by
political theory — seeds that ultimately
the freshman class----d-Kftsey-Mgh could change more than industry in
School.
China.

30 Years Ago

Sitting At The Mayor's Desk

Mayor Responds
To Sticker Protest

HEARTLINE: I have been seeing a
new doctor lately and he has me taking
a prescription drug called Darvon. It
*FRANK CORMIER
hasn't been helping my condition much
Associated Press Writer
HEARTLINE: I was married to my
and seems to make me,a little tipsy
ex-husband for 27 years. I am now 66
Can you tell me if it is possible
feeling.
years old. I know that if he is retired I
td have harmful side effects when
:am eligible for a wife's benefits from
We read with interest the union notice
taking this medicine? — G.S.
his Social Security account. However, I
workers at Ryan Milk protesting a
by
our
on
We do not have any physicians
-cannot find out his Social Security
proposed increase in city sticker price.
not
are
therefore
we
staff
and
number. Can you tell me what to do? I
-This increase was proposed as the only
medically qualified to give medical
have called many government offices
mew whereby city workers could be
However,
we
advice
o
f
any
kind.
budget-making
despite two centuries of
and cannot get any information. Any
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
granted
a 7 per cent wage increase to
anyone
strongly suggest and urge that
experience.
help you can give will be appreciated.
deciding what the government needs
partially compensate for the increase
effects
side
who
is
having
any
kind
of
approach
was
The need for a new
. most in next year's budget, adA.W.
in their cost of living during the past
from a prescribed drug report it to their
expounded in an interview by Dale
You should try to get together all the
ministration economizers went back
year. Although the workers had asked
physician
immediately.
Your
physician
for
director
McOrnber,OMB's assistant
over the numbers to see what it needs
Identifying information on your exfor
13 per cent, the Budget Committee
has both the knowledge and skill to
budget review.
least.
husband you can find: his parents' full
had recommended only 7 per cent to
correct
this
problem.
agency
"When we look at programs
flames, his date and place of birth, his
It's all part of President Carter's
stay within the guidelines proposed by
by agency," noting this had been the
last employer. Social Security will .not
effort to curb federal spending so as to
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
President Carter. I wonder if the
"we
traditional approach, he said,
hold the budget deficit to no more than
furnish you with his Social Security
senior citizens. We do a lot of traveling
workers at Ryan Milk propose to hold
always have to ask ourselves, 'Are we
$30 billion, as part of the drive-agamst
number unless you are at an age when
and on one occasion our luggage was
their wage increases to 7 per cent or
being even-handed?'"
inflation.
you would be eligible for benefits on his
damaged and many valuables were lost
less so that our milk prices will pot go
As an example of fairness- problems
As one budget manager told it, the
.account. If you are applying for a wife's
by the airlines. How can we prevent
up? I also wonder if 'they propose a
under the old method, he said that if the
benefits, you must be age 62 or have
billion-dollar decisions were made first,
things like this in the future? — T.F.
boycott of Ryan Milk products if their
Pentagon sought funds for 343 F-14
off the top of 1979 spending proposals
children under 18 in your care. If you
Heartline suggests that you inspect
prices go up? If a boycott of Ryan Milk
fighters, "it's hard to match those F-14s
sent to the White House. Then came the
are not sure your ex-husband is still
your luggage before you leave -home.
products were to take place, how many
against VA hospitals."
effort to cut at the bottom, and save
alive or not, you can file a claim as
Are all straps and zippers securely
would be laid off as unneeded?
Under the new priority system, he
some additional dollars.
early as age 60.
-fastened and in working order? Figure
It is just not realistic to expect all
suggested, the Air Force might wind up
The exact numbers in the Carter
out a quick and easy way to mark your
However,even if you do not have any
working people's wages to go up except
with 25 F-Hs and the Veterans
luggage so it can be easily spotted when
budget will be disclosed when he sends
information on your husband, you
those in local government. It has been
Administration could get extra hospital
his spending proposals to Congress next
it goes by on the belt or carousel. Tape a
should file for benefits anyway. The
difficult to get good labor for city
money that otherwise would have been
business card or other identification on
information above would speed your
employment because of the low wages
_month.
_
eannarked kir lire-raft.
the inside cover of the luggage. Carry
The spending blueprint is expected to
application along, since Social Security
paid by local government, and as the
When McOmber and his associates
all vital materials (including
be in the $530 billion range. Less than
files accounts by number only, and they
embarked on priority rankings, they
prescription drugs) with you and
one-tenth of 1 percent of that sum was
could use this information to locate
Murray Ledger & Times
found
they were dealing with more than
always
lock
your
suitcase.
Most
has
Heartline
cut
when budget experts checked the
your ex-husband's file.
or
programs
3.000 separate federal
--airlines do not claim liability for lost or
bottom of the barrel.
available an easy to understand booklet
Walter I. Apperson
lisiber
F
F bto
a(iivities. •
damaged items so you must do your
Ft Gene McCutcheon
To trim that amount, roughly $500
which explains many of the rules and
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Although all were ranked, the items
best to prevent this kind, of loss.
million, Carter's pennypinchers at the
requirements governing the Social
every afternoon except-.Sunday. July 4. Christwere
review
earmarked
special
for
rwo
Office of Management and Budget
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Security program. To order, send
-11
St
Murray Newspapers, Inc, 103 N
those with the lowest rankings.
conducted a first-ever attempt to rank
dollars to Headline's Guide to Social
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
all
review
to
A
decision
was
made
42071
Ky
Murray,
proposed spending items with the
Security, P.O. Box 11934, Chicago, Ill.
eaisn
th‘Spalzraabrie
Rio
AnTE.
75 0
p
,
1kI
r n
tISC
rs, R
rIPT1
ciS
rrUir
major spending proposals comprising
lowest priority.
60611. Please allog eight weeks for
57(i
.ted
a neb
ey
tentative
the
the
of
Benton, Harpercent
and
to
bottom
6
County
atioway
mail
in
1.
By
The goal was to determine the least
delivery.
Farriungton, By , and
and
Sedalia
Mayfield.
din,
budgetTherefore, say unto the house of
worthy programs, with the aim of
HEARTLINE: I have not been able to
Paris. Buchanan and euryear, In, $1900 per
Israel, Thus saith the Lord God;
Thai, to enhance prospects for
taking a rational approach to keeping
year By mail to other destinations. 113510 per'
catch up on my fuel bill from last
year
of
equitable decisions, the top 2 percent
Repent, and turn yourselves from your
the new budget within Carterwinter, and it's winter again! I think
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
tentative
the
proposals
from
omitted
your
faces
from
(dolt; and turn away
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
prescribed limits.
am still shout three months behind. If
Association
wending blueprint were marked for
all your abominations. — Ezekiel 14:1.
When the average taxpayer mates
this winter is anything like the last, I
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
reconsideration.
republish local news originated M. The Murray
out a personal budget, he automatically
shudder to think how muc'h I'll owe by
ledger
& TImes as well as all other AP news
vezigiaitacturitigia.tiumtgag.„...1115_
Altogether, the _review involved $35_
auinnuqt...1,5 1.11e.re any iliac& aLaI,L_..._Jsioikate_ofteL.habits theta!!! over
size
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govern
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let
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with
these
larilkItivice
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the
7534916
on
way
wound
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"Commit
and
our
lives.
thy
diallars
Haifa billion
habits
-Odd aiit
.may seem, Uncle Sam never •
Senior citizens who are experiencing
753-1918
tutting room floor.
unto Him."
before tried this sensible approach,
problems because of accumulated fuel

Washington Today

Least Needed Items

Bible Thought

of

a

cost of groceries and milk) goes up, we
cannot expect to pay these workers the
same mrey year after year. Unfortunately,the tax income of the city is
not "tied" to inflation as a payroll tax
would be.
That is, the amount of taxes collected
by the city does not increase as inflation
cheapens the worth of the tax dollars
collected. Thus, as the cost of operating
the city increases because of- inflation
and the income remains the same;
either services must be cut or more
money taken in.
It seems ironic that the membership
of a union would oppose an action
proposed to give working people a pay
raise. Does this mean only people, who
belong to the AFL-CIO deserve a living
wage and other workers do not? That is
a strange philosophy to be held by an
organization which. purports to stand
behind the working people.

Thoughts
In Season
HUMANISTS FOR OUR TIME
By KEN WOLF
What is the price of superficial
behavior? What does it cost to be
"phony"? Can we be too eager to
please? The great Swedish statesman
and man of letters Dag Harnmarskjold
11905-1961), pondered these questions
as he wrote the following words in his
diary, later published as Markings:
A blown egg floats well, and sails
' well on every puff of wind — light
enough, for such performances
- afireshell, with.. agitheii ,euabrya
nourishment for its growth. 'A
good mixer.'

•
-
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Cables Eyed As Possible Crash-Cause

BODY TRACING — Mrs. Shipley Wall's first grade class at East Calloway Elementary
School recentli did body tracing as part of a self awareness and art project. Pictured,
left to right are Jimmye McLeod, Tammy Colson. Mrs. Wan,and Regina kimbro.

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
(API — Cables connecting the
cockpit throttle and wing
engines of Air Force C-130
Hercules planes were known
to fray quickly and required
special attention as long as
two years ago, according to
thrcommanding officers of an
Air National Guard unit bere.
Maintenance personel of the
Guard's 109th Tactical Air Lift
Group, headquartered here,
routinely submitted information on their problems to
an Air Force control center in
Georgia well before.the latest
C-130 crash, in Kentucky,
according to Lt. Col.
McDonald Godfrey, the
group's deputy commander
for operations.
Investigators have not

Brandenburg Says Shillings
RernovectItems Folio Vd1nL Fire
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky
Police
Commissioner Kenneth Brandenburgh said that owners of
the Beverly Hills Supper Club
removed items from the
building the day after the
disasterous May 28, 1977, fire.
In a deposition filed in
Campbell Circuit Court

—

Tuesday in connection with
civil trial proceedings, the
police official said he did not
know, nor were any records
made, Of the items removed
by the Richard Schilling
family from a basement office
the day after the blaze.
was
Brandenburgh
questioned Nov.9 at Frankfort

ART EXHIBIT-s- An
Abe art faculty consisting
of paintings, ceramics, sculpture, and various other art
media is on display till Tuesday, Dec. 19 in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery at Murray State University. Gallery hours
area Mondays tlirciugh Fridays, 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturdays, 10 am. to 4 p.m. Sundays,1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

KING of VALUES

USE

YOUR
BANK
CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!

SAVINGS
mENS
BRIEFS .. . 3.44
'WENS BOXER
SHORTS... 4.97
mENS
T-SHIRTS

by attorneys for the owners
and other defendants and
lawyers representing the 165
dead. Suits seeking nearly $3
billion in damages have been
filed in circuit court and in
U.S. District Court at
Covington.
"There were items removed
for which no specific listing or
account was made," said
Brandenburgh.
. "I know the morning after
the fire, at least two of the
Schillings returned to the
scene with at least two people
who were identified as employees and I know that they
went to an office area located
in what I would describe as the
basement of the club and I
know that tha_ loaded certain
thinIs In an automobile and
removed them from the,scene.
I do not know what those items
were."
William Mullins, a lawyer
for the state police, insisted
that Brandenburgh could
testify only as an individual
and not in an official capacity.
As a. result, Brandenburgh

The State Service Director
for Disabled American
Veterans, Troy Bowling, will
be in Murray, Ky. on Friday,
Dec. 15, 1978 at 101 So. Sixth
from 9:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. to
assist any disabled veterans
-with zeziaim -for-benefits due
as result of military service:
Aeia widows pd children of
deceased
veterans
not
receiving benefits should
inquire concerning entitlement to benefits from the
Veterans Administration.
It is requested that veterans
bring discharge papers, any
letters from the Veterans
Administration, marriage
certificates and birth certificates of any.children under
age 18, or under age 23 if going
to school,a spokesman said.
Widows should bring same
papers with a copy of death
certificate if husband is
deceased.
Any totally!disabled veteran
with children who are planning to go to college at any
Kentucky State Supported
School should apply for waiver
of tuition. Bring discharge
papers and child's birth
certificate.
Veterans who are filing a
„ claim for the first time or who
are requesting the reopening
.of a current claim should
bring a medical statement
showing current physical
condition.

refused to answer questions
about whether there was
evidence of criminal conduct,
arson or overcrowding.
Brandenburgh was also
asked who gave the order to
knock down walls May 29 with
cranes and bulldozers.
"I do not know who gave
that decision," Brandenburgh
said. He said the action was
taken to aid in removal of
bodies and search for possible
trapped victims.

determined the cause of
Sunday crash, about three
miles short of the Fort
Campbell, Ky., airfield, which
killed all five airmen aboard,
but they say the pilot radioed
he was having problems with
his throttle, which was linked
to the engine by a series of
cables.
Godfrey and his commanding officer, Col. Stanley
Hemstreet, said their unit had
scheduled the cables for extensive pYeventive main-

tenance after discovering that
the cables had a tendency to
fray on the group's nine C130s
"The Air Force knew we
were replacing cables, yes,"
Godfrey said. "I would have to
assume somebody was aware
of the problem."
Godfrey and Hemstreet said
they had not specifically told
anyone of their findings but
had relied on a computer
reporting system to notify the
WarnerRobbins Depot, an Air

Three representatives of the
Department of History at
Murray State University
participated in the recent
second annual conference of
the Coal Miners Research
Association at Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
They are: Dr. James W.
Hammack, Jr., associate
professor and director of the
Forrest,C. Pogue Oral History
Institute; Dr. Charles G.
Steffen, assistant professor;
and Larry Sykes, graduate
student.
Hammack presided at the
conference as the first
president of the association
and was appointed to the
executive council upon
relinquishing the office to a
new president.

Steffen and Sykes presented
a paper which outlined Pogue
Institute plans for an oral
history project on West
Kentucky coal miners. Entitled "Planning and Initiating
a Coal Miners Oral History
Collecting Project," the paper
was offered as a model for the
association's use in promoting
the establishment of new oral
history projects elsewhere in
the U.S.
The Coal Miners Research
Association is an association
of scholars and institutions
seeking to establish a
cooperative, nationwide oral
history and archival collections project and to promote
research on coal mine
workers and their communities.

Force base in Robbins Ga.,
charged with overall maintenance control on the C-130.
Officials at the Air Logistics
Center in Warren-Robbins had
no immediate comment. But a
spokesman for the Guard's
maintenance group there said
all Guard planes were
maintained to Air Force ':tech
orders."
All maintenance on C-1308 is
fed into a computer at the
Georgia base to help maintenance control spot patterns,.
Hemstreet said. Each part is
given a separate listing.
The Schenectady-based
group's cable replacement
schedule was substantially
faster than that required by
Air Force specifications and
should "certainly" have
raised some eyebrows,

Hemstreet said,
-It is an item we have been
watching very carefully,"
Godfrey said.
After the crash, the Air
Force ordered 245 of the
turboprop cargo planes
grounded pending inspectioa.
"They were coming in line
on the final approach when the
pilot radioed they were having
throttle problems," said U.
Col. A.T. Brainerd, the public
information officer at Fort
Campbell. "That's all the
recorder said. They were
hbving throttle problems."
It was seventh fatal crash-of
a C-130 from the Little Rod!,,
Ark., base since the plank;
were deployed there in 1100.
Ten persons died in 1971 in
crash of a plane shortly after
takeoff from the base.

11111311
—7111H
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Instant
soothing

be insti
stall or
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walls.
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NEWLY ELECTED officers of the USCG Auxiliary Hold!
27-5 are Dr. James Byrn, vice commander and Di
Richard Farrell, commander. Flotilla meeting's guest
pictured with.them are BMC Gary Bank, Boating Safe
Detatchment, Paducah, Capt. Shirley Johnson, USCG
Dist. XXVII,and.,MQ Jim Griggs. USCG Group, Parista
ding.

„. That rich Maxwell Houseflavor- there's no other quite like it. It's
hard to put into Words. But try some on-your nextcoffee break
_-•
42
. 4.40Atyp.‘,y_h_Wys mean._ _
tger kina
An- i ydu use the coupon below, yotin enjoy an—oof'coffer-tweak A 30.!1areSk-en---7-of good-tasting Maxwell House ground coffee. The
only one tha t can say it's 'Good to the Last Drop'!"

11

C Genesi foods Corporsoon 197

3.97

Guilty Pleas Are

Entered In Thefts

Quality 100% Cotton underwear styled for comfort and good fit. It's . wonderfully absorbent
and perfectly washable.

OWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Four persens Charged
in connection with a fourcounty theft ring, including
the alleged' leaders- have
pleaded guilty in Warren
Circuit Court. Trials are
scheduled to begin today in at
least 10 remaining cases.
Rennirk Wood, 46, the
alleged leader, pleaded guilty
to 10 counts of first-degree
burglary, 16 counts of thirddegree burglary and 31 counts
of theft by unlawful taking
over $100.
Judge J. David Francis
sentenced Wood to 40 years in
prison. Other char,ges against

'STORE COUPON

.the Warren County Jail, were
-dismrsied The rinitifnuni
sentence would have been 535
years.
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_

,/iAPPLIANCES

488

YOUR
CHOICE:

Reg. 18.88
Selections
include G.E.
steam/dry
iron;
Waring
stand mixer with bowl, 8speed blender; Proctor 4slice toaster; West Bend
coffeemaker and 6-qt. slowcooker
with
removable
crock.

Fashion
designed
tableware for gracious living. Stainless steel service
for 8. Dishwasher
safe.

Instant Spa
SHOWER
ACCESSORY

SAVE $3.00
tnstant Spa turns hot water into a
soothing steambath-like mist. Can
be installed in any showerhead,
stall or tub. It uses less water than
a shower and won't harm bathroom
walls.

iliary Flotilla
'er and Dr.
ing's guests
ating Safety
on, USCGA
p, Paris

St.Mary's(Mode13371)

ELECTRIC BLANKET Reg $2133sALE

The first car stereo speaker with a woofer,
tweeter and a midrange. Midrange picks up
a whole range of tones.

brothei
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER
00

I2

JUNIOR
BRUSHED
ACRYLIC

-

- TOPS

SAVE Rio°

With full 88 character office keyboard; 12"
cartridges _ electric
repeat backsp_acel, sqp_,
arafe molded carrying case-plus many
other great features.

5775

COFFEE MAKER
HAMBURGER COOKER
8690ster

Reg g13 97SALE

$997

-

You'll find fantastic
styling in these longsleeve fashion tops!
Assorted trims, pockets
and neck styles. 100°,0
brushed acrylic. Sizei

BLENDER

colors.

PRESTO HEATER

RDF

DEEP FRYER
Reg.$23.88 SALE

'1997

CANNON

CHRISTMAS PRINT

TOWELS
There's holiday
in
prightness

Canon
CALCULATOR

7-PC. ,
WOODRIDGE FAL2Lfq
OR MUSHROOM

..SAVE_41-111It gives math problems for ages sheared -Christmas • int towels.

WITH MEMDRY

8-fluorasr-adet- d
git display, 4
memory. Square
I Oa-key and oindicaverflow
tion.

PAINT-BY-NUMBER
_ SETS
Easy-clean decorated porcelain ware
with firm-grip phenolic handles and
knobs. Fired-on patterns.

VALUES
TO 1.27
Sets contain 6"x8" or
8"x10" panels, 12 oil
colors; brush .and instructions.
Assorted
themes. ,

if

UCINEL

WORKIN' ON THE RAILROAD
LOGGING EMPIRE
TRAIN SET

VISE GRIP
GIFT SET

Handy frame jack
with 3000-1b. capacity. Lifts from 5"
to 15".

SAVE
S1.34
Includes 2 sizes of
Vise-Grip
locking
pliers. Comes in
handsome gift box.
MODEL 215G

Features two operating buildings made of
durable plastic; seven-unit train; 27"x73"
figure-8 layout; new realistic throttle control and 4 figures. Hours of fun.

CHILDRENS

SPIDERMAN
SLIPPER

P,Ft E STO

CHICI:nFRAM

00

LOW PRESSURE FRYER
Adli

Por cracklin' crispnes-s
telider,
outside . .
juicy goodness inside—
in minutes, at home.
Big 6-quart size.

REG. 2.99

i
emColorful SPderman
bossed on sfnculth wipe- clean uppers with flannel lining and cushioned insole; padded heel
for extra comfort. Sizes
,9 to 3.

SAVE 54.00
original Ah-000Hornt Enamel .fhichrome megaphone

*he', r.r.0h.t,

hr,
014,0
CO 00.1
.•dempttnr,Ill
r
tIven
14., :Oho/ r

-301

trnit

teparidow
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l Opportunity
EsndForyw
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LADIES

SOFTIE MOC
00
REG. 3.99

An elegant gift! Bright gold finished mirrored trays: 10"x15'
rectangle or 9",x14" oval. Fully guaranteed.

Vinyl moc on bouncy sole; soft
tricot lining and super cushioned insole. Sizes to 10.

MENS

LEISURE SCUFF
77
w. REG. 4.99
Comfortable scuff has vinyl_
uppers with soft tricot lining and well cushioned insole OR suede-like sole.
izes 7 to 12.

TEENS &I LADIES

SPORT TIE

7

E

SAVE
51.49

Wide-width mot-toe uppers: comfortable _tricot lining. Genuine plantation
crepe sole. Sizes to 10.

_
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Buying Nuts, Bolts
Will Help Others

Storey's

During Christmas
ST. PAUL,Minn.- A group
of people with handicaps are
literally moving a mountain
here to help others this
Christmas and buy new plant
equipment fo their non-profit
company at the same time.
Minnesota Diversified Inc.,
a non-profit company for
persons who are handicapped,
announced today that their
employees are beginning to
package a "mountain" of
nuts, bolt, screws and other
new fasteners - more than 25
SiOttSiT AIN MOVERS - Handicapped persons employed by Minnesota Diversified
tons in all - into half-pound
Aro shown packaging a 2 -ton mountain of nuts. bolts and screws into half-pound bags
bags for shipment to anyone
• send to JMont• requesting the fasteners. The fasteners - worth more than 5250.000
sending $1 to cover shipping
were,donated to the St. Paul based non-profit organitation by D.R.I. Industries, Eden
costs.
;s„ Prairie Stinn The bag.. with a retail value o( about SI fra% be obtained by sending Si
John DuRand, president of
to Minnesota Diser.ified Inc.. P. 0. Bo% 299: St. Paul Stinn. 11102. A small selfMinnesota
Diversified, which
addressed paper label should bc'enclosed. Money not used to
'
. postage will be used
employs some 250 persons
b.-Minnesota Diversified 10 purchase new plant equipireie so that more persons with
with handicaps, said that a
• ham& aps Ira los employed.
bag. of the fasteners has a
retail value of at least $5 and
Review
-should be especially useful as
-replacernemts for those few
nuts and bolts that always
seem to be missing from
•'assemb/e-thein-yourself''
Christmas gifti. • •
-We hope' that our 'mountain' will help- make the
JUDYTH C. LIPPMAN
The second movement is a
Gutierrez painted a picture of holidays a little brighter for
I Awett Auditorium was alive grandiose march that calls for solitude and despair by the many
families."
said
With piano music of the first powerful chord playing and a
consistent manner in which he DuRand. And any money left
Magnitude last Tuesday technique that can face a coda
played the persistent B-flats. over will be used to purchase
.evening, Dec.5. The event was that has terrified pianists
additional plant equipment so
The subject of the third we can employ more persons
an unusually exacting and since it was composed. Here
exciting
piano
recital Gutierrez was in top form. He piece is really grotesque. with handicaps."
-firesented
by
Horacio played the coda flawlessly and "Scarbo" is a dwarf, a wild
the approximately 50,000
figure from some infernal pounds of fasteners - worth
Gutierrez. The Murray Civie
Music Association audietice,
The third movement con- realm, who scratches and more than $250,000 if sorted
although smaller than usual, tains one of Schumann's most pirouettes his way through a out again - were donated for
was very warm and respon- beautiful melodies. devilish scherzo. The piece the Christmas fund-raising
sive, at times even possibly Gutierrez's complete finger contains incredible technical project by D.R.I. Industries
mesmerized by the artistic independence enabled him to difficulties, such as sixteenth- Inc., Eden' Prairie, Minn.,
note runs in consecutive which markets - handyman
virtuosity of the young Cuban- bring out exciting and varied
American
pianist.
Mr. chordal voicing, especially at seconds to be played with the products, one called The NutGutierrez., although still only unusual harmonic changes. thumb. It
. seemed that the & Bolt Shop."
in his twenties, has been ac- One senses, however, that
more difficult the music, the
People
interested . in
claimed as possessing a more concern with long, better Mr. Gutierrez played. receiviv . a. -bag_ qf the__
virtuosity of the kincrof which singing musical littet in
He performed "Scarbo'.' with --fastener3--- should -strid--11 Ur;
legends are made. This ac- lyrical sections of the Fantasy imagination, virtuosity, and a "Nuts & Bolts, P. 0. Box 299,
claim he proved without a would have made this per- bravura that is not charac- St. Paul, Minn. 55102," along
doubt Tuesday evening, as he formance
even
more teristic of most of the per- with Their name and address
- displayed an • absolutely satisfying.
printed oh a small' piece of
formances one hears.
flawless technique in playing
Ravel's Gqspard de la Nutt,
paper, which will be used as
"Sonetto del Petrarca No.
three of the most pianistically performed after intermission,
their shipping label.
difficult works in the entire was the high point d the 104" from Book II (Italie) of
Annees de Peierinage, by
piano repertoire. namely evening-for this reviewer. The
Liszt was next on the
Schumann's Fantasy in C entire work was played with a
program.
Here
again
Major, Gaspard de hi Nail, mixture
of
sensitivity,
and Liszt's Mephisla Walt"- bravura,. sharp __tonal_ ,con- Gutierrez displayed distinctions in tone -quality'and- In
G utierrez opened
his trasts, delicacy, and incisive
prp_gram with Haydn's Sonata rhythm_ Critir_s generally dynamics that one does not
N.e. 50 ia C Major. Although agree that Gaspard de Is Null -Often tear.
this sonata is not performed as is unsurpassed in its grand
The final piece on the
often as someof Haydn's other display of pianistic resources.
The following activities are
program
was
another
werks for piano, it is a typical The pieces project extra
technical blockbuster, Liszt's scheduled for the next two
three-movement sonata with musical associations, using
Memphisto Waltz.-It is one of weeks at Land Between The
crintinctive
"Haydenesque" three poems by an obscure
the most technically exacting Lakes (LBI,I, TVA's public
humorous
flavor.
Mr. mid-eighteenth-century poet, and most
brilliantly effective outdoor recreation area in
Ontierrez played the Sonata Aloysius Bertrand. •
Kentucky
and
of Liszt's compositions. Western
Ne. Se -in C Major in true
The- fttst pieee`Ofidine" is Gutierrez
Tennessee'
Winter Wildlife
did not disappoint .
olatssical style, showing clear based on,
Phete-lechniquee,---Deeeneher his audience-. •Firldnyed
ical Imes, sparkle and cruel water sprite who entices great
In, techniques .of
•
power, i•ii_ytinnic
or,
attractive strangers to- their and
photography will be the topic
sensitivity. It was an
next work performed on *an Wher beauty and her exciting
of discussion in the 1.2u2-hour
close to an exacting
recital was Schumann's ha untingvsoog.- Gutterrez's program.
workshop bring your camera
rilistasy is C Major. To many playing Of Ravel's • brokenand meet at Center Station at
cAtIcs this work is the chords
As an encore Gutierrez 1.00 p.m.; Animal Sounds
and
arpeggios,s•
*ninatinn of Schuniann's representing the sound of
chose another Liszt piece, • Concert, December 16, songs
slitting for the piano. The first rivulets and waterfalls, and
Berceuse. To hear a pianist of of the wild and corresponding
dintement is a passionate Ondine's seductive melody
the quality of Horacio color slides will be featured
oittpouring in a modification was sensitive and beautiful.
Gutierrez is a rare exciting during this musical activity,
of. sonata form. This
The second piece "Le
treat for music lovers and an Center Station, 3:00 p.m.;
movement needs exceptional Gibet" is a ghostly musical
inspiration to music students. 13th-Century Christmas
ihterpretive sensitiveness, landscape. Bertrand wrote "It
Congratulations are in order Decorations
Workshop,
and it makes severe demands is the sound of a bell tolling
in the Murray Civic Music December 16, participate in
on the performer's range and from the walls of a town far
Association for Intinuing to the preparation of 19thvariety of tone, as well, as away and a corpse hanging
bring
artists
of
high _ century hanti&e. d e_
finger
dexterity.
Mr. from a gibbet reddened by the
professional quality to Murray' decorations for the Christmas
Githerrez met the challenge. rays of the setting sun."
music lovers.
season. All materials will be
provided at a $2 cost per
person. Limited to the first 25
registrants. The Homeplace.
1850, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.;
Decorate The Homeplace,
December 17, come help
decorate The Homeplace-1850
specialists, foresters, landscape ar- Service Workshop November
.Kecreation
for the Christmas season.
&Sign engineers, construction chitects, and many others 27 through December 1, 1978, Only materials
authentic to"
agineers, biologists, attended the Soil Conservation at Lake Barkley State Resort
19th-century land between the
Park near Cadiz, Kentucky.
rivers will be used. The
Instructors in the one-week
Homeplace-1850, 10:00 am.course included C.V. Bohan, 4:00;p.m.; In Celebration __of
recreation specialists, Soil
Nature, December 17, a
Conservation Service, Linmusical and photographic
coln, Nebraska; John P. Burt, tribute to the wonders
and
sanitary engineer, Soil Conbeauty of our world, Center
servation Service,Fort Worth, Station, 1:00 p.m.; Attracting
Texas; and Brian Cook, U.S.
Birds to Your Home,
Forest Service, San Dimas,
December 17, a 45-minute
California.
slide program and discussion
Training in the course inon landscaping and building
cluded design and legal
ideas to provide a songbird
liability; overview of consanctuary tnpuL
t-e-d-- rerren tits-Tr—be
-&yard,Center Station, 300
developments; review of
prm.;
and
Christmas
master site plans inai_000tili
Celebration, December 17, in,
reviewing site layout; water
preparation -far Christmas,
supply and, disposal; and
visitors to The Homeplacedesign for the physically
1850 are invited to light the
handicapped.
yuletide log, decorate the tree,
Several field trips to state. and
share in singing
parks and TVA's Land Bettraditional Christmas carols,
ween The Lakes rounded out
The Homeplace-1850, 7:90-9..00
the workshop...L._
.
p.m.

Lovett Auditorium Is Alive
With Piano Music Recently

What's
Happening
At 1.13L

Soil Conservation Workshop
Held At Lake Barkley Park

Grant Aimed At Coed PE
MAKI B1RDHOU4 - Pictured are lift Mathis, Kevin
Ci•autos..and Barbara Futrell as they work on a bird house
at *North Ca1.14way• Elementary: This project is part of a

••••

!Photo I, Meli•sa mow.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)
Eastern Kentucky University
.•.

grant under the federal
irtittrtnYir
Act to complete a project

'designed to help teachers
reduce' sex-bias in co-ed
physical educatioo.
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•Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good
Dec. 13
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Toy

Charrr

Tiss

ThoseItems On Display
Only 77woughosst The Store
Purina Moist8 Chunky

Jumbo
Roll

I

3 Pieos0

2C1'' Per 4f0oeze.
‘,

WESSON
OIL

Dog food

Sfinilo Crackers

Inc9
16 oz

Sunshine Cheez It

Crackers
Texsun Grapefruit

Juice
Pringle

oz.
9f
_.------, -----.....
40 /0`" on

Potato Chips
Lowry

Taco Shells
Sugar -

Godchaux Powdered

Sunflower
Godchaux Brown

FLOUR

Sugar

5 lb.

Bog
Kraft 1000 Island

Dressing
Kraft Catalina

Dressing_

16 or

109

Green Giant

Corn

16 oz

Showboat Pork 8

Beans

3[b.
YellowOnions

5 Lb. Bag
Florida or
Texas Juice

5

-ORANGES
US D,

Red or White
3 Lb Bag

Rit

GRAPEFRUIT

APPLES

Farm

Gr
Cent,

Red Delicious
Gold
Winesop
Jonathan

Po

131113

HOE

Ba
Sr yo

Po
COUPON
biro 1 Per Cust

Je11-0
3., 4 For 79
ts)od Ont, Ai Siorei's
E
Ctec 19
reg ommummiori•MMINIIMIlifiliNIONIMMIN01111.11.

last_ J_Limy
education
ment. —

'Bet-Air Shopping Center

Foiger

COUPON
r

Hellmann's

Mayonnaise
3301.

$149

Gond Only Li Storeys

COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per.Cust

Limit I Per Cust

All

Dishwasher

Detergent
$359
ist
Good Only Al .*iret's

- All
$149 SO

O

Good Only Al %refs
-firge-46iewe•-t4
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< Compare Our Low SheffPrices .>
Folger's Instant

$199

Coffee

10 oz

Bounty Paper

Prices Good
Dec. 13
thru
Dec. 19

Towels

1 Roll

Charm in

Tissue

4 roll

61

89C

Bakers Chocolate

Chips Juice
ers
Feogiiee

12 oz

Save
70° On iCa

$109

Ocean Stacey Cranberry
32 oz

I lb can

85'

CRISCO
SHORTENING

5269

'tore

hrtimrir Frozen Food Sect.i im>1
Btrdseye

Awake

1201

Pet Pumpkin or Mince

Pie
Everfresh

59'
crz

Doughnuts

, 79c
79'
59'
551

Save
30°
Lb.1
Fully Cooked

Save20°Lb.

(water added)
SHANK
PORTION
HAM

3 Lb. Can

49'

Turkey Dinner
12-14 Lb. Turkey
3I1S.-E3ii5r---2 Lb, Cranberry Sauce
1 Qt. Giblet Gravy
1 Doz. Dinner Rolls

Baked Ham Dinner
4-5 Lb Boneless Harr
- 3W Yams
3 Lb. Green Beans
-Po-tato-Solo-a
I Doz, Dinner Roll

ve 20c Lb.

Cooked
Fully
added)
(water
Smoked Whole

Dinners Feed 6-8.People

Steak Sandwich

99`
89'

Le - Tom 8 Moyo

16/20 Lb. Avg.
$11

4/51

Cole Slaw

Brownies
Glared
USDA Choice

Rib Steak_

th $189

Family Pock

Ground Beef
Pork Chops- .

lb

lb 99c

-Turkeys

, S1 4

)Butigr Top White

$1'9 Ham
5169 Franks
139 Picnic

lb

Si 19

12o.

Aro'
,our Con.ileil

4 lb. pkg

Bread

loaf

79'
599

37b cal

lb

sr Ham

- 31b.can $699

ocallEMOMMI

COUPON

COUPON
L,,,, 1 Per Cust

Per Cust.

Wisk

, Post

Good Only Al Slaty s

9/
1
2Oz.

(Limit 3 Please)

-

Sugar Crisp4
is. . 99

BISCUITS

69

'1/de Pork Canned

Bryon Pampered Pure

Pork Sausage

Donuts

Hungry Jock

Ca rpf

Hatk

Bacon

Swift Butterball 12 lb s 8 Up

Fully Cooked Butt Portion

Center CLet Family Pock

At Storey's

9oz

PIF cilF11.3

3/$1

149

7801

DELICATESSEN

/14 Loin

II

Pecan Pies
Topping

Save 301b.

Flusher

79'

Scot Lad Whipped

b38

PON

14 oz

Pet

num," With S7.50
Additional Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Doiry Products

Lb

'er Cyst

55'

COUPON
Limit I Per Cust.

Dove
lig. Dot.

3?

$119

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp Dec 19 a

99'
Good Only At-Storey's

We'Accept
U.S. Gov't.
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Records May Not Indicate Contpletely
How Widespread Arson Is; Cases Up 78%
than $2 billion a year in traced back to juveniles who
property losses.
"torch a car or a barn,just for
Fortunately, say state something to do," he said.
police, a look at the other side
Thus far this year, 49
of the coin also shows that juveniles have been convicted
arrests, in Kentucky at least, on charges stemming from
are climbing at a significantly
state police cases involving
faster pace than the case rate
arson.
despite the fact that the size of
But grudge fires probably
their 19-man Arson Unit has
worry the investigators the
-emained almost unchanged.
most, for those are the ones in
Since January of this year,
which people get hurt.
As an example of their
the number of state police
cases cleared by arrest has seriousness, Hamilton cited
risen by approximately 89 one recent case in which a
percent.
young boy was killed in a fire
Lowell Hamilton, a senior
set by a man angered at the
MICE WERE in abundance at East Calloway Elementary School recently as shown in
investigative supervisor who
boy's mother for rejecting his
the top photo. Mrs. Doll Redick's second grade students dramatized the play. The
advances. This man was
has been with the State Police
Meeting of the Mice: Heather Williams. Matt Shipwash, and joAnn Slayclen were mice,
Arson Unit since 1972, puts caught, convicted of murder
Kevin Kelley portrayed the bird, and Bennie Cushman and Susan McKnight were cats.
But thlit may not come much of the blame for Ken- and first degree arson and is
now in prison.
In the bottom photo students in the same class are getting ready for Christmas by
anywhere near describing the tucky's rising arson rate on
Although flammable liquids
painting bread ornaments to hang on the tree. Shown at their turn with the paint brush
true extent of the problem the profit motive. More and
such as gasoline and mineral
are, left to right, Shannon McCuiston, Keith Peery, Cindy Kilgore, Gina Harris, and Lonsince state police do not know more people are using arson
Me Mize.
how many more cases are as a way "to rip off the in- spirits seem to be the
Photos bs Diane Brost n
materials most often used by
being investigated locally. surance companies," he said.
One of the larges insurance
arsonists to set fires in KenKentucky has no law mantucky, state police have indating the uniform collection—frauds in his memory involved
and evaluation of information a Kentucky businessman who, •'estigated some fires where
statewide on all arson and last- 1-111V-was sedred-MT0-11- ne-t-OrY explosives like
Molotov Cocktails have been
years in prison for setting fire
arson-related offenses.
used.
Were such information to his own store and then
"We've also had a few fires
available,
however, a trying to collect $1 million in
involving the use of timing
probably would reflect a trend insurance money.
The scheme fell apart after
devices," Hamilton said.
similar to that being seen by
state police and their {,oun. it was discovered that a large
And currently, state police
are looking into several fires
terparts in law enforcement Portion of the insurance claim
was based on fire insurance
which they think may have
across the nation.
been the work of hired
The latest data now coverages secured less than
professionals.
available to state police in- two weeks before the blaze
The professional arsonist
dicates that the incidence rate occurred.
But the most frequent target
probably presents the arson
of arson, nationally, has increased tenfold since the in fires for fraud seems to be , investigator with his biggest
----Challenge although, state
1950s. The..,International the family automobile.: -The insurance companies police say, there is no such
Association
of
Arson
Investigators, Inc., has also call us day and night," thing as an easy arson case.
Unlike other crimes where
reported that arson now ac- Hamilton said. -In fact, we've
witnesses often are able to.
counts for an estimated 1,000 recently had 20 auto fires just
lead police directly to the
lives annually and may cost in Graves County alone."
Vandals and persons nut\ perpetrator, the arson inthe American people more
vestigator almost never finds
sing a grudge, or attempting
anyone who, Hamilton said,
/ to conceal other crimes such
as murder and theft, also were can say:"k saw him strike the
•
frequent motives for arson. A - As a result, the arson investigator must rely almost
large percentage of those fires
attributed to vandalism are - entirely on his senses, his
if
....
____
_
bedroom, however, Braden that he was the first person to
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-- previous trial
arrive at the home and he
A .38-caliber revolver used to
Braden testified that when said that he found bullet holes
the house in flames.
found
in
a
closet,
Stallings
which
kill an Owensboro woman was he first interviewed Stallings,
Stettin
found in the car trunk of her the defendant told him that he claimed he fired, and that the Richardson said he found
husband, former Owensboro awoke to find a large man with angle of the bullets revealed Stallings standing on the front
datsetive James C. Stallings, long hair standing at the foot that they were fired -by a lawn and Mrs. Stallings lying
atiOwenaborti policedetective of the bed,Stallings said he person who was standing, -not on the ground wrapped in a
blanket.
Asatudified.
initially thought the man was lying on the floor as Stallings
Leonard
Patrolman
claimed
he
was.
Detective Jack Braden gave his eldest son, but that the
Fred Wahl, then Daviess McGlothlin testified that he
the testimony in Jefferson man started shooting at the
County deputy coroner, entered the house, but was
Circuit Court here Tuesday, bed,13raden said.
where Stallings is being re- _ He said Stallings told hki—testified thatTlie-ltamined driven back by smoke, after
tried on charges of shooting that he rolled off the bed, Cathryn Stallings, the wife, at, Stallings told him three
his wife to death and setting a grabbed a pistol from a night an Owensboro hospital and children were trapped inside.
fire in ins home that killed stand and returned fire. found that she was killed-by— Stallings was convicted of
three of his children in August, Stallings said he then chased five bullets from a .38-caliber killing his wife, but no verdict
'"
was reached on the arson
,
1975. One of the children was a the man down the hall, but revolver.
Braden testified that he case; in his first trial at
student attending Murray when he saw fife in a stairMadisonville in April of 1976.
State University.
well, he aroused his 10-year- found a ,38-caliber revolver,
Two Owensboro putroirrierr-4old daughter who Was sleeping which was Later identified as The verdict was overturned by
Ali I
9 • It •
I •
I
and a former Devious County on the-first floor, Bra&-n sat
and
a
second
trial
at
trunk
of
Stallings
car.
deputy coroner also testified
Stallihgs , then said he
Owensboro patrolman Hopkinsville earlier this year
during the 'second day of the returned to his bedroom to get
trial as the prosecution his wife, Braden testified, and Douglas' Richardson testified resulted in a hung jury.
presented nine witnesses and took both of them outside.
read testimony from a
After investigating the
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
Arson may. be one of the
fastest growing threats to
public safety in Kentucky
today.
According to State Police
Commissioner Kenneth E.
Brandenburgh, the number of
fires identified by state police
arson investigators as having
been set by arsonists thus far
this year has increased by
more than 78 percent.
"Between January and
October 1977, we handled 316
fires of criminal origin,"
Brandenburgh said. "'The
total for the same 10-month
period this year is now up to

knowledge of incendiary
techniques and materials and
the skills of state police crime
lab technicians who analyze
the charred ash and bits of
evidence which investigators
gather by spending hours

Page 1

painstakingly sifting through
the debris that remains after
the fire is extinguished.
Drillers have found oil or
natural gas in all but five of
Oklahoma's 77 counties.

Morro
(left)1

Thi
'Frc

By the
BLOOM
Use of r
three play

Testim
. Of Former Owensboro Detective

•and has

rIzo

It

IF YOU LIKE TO SAVE
JUST A LITTLE AT A TIME
NEED

SPECIAL

•2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
*Regular Drink
only
Reg.$2.19
Save 40

Y.
753-9383

HEW HearingsTrobe
Fraud, Cheating In
Ageney Nationwide

By MICHAELPUTZEL
WM intimately nvolved in
Associated Press Writer
planning the event and had
WASHINGTON (AP) — delegated his deputies to
Several hundred state and digress their special areas of
local officials are gathering in 'Interest.
Washington to learn how a_ _,1st April, Morris reported
federal agency admittedly that HEW misspent between
loses billions of dollars a year $6.3 billion and $7.4 billion —
to welfare cheats, loan about 5 cents of each federal
defaulters and unscrupulous dollar doled out by the agency
medical personnel, and to in fiscal 1977.
discuss what can be
HEW Secretary Joseph A.
about it.
Califano Jr. characterized the
President Carter was estimate as,
rough and inscheduled to speak at today's complete and
said most of the
opening of the two-day con- money was
lost through waste
.ference sponsored by the and
mismanagement, not
Department of Health, fraud. The
figures also inEducation and Welfare.
• eluded more than $2 billion for
"The overall purpose of the such
factors as high medical
meeting is to find improved costs
charged to the goverways to detect and prevent nment
because
many
fraud, abuse and waste in hospitals
maintain more beds
HEW-flrianced
programs," than they need, or
because
the department said.
some physicians perform
The
Akers incite-1in
unnecessary surgery.
--Attorney General Griffin B.
The
report
touched off a
Bell; Georgia Gov. George B.
Busbee; Mayor Richard storm of protest on Capitol
Hatcher of Gary, Ind.; and a Hill as several congressmen
host of local prosecutors and attempted to slash the budget
program administrators, will by the estimated waste. Two
discuss how to catch people months later, Califano wrote
who bilk government aid each member of Congress
programs, prosecute the of- lowering the estimate by WIN
fenders and clean up program million and , imploring the
lawmakers not to take a
management.
A major focus of the con- "meat ax" to the departference is the use of com- ment's budget.
puters to spot problem areas
"Such an indiscriminate
and track down offenders.
approach shows a serious
Absent from the program's misunderstanding of
the'
agenda is HEW Inspector fraud, abuse and
waste
• General Thomas D. Morris, problem and the
effective
who
''Zeriefaewess
abga,
said in- warning that trrilliona
Problems 'being discussed of elderly, sick and
poor
today. An aide said 'Morris ni4erjeans could be hurt
by it.
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Regular Passbook
Net Annual Yield

Annual Rate

5.25

5.39%
Minimum Deposit

'1.00
Day in — Day Out
No Penalties -- No Restrictions
Compounded Daily

*******************************************4
Murray Branch —12th and Main

"The place where thousands are saving millions"
1110.0.1111
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fting through
villains after
(ished.

found oil or
11 but five of
unties.

By KEVIN.PENICK
Sports Writer
Symsonia outscored Murray
High last night in the first and
fourth quarters, and the two
teams were even in the- third
with 11 points each.
The difference came in the
second, where the Tigersoutgained their hosts 23-13 —
the major factor in a 53-49
Murray High victory that
upped its record to 4-0.
"We didn't play well the whole
Murray High
coach Cary Miller. " Symsonia did play well and they
did a good job against us."

half, and following the even
third quarter. Symsonia
caught fire. Lone and John
Jones sank layups to open the
final quarter, but Murray's
Jeff Kursave pumped in one of
his own to give the Tigers a 4537 advantage.
Then the trouble started.
Symsonia tossed in two of four
free throws and scored two
field goals to close the gap to
44-43 with just three minutes
left in the game. Harcourt hit
a 15-foot jumper to give
Murray a three-point advantage and some breathing'
room.
Jones followed with two free
throws to again trim the
margin to one, but it was
Kursave again, sinking a
layup off a fast break for a 4745 advantage with 2:52 left.

portunity at the free throw line
but missed the shot for
Symsonia, and Murray's Mike
Bradshaw was fouled in the
ensuing action, With only
three seconds to go, Bradshaw
failed at his attempt and the
game ended with Murray on
top by four.
-We made the free throws
when we had to at the end of
the game and we ran our stall
very well," said Miller. "We
will definitely have to improve
our out wo
our reaction
time."
Array was outreliounded
33-32, but its field-goal total of
22 with five better than that of
Symsonia's. The Roughriders
were awarded 22 opportunities
at the foul line, while Murray
had only 15.

ballganies. Certainly we it
- ill
have to play better thary!we
have been if we hope to dolt*,
good in the tournametit,"
Willer said.
The Tigers face Hickman
County Thursday night in
opening action of the Calloway
County Christmas Tournament.
_
Tigers JVs 52,Symsonia 34
Guy Furr poured in 15 points
to lead Murray High to its
thir victory in our tries.
Robin Roberts added nine and
several Tigers contributes six
each;

Ed Harcourt, a 6-1 senior
Murray — Greg Latto, 6;
, forward, and Howard Boone,a
Howie Crittendon, 6; Bobby
6-5 senior center, were the
Daniel, 6; Guy Furr, 15; Todd
driving force behind the
Bradshaw, 6; Robin Roberts,
Tiger's second-quarter thrust.
9; Greg Bumphis,4.
Harcourt, who gained 17
Murray High coach Cary Miller talks to his players in a timeolit during lost night's battle with Symsonia as Howie Crittendon
Symsonia — Barnes, 14;
"We have been extremely
traded
teams
two
The
points
in
the
game,
pumped in
(left) and Greg lotto listen. The Tigers squeezed by the Rough Riders 53-49.
Smith,10; Mathis,8; Bell,2.
two
last
the
sluggish
Staff photo by Kevin Penick
two
sank
Long
before
baskets
11 during those eight minutes.
Boone, who was close behind free throws to pull the
Murray Nigh 53, Symsonis 49
fg (go ft (to pf rab tp
with 15 points, also scored 11 Roughriders within two again.
3 I7
9
5
6
6 13
Harcourt hit one of two from
Ed Harcourt
in the frame..
13
2 15
1
1
7 15
Howard Boone
the charitykatripe for a 52-49
Symsonia forward David Tiger edg
4
3
5
0
Brad Taylor
2
3 7 2 2 3 3 8
Jeff Kursove
Long commanded the scoring
8
0
2
3
4
4 20
Mike Bradshaw
a time out with
Miller
and rebounding throughout
1
0
-0
1
4
0.
0
Howie Crittendon
Of play left. The
the contept. Not only did he forty seco
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
Greg Lotto
more
once
were
Roughridegs
pull clown the stray shot at22 53 9 15 32 17 53
Totals
tempts, but he also drove in forced to but as Murray went
7,7
.15- 32---33 J.S. 49
Symsonio
went
to
Kursave
stall:
its
into
David Long, 25, Ken Henderson, 5. John Jones, 5, Terry Riley, 4
By the Associated Press
probation, according to -Marijuana use by eight
The stories 'indicated the nine fieId goals and seven free
Dale Beach, 10
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — published reports around the players apparently prompted incident occurred while throws/to lead all scorers with the line and sank a free throw
11 -53
8 23 11
to make it a fbur-point lead.
Murray
Use of marijuana whistled state today.
Indiana Coach Bobby Knight's Indiana was in Anchorage, 25 poirits.
9 73. IL 16 49
Symsonio
last
opgiven
one
Long
was
at
the
Indiana
led
23-13
the
The_Tigers
players
off
The
three
Fort Wayne _JOtintal- derision 1,a_ dismiss three Alaska_for Sea Wolf tours etetall team Gazette said in a coPyright players and put five others on nament Nov. 24-25.
• and has left five others on story in this morning's edition, probation."
Knight dismissed 6-2 forward Tommy Baker of - Jeffersonville, Ind.,- senior forRoberson,
Jim
ward
N.Y.,
and
Rochester,
sophomore guard Don
Indianapolis.
Baker had averaged 7.2'
points a gAnt_e; Roberson 3.5,
• '
and Cox 2.0.
probation,
other
five
on
The
Murray (9-6)
Murray State faces a UTdismal start. The Racers
who Knight said would be
vs. UT-Martin (3.2)
Martin team that has lost
have no one listed in the top
allowed
to practice and play
Starters
Probable
its last two garnes in a 7:30
14 in percentage, while as a
Murray
the
rest
of the team, Were
with
p.m. clash at the Sports
team, they have been
Pos lit A vg
tenter fts6
sophomore
Arena tonight. The Racers
outscored 82-30 from the
F
6-5 10.8
Keith Oglesby
scorer at
the
leading
Tolbert,
are looking for their first
line.
5.0
F
6-6
Allen Mann
the only player to
14.2
and
10.0
victory in seven games.
C
6-8
Randall
John
The Racers have outhave started every game this
G
6-5 12.2
Roy Taylor
Murray is coming off a
pointed their opponents
year; junior forward Mike
G 5-11
3.6
David lowly
59-58 loss to Evansville
from the field 252-246.
No. 2 scorer at 12.2;
Woodson,
Goodyear's Suburbanite Polyester snow tire
Monday that gave the Aces
UT-Martin opened its
gives you 4 plies of polyester cord. Interlocking
UT -Martin
and reserves Erie Kirchner
season with victories over
their first victory of the
tread lugs-are self-cleaning - dig down deep
Pos NI
and Phil Isenbarger, both
to pull you through. Tire up this winter with
Indiana-Purdue, Westseason.
6-7
F
Jim Bradley
freshman
sophomores,
and
Goodyear Suburbanites - a great choice for
minster- and Southeast
Roy Taylor, who will
6-3
Carr
F
John
winter!
Landon
Turner.
Louisiana, but has since
Jerry Robertson • C.- 6-4
Start at one guard spot for
G
6-2
Edward Littleton
fallen to North Dakota
e Racers, ranks fourth in
Plusi.E.T. .
6-2
G
Berry Tidwell
PAIR
gagman
e Ohicr.--itatte5 Conferenee—Xatate-and Nicholls State.
Tuesday
"Fee out Malts
24*
-:—PRIGE—
w
od,r_
tw
The Pacers average just
scoring with a 17.2
Murray 70, Tennessee Wesleyan:111
6-4
across
their
front
lin'e,
Basketball
E784.4
2for $72$2.30
a erage. 6-11 center Mike
Murray 66, Kansas 81
while Murray averages 6-7.
Dtederick is tops in the
Murray 65, New Orleans 76
F78-14
$2.44
2 for $78
Colleges
At one starting guard for
EAST
Murray 52, Samford 54
league in field-goal perG78-14 - 2 for $84
$2.62
Army
47,
Lehigh
71)
UT-Martin will be Barry
Murray 511, Evansville 59
cerSage with a .643 (18 Of
Boston College IX, Vermont
.
*
G78-15
2 for $84
$2.66
UT-Martin 94, Indiana-Purdue 81
Tidwell, a 6-2 freshman
28)*recess ratio.
Brown 64, Yale 63
Westminster 83
95,
UT-Martin
H78-15
2 for $88
$2.86
Columbia 90, St. John's 77
P165,00013 or A78-13 biactoairs
from Lone Oak High
T1* league's free-throw
prus$1 435r St 82 FE 7 Der
UT-Martin 73, SE Louisiana 69
Delaware St. 92, York, pi so
Ids and old t,res
School. Both Pacer starting
leadgrs tell a portion of the
E. Michigan 66, Robert Morris 64
UT-Martin 71, North Dakota St. 84
guards are freshmen.
Harvard 78, Dartmouth 71
stork of Murray State's
UT-Martin 74, Nicholls St. 19
RAIN CHECK — If we sail
Lafayette 71, Hastra 56
New Hampshire 70, Maine 61
Princeton 111, Villanova 59
Rutgers 112. Manhattan 60, OT
St Peter's 1011, St. Francis 94, OT
Temple 73, Navy 0
SMITH
Auburn 84, Richmond 73
E. Carolina 73, Lynchburg 6.8
Georgia Tech 70, Biscayne 49
Howard $7, Lincoln, Pa. 85
Memphis St. IS, Mo -Kansas City
MIDWEST
Drake 86, California 63
Indiana St. 93, Ball St. 85
Kearney St. 115, Cent Missouri 94
Ohio St. lb, Louisville 69
Oklahoma 92, Peppernine 88
Oklahoma St 72, Oral Roberts 69
.901UTHINEST
Baylor 75, Texas-El Paso 64
Texas Alai 113, Prairie View 63
FAR WEST
Air Force 30, Regis 19
Nevada-Las Vegas 97, Northridge Si M
Nevada-Reno 107. Chapman 59

***

'.

Our Of your size we wilt
issue you a rain check,
assuring tuture delivery at
the advertised once.

New Import Car Sizes
Save. This Week Only On
Custom -Potysteel —the double
belted radial that keeps its
feet,-even in the rain. .

AR78-13

GR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15

Tuesday Prep
Girls
Bell Co 44 Harlan 40
Glasgow 47 Warren East 45
Allen Co 70 Bowling Green la
Durrett 64 Ahrens 44
Fern Creek 49 Ballard 48
Seneca 64 Waggener 36
Barren Co 58 Caverns 31
Clinton Co 61 Wayne Co 37
Cumberland 54 Tompkinsville 49
HenderaCm Co 47 South Hopkins 44
Ohio CobiDaviess Co 43
Olmstead 45 Auburn r
Pineville 50 Lone Jack 27
OwensboroII Apollo 30
Whitley Co 111 Lynn Camp 32

Front-End Alignment
and 4'lire Rotation

P155/80R13
P165/75R13
P1195/89114-1-4
P155/80R15
P165/80R15

OUR
PRICE

Plus
F.E.i. pro
ant tire

$39.00
$40.50

$1 68
SI 64

t42.00
$43.00

$1.71

$2 09
Also available in sizes to tit
American cars oo'

Engine lune-t p
erica includes
carts and labor
54 less for
•wtroon timber

•a.t., 4.0ra

$34.011

• • Up(us quarts 10/30 mein, 1.
brand oil • Helps protect
movtng parts • Chassis in
brication and r oil change •
Check fluid levels•includes
tight trucks • Call for an appointing's..

Christian Co 0, Hopkintrutlie in
Danville 54 Boyle Co.51
Bell Co 74 Harlan 56 •
Shelby Co 96 Scott Co 53
Heath 49, Carlisle Co 41
Adair Co 84 Green Co0
Laurel Co 64 Russell Co X
Spencer Co 72 Henry Co 67
Providence 67 ?teat Hopkins 62
Bowling Green 70 Allen Co 67
Warren F.ast 57 Glasgow 54
Lowe. U, Sedalia 66
Mayfield 86, Farmington 63
Monticello 70 Jackson Co 54
Mandiall Co. 70, Wingo 50
Wayne co 64 Clinton Co 58
Livingston Can SO, Trigg 47
.
Murray 53 Symposia IS
Paducah Tilghman MC Renard 43
Fancy Farm 0 cation, cc si
Ahrens 94 Durrett 73
Atherton 54 Male 50
Ballard 82 Fern Creek 59
••• Beth Haven 74 Thanes Jeff 63

$„;'---lD14
t
rail0eta
P
ura
lkiriitgi
e47W7Eminence 1110 Ninth & 074
Moore 71 Trinity Si
Nelson Co 52 Ky Country Day 86

SIZES FOR IMPORT CARS

Tiempo's Innoiyative design keeps you on the go
,all winter long, through
.slu.sh or snow, wet road
.or dry. And the-errlooth,
-quiet ride leti-yeiU target about spring changeover. Tiempo - the one
tire that does it all! Only
from Goodyear.

Lobe & Oil Change

Nays

_
niglit's
.
62 JO
lest
with
Fancy
cv
in
rebound
Farm's
Pool
Cor
o
fights
for
White
The Laker!' Kitty
Gopher victory. The loss dropped Calloway County to 2-4.

$56.00
$63.00$69.00 —
$72.50

Sale Ends Saturday

nreekinridge Co 83 Grayson 1n fdl

0,,
fr

rien1P0
Steel Belted Radial

e s choir nerfor• -,
vinisapil
mama. • Inspect an4l-nalale 4 'till". Ow.I.
•is•prnsi.in and stneying'sveggm • St t •
ramber, easter Ilnd inetiti-to manufacturer*
Most U S made

some import cars

4-051

645.56 --14-cti

• 1.144 tenon, enront•. stdrling and harming system
.,i.14sis • tn-M•il tress pinntit, spark plugs. urnSi I
11 -mil • nem. (resins:
rim t snit
iii-orti.m% • No exit.,
• .14114.0 earbvirelift
,i.toge•ohnir me rrmehttnnt-d rails • In.
Tnyttl.t. 1).111din and Itntil tint ks

i se any of these 7
r ways to buy Our Own Customer Credo Plan
• Mast. Charlie • Vi a • AMVIIcaV•pres, Card • Carte Blanche
.
IA,• Cash

Just S:”. `Chorge

GOODAEAR
I

I \I»

\1WN1' 111:

1•••

•

EV

SR lip-, pith I \
R1E1'1111

I'r ;

\

l"l'ER \IS PRICES AS SIR1ViN AT GOODYEAR,SERVIt
LOCATIOV•

H SENN:ILES NM. AV AILABLE: AT STARRED

Sta-r;Truir 751;-171;f7411.661i7nili-sTr)

-

,

721 S. 12th Street

Murray, Ky.

—

Frrtlay-Untall0 p.m

753-0595
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Fancy Farm Avenges Earlier Defeat

Gophers Drub Lakers 62-38
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
If I had been a fan, I would
have left at the half." Those
-.words came from Calloway
Clayton
County
coach
Hargrove, who had just
watched Fancy Farm drub his
Lakers 62-38 last night in
Je,ffrey Gymnasium.

The margin of victory for
the Gophers was almost unbelievable, since Calloway
beat that same squad 71-61 on
Fancy Farm's home court
three weeks ago.
"I just don't know how to
explain it," said a stunned
Hargrove. "It's the embarrassing game I've ever

-

1*/4110
„list

s•
41
Jeff Kursave lays in two of his eight points in Murray High's
53-49 victory over Symsonia last night. The win upped the
Tigers.to 4-0 on the season.
Staff photo by Kevin Peruck

experienced as a mech..'
For the Lakers and
Hargrove, the contest was a
nightmare of missed shots,
turnovers and errant passes.
Calloway hit just of 53 fieldgoal attempts (31 percent)
and committed 23 floor errors.
Fancy Farm jumped to a 3111 halftime lead as the takers
scored six points in the first
quarter and five in the second.
The Gophers continued to pour
it on in the second half, outpointing Calloway 31-V.
David Cohoon led the
Lakers in scoring with nine
points, followed by Scott
Barrow and Stan Rushing with
six each.
Fancy Farm's Joe Higdon
claimed scoring honors with
20 points, and Tim Elliott
chippecrin 14 _as the Gophers
evened their season mark at 55. It was their third straight
victory since falling to
Calloway Nov. 21.
Already trailing 23-8 with
five minutes left in the first
half, Calloway went four
minutes without scoring as the
visitors increased their advantage to 294.
After Stan Misting opened
the second half with a layup
and a free throw to pull the
Lakers within 17, Fancy Farm
ran off seven unanswered
points for a 22-point advantage.
The Gophers maintained
that margin through the rest
of the third quarter' before
they used a 14-4 spurt for the
game's -biggest lead — 6029
with 2:13 left.
—Hargrove
sibs-flint-id-

1

•

frequently during ths contest there is really nothing to say."
and on numerous occasions
Calloway. faces Fulton
inserted a fresh lineup, but County Friday at home in
Galloway could never dent the first-round action of the
Gopher lead.
Calloway' County ChriStmas
Asked if he had any In- fournament.
dication prior to the conteit
Laker frosh 59, Fancy Farm
that the outcome would
resemble this, Hargrove 39
Calloway County improved
shook his head. •'I had no idea
we would play like this," he its record to 4-1 with the
said. "I can find no reason for - victory, but the final score
it."
• hardly assessed the game.
. Calloway County's last The Lakers trailed 22-19 at the
game had come at Marshall- half but put on a 40-point show
County Dec. 5, where it in the second half to blast the
dropped a 58-48 decision. A , Gophers.
Gary Emerson led the
game against Mayfield set for
last Friday was cancelled due Lakers with 18 "'points,
followed by Terry 'Paschall
to icy road conditions.
with 11.
In that 11-point first half
Calloway — Geri Emerson,
against
Fancy
Farm, 18; Terry Paschall,
11; Tim
Calloway County hit just 5 of
Graham,9; Marty McCuiston,
21 field-gnat -attempts 423
6; Slfruny—BYInum, -5T-Larry
percent), while the Gophers
Sanders,
4;
Richard
sank 14 of 31 (45 percent).
SMotherman,
2;
Tim
"I try to make a practice of McAlister. 2; Dan Key,2.
not commenting about my
Fancy Farm — Rowe,9; M.
team if I can't say something Toon, 9; Black, 7; Kurtsinger,
good," said Hagrove. "So 6; S. Toon,6; Carricp,2.
Fang term 62, Gamey 311
fg (go ft (to reb 131 tP
David Cohoon
. . 4 ._1(1,-_.)
2 8
3 9
Scott Borrow
.2 5 0 0
3
I
6
Stan Rushing
.2 5
2
3 6
2 6
Ricky-Garland
1
•.2 8 0
5
2 4
Kelly White
.2 4 0 0
2
3
4
Richard Smotherman
1
1
2
2
0
4
Sorry Guthrie
/
3
1
2 4
3
3
Kenny McCuiston
1
8 0 0
2
3
2
Kenny Erwin
0
3 0 0
1
2
0
Terry POSChpiI
0
3 0 0
2 0
TIT Graham'
0 • 2, 0 0
I
1
0
Gory Emerson
0
1
0 0
1
0 0
Torah
16 53 6 10 38 21 38
Fancy Form
24 60 14
36 I 1 62
Fancy Form - Joe Higdon, 2 ' Elliott, 14. Pout Cornice, 9Mike
Elliott, 6. Mike Hayden. 7 M
Toon. 3 Mork Toon. 3. David Cur
tsinger 0 Wolter Rowe, Al/e'
• 4 Ken Carrico
Fancy Form
6. 15 15 la -62
Collovvay
6
5 12 15 - 38

•

4,

Calloway County's David Cahoon scrambles with Fancy Farm's Joe Higdon in the
takers' 62-38
loss. Higdon lei all scorers with 20 points.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Bouton Calling It Quits
By the Associated Press
— Jim.BillIts111's_s
dream 'came true last summer, and the aging Atlanta
Braves pitcher has _called it
quits a second time, The
Atlanta Constitution says.
Bouton, 39, who pitched six
games for the Atlanta Braves
last season, is exptcted to
•

Sports UpcififirriE

r.

•

Today
Marzay-Stata—men 04o--ves UT-Marths3-2); Sparta.-Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday

Calloway County Christmas Tournament,first round —
Murray High girls (2-11 vs Fulton County, 6:30 p.m.;
Murray High boys vs HiCk111/111 County.

return to his old job as sports
anchorman at___WC
il_in_ _
New York, replacing the'
recently fired Ron 'Swoboda,
according to speculation in
Newyork newspapers.
"Getting back to TV seems
like an exciting possibility,"
Bouton said in a copyright
story in today's Constitution.

"I haven't, done it in fow
yeern.1:11 probably-be a litth
rusty,huh?".

32" x 18" x
ed for. moon;
with 8 Tytei
Packed ;xi

mount ing

When the fireleft his arm hi
didn't quit, but returned to th
miners and developed i
knuckleball before writing hi
first book, "Ball Four." H.
retired in 1970.

Spei

Get down to business with
Crowfoot" separates by Haggai.:

Friday
Calloway County Christmas Tournament,first round —
Calloway County girls (7-0) vs Hickman County, 6:30
p.m.; Calloway County boys vs Fulton County.
Murray State women 14-3) vs North Alabama; 6' p.m.;
first-round game of UT-Martin tournament.

Ba
- kee
for hi

snap-

trol
lengt
highe

easy
with

Saturday
Murray State men vs Campbell College; Sports Arena,
7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, championship games — girls,6:30 pan.; boys. ,

WI

Specia

91
t
"
15
....

--•••11.21.Mio

Steelers, Cowboys
May Battle Again
By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
There is a sneaking
suspicion in these quarters
that when Super Bowl XIII
kicks off in the Orange Bowl,
the first National Football
League championship game in
Miami since MCMLJUCVI,you
may well. see the same old
uniforms — worn by the
Pittsburgh Steelers and

Diller Or Dollar
Friday Morning
Rovating league
Week Of 12471
Team
W
I
Shoemaher.,Seed Co. .
.35
21
Harpoie Grocery & Hardware 33 23
Ky lake OH Co
33 21
F A his.
32 24
Pardue Kennels .
2r 77'
SIZ-Citstan autrrtrfler
Se- ?VFats! Y Grocery
26 30
Astro Car Wash
23' r.
Key Can
23 32'
Lucky Seven .
r
HIGH ITAIGAME f SC
PwilibleKenneb
sr
McMillan Auto& Eke
624
AstroCar Wash
HIGH TEAM GAWP IHC
Pardise Kennet.
•SE
Mt-festal Mae& nee
Afro rat Weds
7*
HICITTEAMSERIES4110
_Emsliselablek—
1021
braids.Aida Elec.
ICI
astroCar Ws&
.IMS
HIGH TFAM SERIFS(1C)
1PardlieSennels
226.1
F.ast
.
2213
Astro=
2157
NIGH 174D.GAME MCI
Evelyn _Rurbien
ZO
leis bnidt
211
MOM=
10
10
NIGHPM CAMP I KJ
Erelyellashenn
Jean Mend
Mans Steely
235
HIGH IND.SERIES SCI
I ois Smith
SM
Mary Harris
•
F•Mye Berkeen
4111
HIGH!Name=(FIC
1111
Mary Harris
$13
Manaliteel
SIM
Eveba
1 aisSmith ..
Ann Green
Pat Scott
Margret Morton

;;
veyn • 'sen
Mar)
- Marion fterberki,
jhWflhian.
•

Dallas Cowboys.
As the season winds down,
these two-time winners of pro
football's ultimate game are
The Fast Calloway cheerleaders are, front row from left, Debbie Walker and Gina
Kirk In bock
the dominant farces in their
are Daysho Smith, Tina Noasden, Karen Travis, Jill Childress and Gerald McCuiston. Not
pictured
respective conferences in
ore Sharon Williams aid Nancy Miller.
what they historically &test,
namely just-about everything.
With Pittsburgh, the winningest team in the league as
well as the American Conference, the primary weapon
is the Steel Curtain, the
defense which turned a 40year patsy into a team not
only to be respected but to be
game in a row that he has won
Rockets 112, Celtics 105 ,
By ALEX SCHARE
feared.
The game was spiced by six with late foul shots. Sunilay
AP Sports Writer
With Dallas, the defending
Things are returning to technical fouls, all against the night in Milwaukee be sank
NFL champs, the dominant normal around. the
National Celtics. Player-coach Dave two with nine seconds left to
force is the shotgun and all the
Basketball Association — the Cowens Was in foul trouble give the Clippers a 107.106
rest of Tom Landry's com- Houton
Rockets are back on throughout the game and decision over the Bucks.
plexities which have forRandy Smith, celebrating
top of the Central Division and scored only three pointsin 14
mulated the the National
the Denver Nuggets are minutes before picking up two his 30th birthday, led San
Conference's No. 1 offense,
climbing in the Midwest.
technicals and being ejected. Diego with 28 points and Free
one so potent even the
'After stumbling through the Rudy •Tomjanovich added 25 scored 26 as he Clippers
Cowboys' own flex defense
first two months of the season, points as Houston won its third spoiled the 1,000th game of
would have trouble handling
the Rockets finally moved in a row. The Rockets led 59-46 Knicks Coach Red Holzman.
it.
ahead
of Atlanta with a 112-105 at the half and by as much as Holzman, who has a record of
Consider this bit of trivia:
556-444, joined Red Auerbach
Pittsburgh has not allowed a victory over the Boston Celtics 19 points after that. Billy
as the only coaches to reach
Tuesday
Knight
night.
Malone
Moses
led
the
Celtics
with
21
'touchdown in the first period
the 1,000-game plateau.
of any game this season. The was the big man for the points.
Bucks 120,Suns 114
Nuggets 107, Spurs 103
list. time they had a streak Rockets with 2$ points and 20
San Antonio led by seven 4 - Marques Johnson scored a
- --like that going was after the rebounds.
Denver, meanwhile, got 38 with 2:12 left in the third career-high 40 points to help
1975 season, more specifically
on Jan. 18, 1976 ... in Super points and 20 rebounds from period but couldn't hold on as Milwaukee snap a four-game
Bowl X when Drew Pearson George McGinnis in beating McGinnis hit seven free losing streak. Phoenix got 36
caught
one
of
Roger the San Antonio Spurs 107-103 throws in the final Ps points and 12 assists .from
Staubach's two touchdown for its fifth consecutive vic- minutes, including two with 23 Paul Westphal and 31 points
passes. Terry Bradshaw tory. The Nuggets now trail seconds to play to snap a 103- from Walter Davis.
threw two for the Steelers that first-place Kansas City by just 103 tie. IFAINGTON, Ky. (AP - Here are
Charlie Scott-then made two
two games in the Midwest.
day.
top 15 ranked tearns In Kentucky boys
In other games, the San big defensive plays, stripping the
This year that Pittsburgh
high school basketball, with first-place
defense has allowed just 178 Diego Clippers edged the New George Gervin of the ball as votes in parentheses, records and total
paints Results of Tuewlay games are not
points. Only one 'team has York Knicks '105-103, the he drove to the basket and included
in the tabulation.,
done better — Denver with Milwaukee Bucks stopped the then picking off an errant Pass 1 Lez lafayette rig)
- 4-0 2%
3.0 274
177. But the Broccbs haven't Phoenix Suns 120-114, the by Larry Kenon. He was later 2 Christian Co ;4
Co
Shelby
4-1 2410
scored all that many, either, Cleveland Cavaliers defeated fouled and clinched the vic- 34 Lou Ballard
4-0 ms
44 172
their 265 being fifth from the the Detroit Pistons 127-110, the tory with two free throws.
6. 1.4% Henry Clay
14 146
Bolding Green
bottom of41e conference while Chicago Bulls trimmed the
Gervin, the NBA's leading 67 Somerset
2-1 132
Pittsburgh's 135 is fourth from Golden State Warriorsv99-94, scorer, led the Spurs with 34 I Owensboro
it 122
44
bettitewn
112
Eliza
the hits.
.9* New Orleans Jazz beat the points.
Mew.% rar.r.41
i.a

rs.

ITT

151
155
1413

solid steel
helps achif
20 in. M
with flutei
door finish
justable o:
popular re
bases. Fri
ther side.
sand-blastl
Tubnlar

Back To Normal

.12".2-2n2.22112.2

119
119
119

-ys' scoring
3S4 peints i, nor has anyone

allowedless than Dallas' 201

110=1211r-Werg,iei
Lloyd Free sank two free 12 Lou Deal"
Portland Trail Blazers edged

the Los Angeles takers 117115.

thrb
to oewast twbiethita
fi;ouka
r sec.
-

enscL2
the second

°b(9"t7772w145111:ghlande

Made to

permits It

Rockets On Topi_DenveiClimbing_

Bowling
Standings

IVERAC.FS
•

NI A RI.1
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r of authen

Is brass fi
to bring o
, baked erur
Each ni
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, It's Haggar's business to make you look good. So try,these versatile
coordinates with the Comfort-Plus'" fit. The stylish 3-piece is in 100%
'IlidaYr
isMacmn!polyester in the
, popular Crewfoor" twelve. Check Slaelta
make- the perfect cOntrasting sport mat combinatime Select your
exact size in each piece for instant fit. And get a lot of return for a small
investment. Sport mat $58.Solid sIncks $19.
Vest $18. Check slacks $21.
.

HAGGAR

Free Gift Wrapping
Christmas Hours:
Open Friday Nite Iii 8:00
Open Sunday 1-5
......„

..:•221,
,....6e..
-4.7/
1
2
ja
/22•-

•'..."1&

22;11
3,1

54

Downtown 'ourt.IN

FOR tst PARTICULAR MAN

711-3234

lobk, polls
.45 caliber
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PIP
ekaf
SPORTING GOODS

Hearings Set On Meat
Pricing, Reporting

r
Mt
,

•

Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Prices Good Now Thru Christmas
VISA'

Open Tit 10:00 p.m.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Sun. til 9:00 p.m.
- Until Christmas

.master charge
-.

AueticdsCup-Canto
All
-Star

•

Insulated

Tube
ocks

Coat
Brown or Green
Cairo., Nylon
Shell
Small thru
X Large
Reg.$38.98

$1.28

Special

79

'29"

Special

.okers' 62-38

No,300

BACKBOARD
& GOAL
COMBO

o by Tony Wilson

ts

Wilson
Indestruct

by Frabill

Basket-

-ine it in tow
iably-be a litth

hall-

32" x 48" x !<2" exterior treated backboard predroied Im mounting -Orectsets ainid gosl.,X,' steel _goat
with a Tytess-Net Holders and 481hread cotton net.
PIK kW individually n shipper with hardware for
mounting goal to backboard.

left his arm hi
. returned to thi
developed i
fore writing hi
lall Four." Hi

•

t'J . Rolf. $11 48

$24.98

U.I..

$099

$1988

Special

Special

Lectra-Sox

hon

Colt

BATTERY HEATED
LECTRA-0

Python
Considered the
world's finest all
around revolver. A
power-packing
proteCtor with pinpoint accuracy for hunting, target
shooting and police use.
Features: ventilated rib; fast cocking,
wide spur hammer; shrouded-eject:or rod:
target hammer, trigger and grips; ad--juatable rear and ramp-type front
sights.
357 Mag.; Blue Finish

Battery powered
--keep feet warm
for hours. Snap-on
snap-off heat Control. Over the calflength (15") sox of
highest quality are
easy to wash. Gray
with red trim.
.Without batteries.
V.I.. Reg.$8.48

Special

432488_

"111—

MARLIN lialH

POWER

MODEL

336C

--

CARBINE

U:L. Reg.
$109.95

V IP

Lever Action,6 Shot, Tubular Magazine
Made for scope,-the solid top-receiver and side ejection
permits low, centered scope mounting. Round bolt and
solid steel receiver assure stronger action; solid breeching
helps achieve greater accuracy.
20 in. Micro-Groove barrel. American
-black walnut stock
with fluted comb, grip cap. white spacers and tough outdoor finish 24K gold plated trigger. Ramp front sight. adjustable open rear sight, receiver drilled and tapped for
popular receiver sights, Marlin scopes and other tbp mount
bases. Free offset hammer spur for scope use--works either side. Metal surfaces deeply blued: top of receiver
sand-blasted to prevent glare
Tubolar type magazine holds 6 cartridges.

Special

8

Sportsman
Buckles

RAINTREE BELT BUCKLES

ILL. Reg. $7.98

Special
At exclusive line of hunting and fishing buckles consisting
of authentically designed replicas. Made of solid zinc and
is brass finished. Finish is hand antiqued and hand furnished
to bring out the luster of the brass. A heavy coating of
baked enamel is then applied to insure long lastiag wear
Each mount is 24K gold overlay and hand paliffed

$599

Gun Case Sale
KOlpil, elle< Steep.

toiKit

t.A.•
_

4WD
-

p

-

%

ping
,

il 8:00
1-5

nit12 I-I

25% off
CVA
Pistol
kit

8,ichemer, and'WeiThersVeld

LI,. Reg.$36.98

rs:

?
SOO., ,

t
oshed

.45 caliber.

GOD SQUAD REHEARSAL - Members of the God Squad Players of the First
Christian Church are shown rehearsing an original one-ad play, "Miss Davenport's
Dismay," which they will present as after-dinner entertainment at the church's Young
People's Christmas Celebration, Sunday, Dec. V'. Tree trimming festivities will begin at
4 p.m.-folloived by the children's Nativity program in-the sanctuary at 1 p.m., a pot luck
supper at 1:41 and "Miss Davenport's Dismay" at 4:30.1n the photo above are Melanie
Roos and Don Fleming. Below are, left to right, Don Fleming Kevin Wolf, David
Daughaday and Chris Greer. The director of the plois_ButivPe-rhins, -Metes by Sill Daniels

•-?-- •
41 -barrel -richly endrifold;c-aii.iiar-ti.ins parts, with all- holes drilled and ta

Special

Government Says Has Failed To
Stop Trade School Defrauding
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
federal government, saying it
has failed to stop seores of
trade schools from defrauding
students, is preparing a new
regulation covering all 7,000
such institutions.
The Federal Trade Commission was expected toadopt
the regulation today. As
proposed by the FTC staff, it
would require private schools
offering
computer
programming,
secretarial,
flight, cosmetology and other
courses to:
-Refuftcloti student's money
fOrtM remaining portion of a
course if the student drops out.
TgercrodrwoiTd-beitrOwedlo
keep $25 to cover its costs of
enrolling the student.
-Allow a cooling-off period
for the student to cancel a
signed contract.
-Disclose to students the
school's drop-out rate.
-Substantiate advertising
claims of graduates' employment successes.
The staff said consumers
continue to complain despite
hundreds of FTC cases
against private vocational
schools.
"These efforts required, and
continue to require, a substantial investment of commission resources in an attempt to prevent false,
deteptive and unfair practices," the staff report said.
The commission had tried to
stop vocational school rip-offs
in one stroke in 1972 when it
wrote guidelines listing
practices it considered illegal.
Those practices include
schools saying they are accredited when they are not,
giving out false inf°reflation on
facilities or instructors, using
"help wanted" columns to
imply that employment instead of training was offered
and issuing misleading information about class size and
placement services.
In issuing the guides, the
commission had sought to
achieve a "mere wiidespread
and equitable obserViince of
the laws administered by the
commission with a view to
protecting the public and to
provide a basis for industrywide abandonment of
unfair and deceptive acts and
practices on the part of the
vocational schools."
However, th'staff said,"No
When
swarms
of
grasshoppers have devoured
all plant life, the hingry insects vll eat paint off
buildings,' chew clothing,
Attains and leather, and have
_ .
enoUgh to
draw blood, according to the
NationaLGeographic Society.

such abandonment has occurred." Instead, it has had to
conduct more costly investigations
since
the
guidelines were issued, often
concluding in nearly identical
orders to stop similar abuses
practiced at different schools.
The
FTC
consumer
protection staff said it has

failed • to obtain general
compliance either through the
guidelines or through scores of
individual actions. Therefore,
the staff said, a 1975 law
giving
the commission
authority to issue industrywide regulations should
be applied to vocational
schools.

By DON KENDALL
version
redone.
The
AP Farm Writer
Associated Press obtained a
WASHINGTON (AP) - A copy of the original earlier
government report indicates this fall, but most of the 3,000
that a handful of big meat copies were destroyed.
packing companies can set the
The new report included
price of just about all the some additional information
cattle and beef sold at and changes in figures, but
wholesale on any given day reached the same conclusions
and the Agriculture DeparFor example,the new report
tment wards tb'thaw IT thereg saia ru percent or the beer
a better way.
sales by the 35 packing plants
In conjunction with release during the one month studied
of the report Tuesday, last summer were based on.a
Agriculture Secretary Bob Yellow Sheet price formula,
Bergland announced plans for while the first report had said
public hearings on beef 66 percent.
pricing and reporting by big
The report said the 35
meat packers and market plants, which were not
reporting services, primarily identified, accounted for 26
one called the Yellow Sheet.
percent of the federally inHe also said he will name a spected cattle slaughtered in
task force to "study and the United States in 1976.
recommend possible im'A copy was sent to Rep.
provements!' In the giant Neal Smith, 1)-Iowa, chairindustry's method-Of pricing man of the House Small
and reporting its transactions. Business Committee, which
No dates were set for the has been looking into beef
hearings or naming the task pricing and has raised
force.
questions
about
the
Tuesday's report did widespread use of the Yellow
nothing to -blunt criticism Sheet as a basis to set cattle
which has persisted for years and beef prices.
among farmers, members of
Smith said in a telephone
Congress and consumer interview from Des Moines
groups that cattle and beef that the report "confirms
prices are mostly in the everything" his committee
control of a few big operators, learned in its investigation.
including packing companies
Smith said he interpreted
and the market reporting the report as saying inservices.
vestigators found "no proof
The report did not accuse that people who work for the
anyone of illegal action and Yellow
Sheet
are
said it could not settle manipulating" beef prices.
questions about "possible
WATER TOWER
price manipulation" and the
ST. LOUIS
AP) practice of quoting prices on a
"thin market" in which only a --Restoration Work is under way
at a 123-year-old water tower
small number.of transactions
here, financed by a comis used as a basis to set prices.
bination of local and fetterM
The report characterized
funds.
itself as containing inThe structure, known as the
formation "which interested
White Water Tower, was built
persons can use in arriving at
in 1855. Another tower called
Conclusions" about pricing
the Red Water Tower, stanand market reporting.
ding in the same neighAlthough the report did not
borhood, was constructed in
deal directly with super1879. Both are listed in the
market prices, wholesale
National Register of Historic
price fluctuations normally
Places.
are reflected at the retail
When it. was built, the 154level.
foot tower was considered the
Release of the report was largest,
perfect Corinthian
delayed • for weeks while
column in the world, city
Bergland ordered an original
officials said.

timely suit savings
THURSDAY
--FRIDAY
SATURDAY
THE HARVEST CORNER
* CORDUROYS * WOOLS * POLYESTER BLENDS
ALL FIRST
QUALITY
3&4 PC:

NEW STOCK ARRIVES BMW.

MENS SUIT SALE
ALL NAME BRANDS

SUITS

$7990

0
/0 TO

Er/
0 OFF
REGULAR

$8990

PRICE!
ALL NAME
BRANDS

VALUES
TO
$2040.00

$9990

ENTIRE STOCK DISCOUNTED 20%40% OFF
4 -

4'N.-/-

• SLACKS I JEANS — $12.90
•SPORTCOATS — $49.90 TO MAO
•SHIRTS — 25% OFF
--• TIES — 25% OFF
• BELTS — 50% OFF

CitI

JACKETS (FLEECE LIND)- $15.90
'SWEATERS — 20% OFF
• SHOES A BOOTS in - 40% TO
50% OFF
• UNDERWEAR — 20% OFF

IP'CN

THE HARVEST CORNER

.1%

4

n0/

BRING THIS
/•
COUPON FOR I
AN ADDITIONK OFF
OURIURC

)
1

HARVEST
MENS STORE
6TH ST.(NEXT TO MERIT CLOTHING)
ILAISIESSKI
SWILL —
- Xinvftn
er
1 $2F 'OFT CERTWICATt 10
BE OWEN AWAY DEC. 22ND.
t11%.

\ I

%."

'

7'77-
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PAGM

kiA

SOUTNSIDE
(0

MARTHA WHITE
(0.

FLOUR

WM

WITH MOO ADD
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY & TOBACCO

-5 LB. BAG

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAIRY & TOBACCO

_v. GREEN GIANT

3/$1

-0(

DUNCAN HINES

1702.

(((t•
II
I

Can

12 OZ. 10/$ I

18/
1
2OZ.
MIX

WHOLE KERNAL OR CREAM STYLE

ASSORTE

NESCAFE'
DECAFFINATED INSTANT

4)))

RN

'Mr

IGA TABLERITE SWEETMILK OR BUTTERMILK

BREAD SHOP

BISCUITS

11/20z. 2/9°9
Twmpic

iANDWIdlifiRMY IGA BAKE N SERVE
BREAD
BUNNY
GLAZED DONUTS

6/8 02 79c

69C

QUARTERS

KRAFT
SLICEDAN CHEESE
AMERICAN

i
K ailiARI NE

DOZ. 89C

ASSORTED FLAVORS 17 OZ.

89

SUGAR
EfolliaTE
BAKERS
CHIPS
KARO ED
Sil ultCRYSTAL

&SUITED FLAVORS13SL89C

21.B.

CRISCO

OIL.

89

1401. 79C

DEL MONTE

PET EVAPORATED

19

•"

GODCHAUX POWDERED

TOTINOS

FRUIT COCK
MILK

$
1201. 1

ft,corl

PILLSBURY

PIZZAS
- ONE IRA
TATER TOTS
EVER
DONUTS

49c

5 LB. BAG

sunrise
Instant

1 LB'

16 OZ.

21-89c
39c
99

TALL CAN

2401.

(0,

12 OZ.

•

it•

320Z $109

Ill NEL OR MINIATURE
—

111AMIMALL VOTS-IGA ALUMINUM

99C

FOIL

12 IN.

NABISCO

VANILLA WAFERS

120Z.

69e

4••;,

"h..*

1(0
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SHANK PORTION

SMOKED HAM
BUTT PORTION

SMOKED HAM•
TENN-TUCKY BRAND

COUNTRY

IMOKED

ORANGE
RED DELICIOUS

U.S. CHOICE ARM CUT BEEF
HOUSEMAXWL

INSTANT

COFFEE

KRAFT

MAC & CHEESE DINNER ...NE.
CHEF BOY ARDEE CHEESE
PIZZA MIX

FROSTY MORN SLICED

BOLOGN

3/89c
99c

EMGE-DRY CURED
TENDERIZED WHOLE

REELFOOT CHUNK STYLE

BOLOGNA
CANNED HAMS

YliffEys
Mita HAM
LI
CHOICE

$1"
$6IGAORBYN
3 LB

"
99C

10 LB & UP LB

LB.$189

cHop
LB.$239

SMOKEY HOLLOW FULLY COOKED

BONELESS HAMS5-7LB. AVG. LB.$239
J.S. CHOICE BLADE CUT

Be sure and
get your purchase card punched anytime you
shop either Northside or Southside IGA.

Place Your Christmas fruit Basket
Orders Now With Our Produce Dept.
sm••• 1.•
6.•
SUPiiiiraluPONil\
7
-NESCAFE
DECAFFINATED
INSTANT

I
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t Deaths and

Middle Chorus To Present
Funerals 1 Mini-Opera And Songs
Thursday

The Eighth Grade Chorus of
the Murray Middle School will
present a group of Christmas
songs and a mini-opera enand
"Ebenezer
titled
Thursday, Dec.
on
Friends"
Final rites for Mrs. Lirap.m. in the Middle
Scott, widow of J. R. Scott, are 14, at 7
auditorium.
School
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max ChurThe program will be
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Virgil Blankenship of- sponsored by the ParentfICiating, Gus Robertson, Jr., Teacher Organization, and all
as soloist, and Mrs. Oneida people in the 'community are
welcome to attend, a school
White as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are spokesman said. No ad*theft water,
James
Arpett, Harlan Spann, Jimmy
Butterworth, Troy Trousdale,
and Brown Howard. Burial

Hugh Nanny Dies At Mrs. Scott's Rites
Home; Was Brother Being Held Today
Of Murray Woman

tit
. brother of
Mrs. Virgil t Ruth t Nanney of
Murray, died Saturday at 7
p.m. at his home in Birminghani, Ala. He was 72
years of age.
Mr Nanoy is survived by
his wife. Mrs. Isabel Nanny.
stepdaughter. Mrs. Willard
I Virginia Bailey and two
grandchildren, Birmingham;
Asir sisters, Mrs. Nanne
-Cemetery.
will follow in the Y°ung
Murray, Mrs. R. R. Mary)
Mrs. Scott, 84, died Monday
Flickinger. Toledo, Ohio, Mrs.
at the Murray-Calloway
PADUCAH - Dr. Charles
Inez Adair. Seminole, Fla.,
-County-Hospital.
-----11,----MeArthur,
former
and Mrs. Madeline Bundy, Mt.
She is survived by one son, executive director of the
Sterling, Mich.; two brothers.
Calvin Scott and wife, Addle, Western Kentucky Regional
Vernon Nanny. Farmington,
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mental Health-Mental
and Rupert Nanny, Mayfield;
Virginia Scott, three grand- Retardation Board, Inc. was
several nieces, nephews, and
children, Rodney and Pat honored by the Murraycousins.
Scott and Mrs. Diane Clark, Calloway County Mental
The funeral was held
and two great grandchildren. Health-Mental
Retardation
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Valley Funeral Home, Darren Clark and Amy Scott. Association at a reception in
Paducah recently.
Birmingham, Ala., with burial
Keith Hayes, chairman of
in a cemetery there.
association
local
the
. presented McArthur a plaque
in recognition of his dedication
and support of the mental
health-mental retardation
Graveside _rites for Guile R. program being carried out in
Jones will be held Friday at 11 Murray.
a.m.' at the Young Cemetery,
During his tenure as
located west of Lynn Grove on executive director of the
.The funeral for Robert Love Highway 94 West.
Region I program, McArthur
Morris, Sr., of Puryear, Tenn.,
The Max Churchill Funeral was able .to assist the local
is being held today at 2 p.m. at Home will be in charge of local association in receiving adthe Puryear United Methodist arrangements.
ditional monies to further the
Church, where he was a
Mr. Jones, 79, dldThW- development of related acmember, with the Rev. sday at his home in Detroit, tivities in the Murray aerea.
Donald Park, the Rev. H. D. Mich. He is survived by Such programs would
include
Hudson, and the Rev. LiTe several nieces and nephews.
growth of the children's
the
Morris officiating.
.sirograrti and the adult day
Grandsons are serving as
'training program which has
pallbearers and burial will
sekesstie,,, epiortheL
v
In tI
-growtle a spe
with the arrangements by the
addition, planning has begun
McEvoy Funeral Home of
to further expand services in
Paris, Tenn.
the Murray area and some
Mr. Morns, Sr., 89, died
Verdi's .'Aida," one of the
Monday at 8:15 p.m. at his most popular operas in the advancement has been made
home. He was a retired far- standard repertoise...-__will be toward the construction of
new- -facilities-for the -local
mer and groceryman.
heard on WKMS-FM at
Survivors include his wife, Murray State University at 1 program, the spokesman
Lena; three daughters, Mrs. p.m. Saturday. Dec. 16, as added.
. McArthur resigned his
Noble Wilson, Mrs. Earl , another broadcast in the
Underwood, and Mrs. Earle Texaco-Metropolitan Opera position to accept a similar
post with a new program in
Scarbrough; five sons, Radio Network series.
Arkansas. Dr. Ben HumWilliam, Thomas, John.
will
Intermission features
Robert. Jr., and Harry include a musical and phreys, Calloway County
Morris; 30 grandchildren; 65 dramatic analysis of "Aida," board member and chairman
of the Regional Board, has
great grandchildren; two
an opera quiz, and a Singers' announced
great great grandchildren.
the appointment of
Roundtable.
Robert East. Director for

-

mission charge will be made
The mini-opera is based on
the classic story' of Ebenezer
Scrooge, written by Charles
Dickens. Todd Nunelly will
play the part of Scrooge and
John Purdiaca the part of Bob
Cratchit. The'Ghost of Marley
will be portrayed by Donnie
Hutson.,
The music will be directed
by Margaret Porter, the
general music teacher. Mrs.
Sue Spann will be the accompanist.

-

Secti
s-,eseseinh'

McArthur Is Honored
By Local MH-MR Board

Services Today For

„r•
Administration, as acting ,
executive director. A search
has begun for a replacement
for McArthur. In the interim,
Dr. Humphreys and East have
both indicated that the full
CHRISTMAS BASKET DONATION --Da* Travis, left, secretary-treasurer of the Murray Optimist Club, presents a
range of comprehensive
checklo the Rev. Bob Farless to be used in the Murray Ministerial Association's Christmas basket for needy..
3300
mental health services will- families program. Individuals and.organizations that wish to donate to the program may contact Farless at the First
continue to be provided at the
United Methodist Church, 753-3812, or the Rev. Buzz Rabatin at _the First Presbyterian Church, 753-6460. Farless
Murray Comprehensive Care
reported
today that only $500 of the estimated S1,800 needed to provide Christmas baskets to some'60 families in
all
other
centers
Center and at
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
County has been received.
Calloway
across the region.

Guile R. Jones'
Services, Friday

Administration Modifying Its
Wage And Price Standards

R. L. Morris, Sr.

Aida' To Be Aired,
Saturday, Dec. 16

•

CHRIST‘iAS Si A DRIGAL DINNER - tight Murray Slate University students make
up
sse.-etaaajwitidaleisAaSineers, the group that will provide unusual entertainment in an unusual
setting at the third annual Christmas Madrigal Dinner at Murray State University
Dec.
14-1;-16 To begin at 7:30 p.m. on each date in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,the dinner andiestivities include costumes.songs, setting,
and
menu from the Renaissance Era of the 16th 'century. The dinner is,ripen to the publk at
56 a person. Reservations must be made at leisir 2.'-hours in advance in the Phi -Mu
Alpha room..at 733-4350 or the Department of Music office at 7624288. .

Frankfort Flooding...(Continued
hanging everywhere," said Powell
County Deputy Sheriff Barbara Bliss of
the conditions in Clay City on the Red
River."As far as going back to order
it seems to be,!idling in line."
Rio Padgett, director of operations
foe-the Divi3iurt of Disaster and.
Emergency Services, told a meeting of
legislators Tuesday "the situation is
becoming more extensive than any of
us thought it would."
Early estimates show at least $4
million damage to roads and bridges
and more than $7 million damage to
local government facilities in the state,
Padgett said.Howe'grel-r. he said there are still no
firm estimates of damage to slate
government • buildings,
private
residences and tualnesses or
'agricultural losses. "But we know it
will be extensive,' he added
-The 1.1".S. Geological Survey in
Washington, meamkhilE7 said three
Kentucky strearhs had set flow records.
The Dix River near
Saturday readied its greatesi how in 37
years. The Red River flow was the
highest in 42 years and Tygarta Creek
at Greenup topped records for 38 years,

By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Carter administration is
modifying its wage and price
standards - easing limits on
fringe benefits and tightening
limits on price hikes - after
complaints that parts of the
antfinflation plan are unfair.
• The Council on Wage and
Brace Stability_Avas.liPt2'ling.
today what It called minor
f the Murray-CallowayCounty Mental Health-Mental
revisions in me vo
Retardation Association presents a plaque of apguidelines, seven weeks after
preciation to Dr. Charles McArthur pointing out McArthey were announced by
thur's dedication and support of the mental healthPresident Carter.
mental retardation program being carried out in Murray.
Barry I3osworth, director of
Mc-Arthur- resend), resigned as rxecutive--director-of----the- council, -told- icpotti3
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental RetarTuesday the administration
expects to see results from the
dation Board Inc. to accept a similar post with a new
program by spring, and if the
program-in Arkansas:
results are favorable the
program will continue for
some time.
•

•

•

L&N,Train Derails
Spillinglad Into Ditch

critics have complained that of the last three years. The
expected rate increases in hardship rule would also be
health insurance plans would lightened.
The program has been
cut into the wage-increase
by
AFL-CIO
potential. So the ad- opposed
ministration is planning to President George Meany, but
ease the standard on fringe It won some support Tuesday
benefits reached in old labor from the Communications
Workers of America, one of
contracts.
the largest AFL-CIO unions.
-Prices: The guidelines
Glenn
CWA
Watts,
now say a business must hold president said Meany "has
centage points below its
average increases in 1976 and
1977. However,a company can
raise prices more if it proves
hardship or shows it hasn't
increased profits.
The administration plans to
tighten the profit-margin rule,
limiting price increases to
about 6.5 percent above the
average profits in the best two

Carters Entertain Legislators

Wage and Price standards
would be lowered gradually
until inflation is controlled, he
WASHINGTON (AP) said, adding,"The intention is President Carter and his wife
from his Dickson home where a multi-year program over Rosalynn, inaugurating
JELLICO, Term.(AP)- Ahe was gathered reports from several years."
Christmas season at the White
Louisville &
Nashville the derailment
Officials said today's House, danced cheek-to-cheek
site.
Railroad freight train derailed
Lime carried aboard one of modifications include no basic while
hundreds
of
early
today,
-spilling the derailed cars
was used to change in the main standards: congressmen looked on.
thousands of gallons of
neutralize the acid, he said. a 7 percent limit on wage
sulfuric -4APt
-draillago---Rdstr-tristrattet werr4ars-• inerasocaearid-olightles tower—"Welcome -841-efelezartne's
ditch and forming a toxic but
president
and
carrying sodium aluminate, limits on price increases. But typical
non-lethal cloud.
sodium sulfate, scrap zinc, after meeting with labor and congressional meeting similar
No injuries' were reported lumber, automobiles and business leaders, they said, to what we have had all this
but authorities evacuated ferriflac sulfate. Thirty of the the administration has agreed past two years," Carter said
deadpan. "But this time we
to minor alterations:
about 30 families hying within train's 44 cars were empty.
-Wages: The 7 percent thought we would let the wives
Hooper said the gas is toxic
a mile of the derailment,
and an irritant, but not limit now applies to fringe see what it's like."
according to Phil
benefits as well as wages,and
The president may haVe had
UN's resident vice president poisonous.
for Tennessee.
He said 13 cars on the 44-car,
2-engine freight derailed,
among them three- 15,000gallon capacity_ tankers
containing sulfuric acid. He
said one of the tankers leaked
its cargo into the ditch which
runs beside the railroad
tracks and leads to a creek. He
said no more than 12,000
gallons of acid was likely to
have spilled.
"So far the acid has been
contained in the ditch. When it
hit the ditch with the dampnesi,ip the ditch it causes an
inMediate chemical reaction
that makes a cloud," 1-loo$er
said in a telephoner interviewi

From Page
One

USGS spokesman Dan Kelly said.
all Ohio River operations for the
Gordon Nichols, spokesman for the
duration of the flood. Boats still
state DES division, said officials are
'operating were fighting strong currents
concerned more with already stricken
and heavy debris.
areas than with Ohio River comThe Ohio River Forecast Center, a
munities.
division of the National Weather Ser-.
"There vitt be- -flooding In tow4P118-.--- Ace. stuck-by Its predFction
that the
areas but they (local governmenti)
river would crest at eight to 10 feet
should be able to handle those
above flood stage at Louisville at 1 p.m.
probleins," Nichols said.
Thursday. New readings were planned
The Kentucky River empties into the
early today for an update crest forecast
Ohio at Carrollton, but the rise of the
by this afternoon.
Ohio is retarding the already slow --- In eastern Kentucky,
almost
decline of tributary.
everyone had returned home in the
lollse cleanup at Frankfort progressed
communities of Clay City and
but state offices, schools and some local
Salyersville, where the Red and
government offices remained closed.
EAcking rivers had forced hundreds to
Incomplete estimates by city officials
flee.
of damage in the capita) city totaled
Conditions also were returning to
about $50
normal in Paintsville, where a leak in a
Residents in Louisville were vacating
nearby earthen dam forced the
hcsnes and businesses near the river,
evacuation of 10,000 residents Saturand municipal workers hurried the
day. The leak subsided and evacuees
installation of floodgates. Officials said
were allowed to return home Sunday
several of the city's 13 pumping stations
Ironically, at
steze o,mrating
n
Ke
atptiiiecr
t stsi
i jretsla
cti cin
w erslii16
'
„ ready for use.
• plagued by a floedwil4 "fitting just the
With watcrs rising about onetenth of
opposite of what it's supposed to do,"
a foot each hour, Ohio River traffic
said Police Commissioner Tony
stowed and some shipping lines halted'
Roberta.

to the country and the labor
movement" with his opposition.
Antithe new chairman of the
National Association of
Manufacturers, Herbert E.
Markley, said Tuesday his
Washington-based
group
representing 12,000 businesses
will support Carter's program
if unions also do their part.

his difficulties with Congress,
but the Christmas spirit
prevailed Tuesday night at the
ball he threw for the
legislators.
He said the nation had been
greatly blessed the past two
years "in great measure
because-of-theezteperb-sserli----and the courage-of-the--Congress."
Then to the greatest applause of the evening, he
added: "And I, as president,
want to thank you on behalf of
the 215 million American
people."
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Please read the Mayor's column
on the editorial page of today's paper
concerning the AFL-CIO Union complaint about an increase in city sticker
cost. We don't belong to a union, but
OUT families-have to eat anyway,
P
.

-Paid For By The Working
Men Of
The Sanitation Department
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State Government
To Work Only On
Skeleton-Crew
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky state government
will work with only a skeleton
force of employees the
remainder of the week in the

ents a
seedy•
e First
arless
lies in
Atchley

ARTHRITIS READ-A-THON winner, Renee-Taylor, right, was presented with a bicycle
as the grand prize in the Arthritis Read-A-Thon conducted in the East, North, and
Southwest Calloway Elementary Schools to raise funds for the annual fund drive for
the Kentucky Chapter of the Arthritis Foundation. Renee, a seventh grade student at
Southwest, read 70 books, to be the top winner in the three schools. Runnerup to
Renee in the same grade at Southwest was jenny Winchester, not pictured, who read
68 books. Presenting Renee with the trophy and bicycle is Mrs. Billy (Laura) rPool,
coordinator for the read-a-thon in the elementary schools. The bicycle was provided
by the Kentucky Arthritis Foundation, but the trophies to each grade winner in the
three schools and a poinsettia to Renee's teacher, Mrs. Eua McDermott, were provided
by Dr. and Mrs. P'Pool. A total of about $300 was collected for the fund by the students of the three schools.
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Staff photo by Debbie N. Lee

flooding on the Kentucky
River.
Gov. Julian Carroll announced Tuesday that all state
offices in Franklin County
would be closed today for the
third straight day, and only
emergency and essential
personnel will report to work
Thursday and Friday.
Gary Auxier, the governor's
press secre;ary; • emergency
personnel
will
handle
essential state government
services in areas such as
human resources and tran- aportation.
"We will really not be
having full state government
operations until Monday,"
Carroll said.
Frankfort Mayor James
Burch urged Carroll at a
meeting with legislators
Tuesday to keep as many state
employees out of town as
possible the remainder of the
week to relieve the strain on
traffic and utilities.
"Our traffic problems are
tremendous 'even when we

MSU 'Scholars'Must Have Good
Grades, Leadership Qualities

. kECTURE ON THE MEDIA
— "Guest speakers for the
vitddie ittw-0.1
seventh grade "Communication., and Media" class
were Walt Apperson, below,
publisher of The Murray
Ledger and Times, and
Glenn Wilcox, owner of
radio station WNBS-WAAW
urray.
pperson
discussed career opportunities in Journalism and Wilcox
talked with the class about
• the technology of radio and
television. The class is a
practical arts unit, partially
funded by the State Department of Education,' which.
emphasizes career exploration.

don't have a flood," Burch
said.
Carroll said another reason
for keeping state employees at
home was problems with the
systems. State office buildings
have been sealed to most
workers this week to cut down
on water usage.
The governor noted there is
a severs. problem with
telephone service. Full service to state government may
not be restored for a month to
sii-weeks.
State Finance Secretary
Roy Stevens said South
C.entral Bell Telephone Co.
reported 14 major underground cables flooded or
shorted out.
"The service to the Capitol
and the Capitol Annex is
sketchy and not reliable,"
Stevens said.
Stevens also said the offices
of some 450 employees in at
least 12 agencies have been
flooded and will have to be
relocated.
"I expect we will have to
lease some property through
emergency measures,"
Stevens said.
Stevens said preliminary
estimates indicated that
148,000 square feet of state
government owned or leased--•
property has been damaged in
the Frankfort area.
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scholarship
are almost always
prerequisites.
volved in "intercollegiate athletics, the
associated with student athletes indebate and forensics program,
— To establish a unique honors-type
volved in intercollegiate athletics.
program that would give Murray State
University Theatre, art and music
Such is not the case at gurray State
University distinction.
programs and a variety of other acUniversity. Since the fall of 1974, the
Curris has expressed his satisfaction
tivities, including social fraternities
university _has been Awarding _a_ full,
and sororities and serving on a number__
with the _program_ espPetally_ the "inN -ANGEt307 Texas
four-year Presidential Scholarship to
creased number and quality of the
of university committees.
Airman
1st Class James H.
twelve outstanding high school seniors
applicants each year."
Green Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Booth added that university faculty
each year.
Scholars are required to maintain a
Dr. William M. Batsel, Jr.,
James H. Green Sr. of 261
members' willingness "to give unApplicants for the Presidential
3.2 grade point average, complete at
Riviera Courts, Murray, has assistant
professor
selfishly of their time and energy" has
of
Scholarship must be exceptionid in .the
least two semesters each year, present
psychology
graduated
at
Goodfellow
at
Murray State
Air
enhanced
the
success
the
of
program.
classroom and demonstrate outside
a program of study to the committee
Force Base, Texas, from the University, has been issued a
The 1978 spring graduating class
leadership qualities. They are
each year, participate in honors
U. S. Air Force technical license by the State Board of
included
the
first
Presidential
group
of
evaluated by the Presidential Scholars
courses when applicable, and take part
training course for com- Psychology to practice
Scholars. That academitally elite
Committee, including Dr. Constantine
in the President's Honors Seminar.
munications operations clinical psychology in Kengroup included Babette Morgan, editor
W. Curris,'Murray State president. The
Phil Bryan, director of school
tucky.
specialists.
of The Murray State News, the campus
committee examines the student's high
relatiOns, said Murray State is pleased
Airman
Green,
trained
now
newspaper,
enrolled
now
at
the
school grade-point average, ACT
to have a program that attracts such
He becomes the fourth
to operate communications
University',
"of Missouri graduate school
scores, high school achievements,
high calibre high school students.
faculty member in the
systems
and
analyze
of
journalism,
McFarland,
Eddie
and
leadership qualities, gatracurricular__ "No other program in Kentucky to
procedures necessary to Department of Psychology on
an All-OVC defensive back and an
activities and
written recomur knowledge • compares with the
determine
the effectiveness of the campus to be licensed by
All-America
academic
currently
n,
mendations.
Presidential Scholars Program at
.
ciammunicat
ions-security the board to practice
.t of
'11
-_—ACCDFCilagy.AQ Curris..44e—ocliolar.e—w-...lituera,
*-Statai'-'—lete—aelded•r-- enrolled at the
-measures,
III
ssignfffEr'
—SaFTo
fele&c
uir—
_nr_ogram was established for several
happy that we can reward outstanding
HellanIkarlitir Base, Greece,
e
reasons:
high school achievement with such a
A.
'Bryan said Presidential Scholars for duty with a unit of the U.S.
valuable scholarship."
awards are -'an excellent way for -Air Forces in Europe. Com— To attract highly capable, wellApproximately 50 scholars are now
eligible students to offset the cost of a
pletion of the course earned
- rounded students to Murray State.
enrolled at Murray State. They are
college education. More information
the individual credits toward
— To recognize and reward high
Patricia George of Murray,
active in virtually every phase of
about the program may be obtained
an associate in applied science
school seniors who have demonstrated
a senior English major at
university life.
from the School Relations Office,
degree through the Com- Murray State
outstanding abilities.
University, is
Dr. James Booth, chairman of the
Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
munity College of the Air among 19 new members
— To establish an unstructured
who
Presidential Scholars Committee,
Murray, Ky., 42071.
Force.
have been initiated into the
The airman is a 1973 campus Circle
of Omicron
graduate of Murray High
Delta Kappa (ODK) National
School. Eis wife, Martha, is Honor Society.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss George has ar
W. A. Ladd Jr. of 1206 S. 16th, academic standing of
3.71 of a
Murray.
possible 4.00. She is a member

Graduates From
Training Course

Numweresatrimeowiliwianwawassaillow

MSUis Dr. Elcitsel Is A
Clinical Psychologist
psyetsological services in
some specialty arerr--,
A member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1977,
. Batsel was previously an
instructor of psychology and a
staff psychologist in the
Student Health Center at the
University of Texas.
Batsel earned the B.A.
degree in psychology with
honors at the University of
Kentucky, where he was Phi

Beta Kappa, and the Ph.D.
degree in clinical psychology
at the University of Texas.
His clinical experience also
includes work with disturbed
adolescents and with patients
in Veterans Administration
hospitals. Batsel is certified as
a psychologist in Texas.
He has conducted a number
of workshops and made
professional presentations on
the subjects of death and the
dying_etient.

MSU Senior In Honor Society

Cables On C-130s Were Known To Fray
Quickly; Campbell Cosh Kitts Five

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
OP)--Cables connecting the
coekpit throttle and wing
eriginof Air Force C-130
Hercules planes were known
to fray quickly and required
special attention *long as
two years ago. accordimg to
the commanding officers Of an
Air National Guard unit here.
Maintenance personel of the
Guard's 109th Tactical Air Lift
Group, headquartered here,
routinely submitted information on their problems to
an Air Force control center in
Georgia well before the latest
C-130 crash, in Kentucky,
according
to
I.t.Col.
McDonald Godfrey, the
group's deputy commander
for operations.
Investigetors have -notdetermined the cause of
Sunday crash, about three

miles short of the Fort had relied on a computer
Campbell, Ky., airfield, which reporting system to notify the
killed all five airmen aboard, WarnerRobbins Depot, an Air
but they say the pilot radioed Force base in Robbins Ga.,
he was having problems with charged with overall mainhis throttle, which was linked tenance control on the C-130.
Officials at the Air Logistics
to the engine by a series of
Center in Warren-Robbins had
cables.
Godfrey and his com- no immediate comment. But a
manding"oflicer, Col. Stanley spokesman for the'uGuard's
Herristreet, said their unit had maintenance group there said
scheduled the cables' for ex- all Guard planes were
tensive wevkntive main- maintained to Air Force "tech
tenance after-dcovering that orders."
the cables had astendency to , All maintenance on C-130s is
fray on the group's nine C- fed into a computer at the
Georgia base to help main130s.
"The Air Force knew we tenance control spot patterns,
Henistreet said. Each part is
were replacing cables, yes,
Godfrey said. "I would have to giver's a separate listing.
The Schenectady-based
assume somebody was aware
group's cable_._ replaeement
of the problem."
Godfrey-and Herrestreet said sehedttle was substantially
they had not specifically told faster than that required by
anyone of their findings but Air Force specifications and
should "certainly" have
raised some eyetrows,
Hemstreet said. '
"It is an item we have been
......................
watching very carefully,"
0
Godfrey said.
1.4fter the crash, the Air
Force ordered 245 of the
turboprop cargo planes
grounded pendincinspection.
"They were coming in line
on the final approach when the
pilot radioed they were having
Downtown Merchants will be
throttle problems," said U.
Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3-10-17.
Col. A.T. Brainerd, the public
information officer at Fort
Fridays until 8:01 Rol Until
Campbell. "ThaVe all -the,
said -tIm
havi g throttle problems."
It ias seventh fatal crash of
a c-130 from the Little Rock,

41!",

'• , , .n

1i114

Downtown
Christmas
Hours!

Most
.open
Open
kl

AtirArl tVISAIIIDA0

Ark., base since the planes
were deployed there in 1970.
Ten persons died iri"1971 in
crash of a plane shortly after
takeoff from the base.

47-Day Strike At
Somerset Is Over
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — A
47-day strike at Lear Siegler
Inc. here is over. Limited
production began Monday
after United Auto Workers
Local 1419 ratified a threeyear contract by a vote of 278233.
The plant makes auto seat
frames.
The new contract assures a
65-cent hourly wage hike over
three years with inceptive pey
bonuses, increased health
benefits and cost of living
allowances.

Harlan Countians
Pitch In For Others
HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — Ray
Venable,captain of the Harlan
County
Rescue
Squad,
remembers that during severe
flooding in Harlan County last
year people pitched in to help,
sending supplies by the
truckload.
Venable said Tuesday that
memory is fresh in the minds
of many.Harlan Countians as
they prepared twa truck Riads
Wsüpliiaror-Pii‘eirritaity
flood victims in Clay city. A
third truckload of goods is
planned later, Venable said.

of Alpha Lambda Delta
national honor society, Psi Chi
psychology honor society,
Alpha Chi scholarship society,
and "Notations" editorial
staff.
ODK is a society of more
than 150 circles at U.S.
colleges and universities that
recognizes leadership of
exceptional quality.

The Murray State Circle
was founded in 1970.
Some automobiles are being
made lighter these clays
through the use of plastics to
replace
conventional
materials, thereby reducing
fuel consumption, according
to the Society of the Plastics
Industry. •-
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Says Hopes Floods Point To Need

Perkins Continues Urging Red River Daric

AIHNIOARD CARPENTRY — Murray slate Universityr undergraduate students, Loft ha righL Susan Barldedge.
demonstrating ;he
Cape Girardeau Mo . Cheryl York Benton, and Barbara Sternberg, Louisville. are shown
recent state conduring
the
demonstration
was
literature.
The
children's
for
carpentry
techniques 01 cardboard
.
ference in the ssor iayion for Childhood Educxion liremational held at Mg).

Cardboard Carpentry Techniques Are
•

= Dr. Ralph Hausman, Ilenderscui; Barbara Stern'Murray State University -berg, Louisville; and -Cheryl
:associate pi ufessor of special —York,Benton.
education, and eight unAll are undergraduate
dergraduate students
workshop students in the new learning
.presented
a
focusing "bn the use of card- and behhvior disorders
board carpentry techniques program in the MSU deparduring the recent state con- tment of special education and
ference of the Association for members of the Student
Childhood Education Inter- Council for Exceptional
national held at MSU. The Children. The presentation began with
techniques are used to
enhance children's api four short skits demonstrating
how various poems and
preciation of literature.
The students involved in the— children's stories could be
. workshop include Susan- presented using varying
= Barkledge, Cape Girardeau, cardboard prons. A series of
Hargrove. slides_providing an overview
-Mo.; Kathy
Murray; Louann Kinard, of the possible application of
carpentry
Danville; Melinda Ross, cardboard
:Paducah; Bruce Seymour, techniques in the classroom
lizabethtown; Jean Shade, situation, as well as demon-

stration Of-the techniques of
laying and cutting cardboard
skits.
the
followed
Approximately 70 ACEI
members from throughout
Kentucky participated in the
workshop.
Through several _similar_
Dr.
workshops,
state

Hausman and the members of
SCEC are preparing a major
workshop on the educational
uses of cardboard carpentry
for presentation at the
International Council for
Exceptional Children's annual
convention in Dallas next
April.

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Carl Perkins says he
hopes the devastating floods
which occurred in (*stets
central Kentucky during the
weekend will encourage
Kentucky politicians to reexamine their stands on the
controversial Red Riverdarn.
Floodwaters that routed
families along the Kentucky
and Red rivers could have
been prevented, or at least
reduced, Perkins said, if the
hwibee,cilouilt It would have held back 70
percent of this water and
saved Stanton and Clay City,"
the Kentucky Democrat said
from his office at Ashland.
Perkins, who represents the
7th District in eastern Kentucky, also said the dam would
have cut four feet from the
crest of the floodwaters that
invaded Frankfort.
-Gav Lilian Carroll is.
considered to be the key to any
revival effort.
In 1975, while campaigning
for a full term as governor,
Can oil ended n year-sof wurk
on the project by announcing
his opposition to it.
A spokesman for Carroll
said this week that the
governor has not changed his
mind on the project. He said

gymenreeddhary.

his successor in 1980 decides ts•
support the project, 'Perkins
says he could have things
moving quickly.

would not go against a
governor's wishes. A federal
court suit brought by several
environmental groups against
the project was also shelved.
congressional
But
authorization for the dam has
not been rescinded, and if
Carrell changes his mind, or if

"I'll tell you this," Perkins
said. if the governor says yes
and the senators say yes, I can
get it through the House."

Money
Is not plentiful in this holiday season, and many people,neglect
needed health care,because they fear the extra cost during this
special time of the year.
In light of this, as a Public Service, OR. BRYAN L. THACKER of the
MURRAY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 903 SYCAMORE STREET, Murray,
Kentucky is offering a flat fee of $25.00 for the COMPLETE
INITIAL EXAMINATION 4111 ALL NECESSARY PLUS to any_ new
patients who come to him from now through the end of this mon„ .
.
determine the extent of the problem and a complete report of
findings to outline the type of treatment needed to correct the
problem. Now you don't have to let money keep you away.'
today for an appointment.

753-9909
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Mai-from 900-12:00 &
2:00-5:30;Thursday from 900-1240

NORELC
T.RIPLEHEADER

RAZOR
DRIP
COFFEEMAKER
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TIMER
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Miesfinanteitan Be
Managed With Chart
sure of them," advise the
By LOUISE COOK,
experts at Citibank. "You can
Associated Press Writer
You may not be able to stop always add them to savings if
prices from rising, but you can they do come in. In cash-flow
manage your.—finances to forecasting, you build a
3
.ased as much
minimize the pain of inflation. financial plan 1.
it takesa,s a cash-flow chart as possible on certainty."
to help you estimate future Enter the information in two
columns, annual and monthly,
- income and spending.
Businesses routinely use then add to get total takecash-flow forecasting to plan home income.
operations. Now,
The second worksheet is
their
economists at Citibank, the designed for fixed expenses -nation's second-largest things you are absolutely
commercial bank, have committed to. Among the
adaptaclibacos.a‘auLd.be...tea
accounted for by 'payroll
_ finances..
There are five basic steps deductions, rent or mortgage
-- ...involved in drawing up a cash payments,- food costs at home
:flow chart. You'll need to and in restaurants, utility and
household maintenance - bills,
:prepare five worksheets
one for each step.
medical expenses not covered
Start by getting out your by insurance, debt repaymeht
most recent records for one — including interest, tranyear — pay statements, bank- sportation, savings and inbooks, receipts, copies of surance. Again, enter items on
income tax returns and both a monthly and annual
anything else that indidates basis.
how you spend money. --On worksheet No. 3, put
List- income on the first
down
your total monthly. and
- worksheet. Include: salary,
annual take-home income and
payroll
and
other
after taxes
subtract expenses. That's
• deductions, interest from
what you have left for variable
savings, gifts, dividends' or
expenses — the ones where
other return from inyou have the most flexibility.
vestmenti, bonuses and profitThese expenses should be
and
money
; sharing
listed on worksheet No. 4.
miscellaneous. Work from
Include things like clothing,
'., your most recent paycheck entertainment, home fur. stubs.
nishings,
vacations,
In today's economy, it's
charitable, contributions and
better not to list overtime or
gifts. Base your entries on
•. bonuses or profit sharing past purchases, but adjust
- unless you have an agreement amounts upward by 8 or 9
that makes you absolutely percent to account for inflation.
PROJECT
Now you're ready for the
INDEPENDENCE
final workshAet — the one that
What is Project
will telt you hether you have
Independence?
to cut back. Enter — from
Project
In- '
worksheet No. 4 — the annual
dependence is a
total of variable expenses.
demonstration project
Then pia down — from
for the elderly in the
worksheet No. 3 — the amount
Jackson Purchase. It
you will actually have to
designed—te8pend.1f What you will
older persons remain
than what you will
in their own homes as
need, you're in good shape. If
an alternative to enif looks like spending will
institutional
outgrow income, you'll have to
ring
citifies.
make some changes.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
MISS YOUR PAPER?
older, AND
2. Need services to
Seliscribers ivho hove not
remain in their homes
received their home debriefed
household
(such as
copy of The Mernrctellger I
chores, meals, health
Tines by 530 p.m. Monvloy
needs, transportation
Friday or by 3;30 p.m. is Si'.'
and others , AND
days ere urged le can 753 11116
- 3. Can not get the
between 5:30 p.m. mid p.m.,
services from any
•
other source.
Meng* Frio*, or 3:30 p.m
you.; have
If
1444 4 p.m. Sd•rilris,t• sun
• qeSttQfl
-thelbetwir wfdtee
edh
project .ladopenclenee
riled i pdc64 by 6
wed
call Ronnie Ashby at
rhyo or,4
it.
753-5362

Carroll will not consider
relaxing his opposition until he
sees an analysis of how much
the dam would have helped
the communities near the
river.
After Carroll announced his
opposition in 1975, the Army
Corps of Engineers said it

DEEP FRYER

11.88

Sill SHARPENING
ROTARY BEAMS
SUPER MICROGROOVE
HE SETT,
POP—UP TRIMMER

NORTHERN
-LIGHT "N LOOK LOVELY LIGHTED

MAKE-UP MIRROR

I600

I HE ATI-ERR:Al STILE
BULBS
SHADOW FREE
t
T

G-E

ELECTRIC KNIFE

I2.99

EK9

CHANEL
SPRAY COLOGNE
1 12

BRUT

THr
SHOWER
MASSAGE

0: 9.00

DEMI
LOTION
o:
OCT AWE

*BY WATER Pk: •
SM 3 HASP HELP

64

7.77

22.44

COT1

WILD MUSK
NATURd.i

SPRAY
COLOGNE
9'1.5 oz

ENGLISH
LEATHER
AFTER SHAVE

2.99
QUANTITY Rk5HTS RESERVED

ST JOSEPH

ASPIRIN
FOR

CHILDREN

4 Cif NFROLIS SERVINGS
ssAP ON ,
tt STORES
505 INA sURF ACE

36 cr
MYLANTA
LIQUID ANTACID
EFFECTIVE ANTACID
ANTI—GAS

ROAST ERR GRill
, RINSE SHIT
MASi
lust 7 X 10
40 SiICk
• I.
004117,0:.

ii

BOTTLE
OF 500
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.

( 1144)
VITAMIN C

,
P
.41HVIF,

146
I.

TREE STAND
Ral‘IIPTAIE PRINT t1.il"N
UsING At

BOX OF 1000

ICICLES
bo,, is
SATIN
ORNAMENTS
GLASS
BOX Of 17
ORNAMENTS'
CHRISTMAS TREE
REMOVAL BAG
EXTENSION CORD
9h

ONE STEP

•POI AROCI
•MOTORIZEP.
WU I AUTOMAih
1 XII tvgtil
SX 74.1 111M
;T

1,•50

--- CAMERA

.111M
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Colorful Christmas Wrap in
handy 4-roll pack , 30"
•wide, 40-sq. feet.

Christmas
oinsettias

• $399

tita
rray,
new
ion-

Colorful Poinsettias
_ Pots-brighten

/ of
the

neennorr...,
mr.•

&
N/
1
4- 11

14
" It
k
•

W

‘
g144.

Bar
Stools

40-CHANNEL CITIZENS
BAND RADIO SELL-OUT

‘
IN

$997

Savings On These Citizen
Bands Just In Time.
For Christmas Givings ..
*WACO
Hurry. We May
Sell The Radio
You Wanted
NO RAIN CHECKS

HY-GARNIELLCAT

ANTENNA
'.10 fif.iiCa •
t.rely
vvedni.erpro(
and corrosion 1PSIS

ant to last years wit
rorforrq

Decorative Plastic

Tremendous
Savings!

LADIES' FALL &
INTER FASHIONS

OFF
AND SOME UP_T050% OFF
• PANTSUITS
DRESSES
• SKIRT SETS • COATS
antasoc group oftelected

styles for every lady on
ur list! Fabulous looks in easy-care blends— solsizes
for tumors 3-13,
ids. patterns, prints In
1
2 Hurry,
/
2-24/
misses 8-18. half sizes 141

FOR COMFORT PLUS
QUALITY STYLING
SAVE 10.00

Assorted
Brock Candy

1 Lb.8 Oz. Box
Reg.$2.97
Save 944

2P5°°

Tomifito

Chain Saw
Lightweight 71
/
4 Lb:.
12" Bar I Chain
with two triggers one for little jobs,
one for big jobs.
.
Wrap this up for Xmas,
In soft touch acelate/
nylon One size fits
all,

Reg. S149.95$9900
Savo $50.95
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,DISCOHT DREG CEATERS,
MCI AS

FAS'AS ASISAMA

BABY BMW

GO TABLETS'
81.84 VALUE

Protect Your Home From
Colds..jHave a...
warm home this winter...

9 OZ. $1.77 VALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
4
$1 28

Withtheunique Edison-Comfort-Sens
Ada-Comfort

le/WO-44-ce

Lin Rrnrpr

7 OZ. $1.75 VALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$165

1

Bracer

4isr

171

MAI RADIO AC/DC: Elet

metal swivel handle. Earplug an

Master
Sim

Ws the only heater that quickly heats a
room, then throttles back to a lower heal
level and finally off, to maintain the heat
more evenly
•Dual heat levels. 5120 or 3-410 BTU s and
1500 or 1000 watts
•High velocity fan-forced heat with 2 fan
speeds.
•It s safer, no exposed hot elements. case
'remains touchably cool

LOTION

&
Mennen's Skin Bracer
Pre Electric Shave 6 oz.

PRICE

Save Energy

$148

4( 1 •

:11

*Turn down
, your thermostat
and heat the
;room you're using.

$128

Mennen's Skin

1/2

*Heat the cold
room in your home.

-SHAMPOO

AFTER SHAVE

$29.95 VALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Center
753-8304

BUFFERIN_

MENNEN

4 01.

88

Edison. heaters

43ra_

-4***40 - -41444

M/FI
circa
type ca
AC cc

****,*******-*******
_ .
_

.....4 IL
, ...-I

:. k
.-

RATCHET SCREWDRIVER SETS

Ourchiving gloves are
knit to be tried!

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

MEN'S
$343

,
•

SB-100 5-piece
screwdriver set

•

•

...:

Ratchet acnon screwdrIver comoiete
with 2 sizes ot siOtted bits and 2 sizes

8
$
108
!!)‘
:
4
1

(;

........., . e.%„.

That's right, Mom and Dad.
Our comfortable new 100%
Creston'acrylic driVing gloves are
Just the thing to wheel around
town in.Voull find handsome
variety.in your favorite colors right
here in the store — oh Knit Streets
— our new fashiora accessory isle in

.ar.w.
•

SB-200 13-piece
screwdriver and

a

0

'
12
....sp. .....

---SOCkeralti--

The basic Slims $emmes/ screw
*kyr sit complete with 7-pillar
sisridard SAE socket set and socket
adsplow. Sociurt sizes range from )(,."

,. .

,Ihr —

If.

ala
IliI

'f$.1

N...../

g

4
a

szIzz,

SAY-RITE'S
-----..'"'.* - ADVVIRICE
-

$
‘
1
CZeR;

A88
sipit**

...

LADIES
$319

SAV-RITE'S,
LOW
PRICE

*4-***

*-* -44*

"SEA
Hanc

Men'4-Palmed Wove

No lit
rounc
outdc

•Corn
• moi
•opal
MAIS•
sayer

Ladies. Palrned0love

21" hvt
color
regene
9-volt

Space
PoIrsh

* 40; *-** A***

•

Cr4oli CRAYONS

Santis Favorite
Stoddng Staffers
CRAYOLA-CRAYON

SHOP SAY-RITE FIRST
FOR TOY IDEAS.
WE CARRY AN
ASSORTMENT OF
EDUCATIONAL AND
ACTION TOYS
PLUS
MONOGRAM
SCALE MODELS
_ALL AT LOW
'DISCOUNT PRICES.

COLOR DRAWING SET

INCLUDES: FULL COLOR 16 PAGE BOOK OF PROJECTS
72 CRAYOU CRAYONS
CRAYON SHARPENER if FOUR CRAYON STANDS

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

THE CUDDLY
COMPANION
CLOTHES
RACK

$16.95 VAL
341150 (Pair)

STIC

‘k
,

ASSORTED
CHARACTER
HEADS
AVAILABLE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

COLOR 'N'
DRAW

se0470i
41 .

\,„ •••••"Or

•

FOLD-A-BOOK
*FIVE FEET LONG
*SPECIAL PLASTIC LETS
CHILDREN ERASE & RECOLOR
*INCLUDES A BOX OF 1L

$2

Ginr

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

CEIGIFICATE
WORTH TWO DOLLARS OFF ANY
PURCHASE OF 0100 OR MORE-

-aSTITMITOki

,

00

Offer rxj)Ires Sun. Dee. 17, 1978
4emmiA

4 ROLL
GIFT WRAP

C

Fl F

•
the c
'hot 5 A
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PORTABLE RADIOS
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$29.95 vALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

MAMAS
COMCSINTRATZ

488

PRICE
Ped-ume concentrate

RADIO AC/DC: Electric or battery operate°,
--silderftotttat-letescosie-eiftennaTbsitt-in-AC—eorSTmetal swivei handle. Earplug and 4 pcs. C-cell batteries
included.'
Master Carton: 12 sets -38 lbs.
Size: 8-3/4' x 5" x 2-1/2"

Cologne Spray

ACCENT TABLE LGHTER by Giette

30Z.

•5 attractive designs
•Fits any decor
• Refills by inserting a
lighter into base.

$39.95 VALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Keeper"
• by Gollette
WITH THE CRICXET
DISPOSABLE BUTANE LIGHTER

FRIKKUME--THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU.
CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF THE MOST
POPULAR COLOGNES
PERFUMES

Its a wild new way l5 lightwo a room

TWO LIGHTERS WITH BASE
$5.44
VALUE
•

B-220
M/FM RADIO AC/DC: Electric or battery operated,i full
circutL_Slictriever controls, AFC, "DELUXE" luggagetype cabinet, slide rule dial. Telescopic antenna. built-in
AC cord. Earplug and 4 pcs. C-cell batteries included.
Master Carton: 8 sets - 35 lbs.
Size: 10-1/4" x 7-3/4" x 3-1/4"

3

272
'
teevAre„:14„.Sits'•

,,,,,,,-„,l(Wren2;941,' •

"SEARCH•1"
Hand Held CB Walkie-Talkie
No license required. Great allround communicator for fun
outdoors.
•Compact size ideal for small hands
• Morse code key - and1c
alphabet
•Operates on CS channel •-Easyto-use "Push-go-Talk" trigger•Power
saver On/On control • Telescoping
21- whip antenna with high vis4billty
color coded tip • Sensitive superregenerative receiver • Operates on
9-volt battery (not incl.) • Color:
Space Blue • Rugged high impact
polystyrene cabinet

$16.95 VALUE

ISO (pair)

$12"

Christmas
Boxed
ear

100111Er
BRACH'S

Remembering,
caring, and sharing are
the very special joys of Christmas!

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES

—

4 LB. GIFT BOX

i
t
:

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

ASSORTED THEMES & DESIGNS
PKG. OF 16
$2.50 VALUE

$128

Runt.
HotMat
WA

988

PKG. OF 18
$3.95 VALUE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

.4

,
' ._._
i" •
.:•1=,
ii• -., %

•

Wrap

cr

,

$ 99
,

FRUITCAKE ALWAYS A YULETIDE FAVORITE
WITH DECORATIVE
COMMEMORATIVE CONTAINER
$199,
GUARANTEED FRESH OR YOUR MONEY BACK

*b •

•

L
Set a
festive table with

•••—e••••"••••--

BAG OF 25
STICK-ON BOWS

Christmas
Partyware

.:.5

- -Pcrhe trymive Cliws ofcebristmas:3

ceookieceutter Set

9

MAGIC
TRANSPARENT
TAPE

2x450 IN.
1
/
2 FOR

(4,40,k_....
95
2
$

St
'""*111111"*""'
•••

4 ROLL
GIFT WRAP

Scotch

recipes and decorating ideas
from the Kraft Kitchens.

Creative .xciII.nce is an American tradition.

LUNCHEON NAPKINS - BJEVEIIAGE NAPKINS
PLATES
MIX OR MATCH
2 PACKAGES

Included with

each sat —ii- a detailed instruction booklet containing

ite€4217#4
11,1

TWO'T WIT LW 00VIES

••11.WW ONOWOMINIII OltUallaswe

47
.4,
'-

mail IN A IA.AN TR.,

12 Plastic Cookie Cutters made in the
shapes to match the words of the
song "The Twelve Days of Christmas." Cutters are sturdy plastic with 4
levels of detail in the cutter. Each
cutter is about 4'; in size.
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Federal, State Officials Sets
lip Assistance Centers

Mayor Appeals To Clevelanders

in Cleveland's 1 percent a vote orr the tax increase in
February, but his proposal
payroll tax is approved, the
mayor said, and use the first must win City Council
approval.
money to consolidate city
A few hours earlier, federal
debts, extend payments and
regionaj administrator from
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
marshals began tagging $3
undertake capital projects.
Disaster Atlanta, will oversee the relief
The
Federal
million of city property, which
The mayor --- long an outAdministration efforts, Coleman said. The
Assistance
Electric ,
Cleveland
spoken opponent of higher
and state officials have begun relief centers will be staffed
taxes - softened his proposal Illuminating Co. may seize
setting up assistance centers by representatives of federal,
by telling voters that subur- because the city has not paid
in areas of the state hard-hit state and volunteer agencies.
ban dwellers would pay 68 its bills.
Under the provisions of the
by the week's record floods.
The administration was to
percent of the $38 million It
FDAA Administrator disaster declaration, persons
ask a federal judge today to
would raise.
William H. Wilcox was living in the 17 counties may
It was out clear what effect permit city use of guarded
scheduled to arrive in the be eligible for a number of
equipment, including water
Kucinich's proposal would
state today to survey the federal assistance programs,
have on Cleveland bankers, system trucks, for repairs to
Coleman said, including:
damage and recovery work.
broken water mains and other
who face a Friday deadline for
—Temporary housing_
.john Coleman,a spokesman
-Tiiii-Ev ether they will emergency maintenan'el.--a iVxcision
for the -FDAA, said Tuesday provided by the Department
•'Unless this tax increase is
refinance $15.5 million in
the centers should be set up of Housing and Urban
approvell...the city will be so
shortterntrietes.-within a few days. to- aid Development;
-Small
Business
Attempts to raise the deeply in debt that I will be
persons in the 17 counties
payroll tax have been forced to cut services to such a
declared major disaster areas Administration loans, for
-home and business owners
by President Carter.
ciefeatedby votersthree times drastic level that everyone
suffered
The action follows a disaster who
property
since LW and state law living and working in
declaration for the counties of damage;
requires voter approval for an Cleveland will suffer," the 31ested year-old mayor warned
of
Increase.
Anderson, Bath, Bullitt, • -Department'
City Council President
CANDLE-DIPPING - %licheel Joe liensiin. age 8, of
Carroll, Clark, -Tranklin, Agriculture programs from
George L: Forbes said
Cal%WTI City Elementars 3rd grade, dips a candle in
- Farmers
Home
Hardin, Henry, Jessamine, the
plan drew a
_Kucinich's
elebration of "Chtistma on the Farm" al Empire farm, _
ercer, Administration _and the
aK
Gfess-wo“i-P-44,zzler
-- ed response - Vom
restrain
lot ated in the nortbern end of lerialletween
Morgan,. Nelson, Owen, Agricultural Stabilization and
TV
at a In_egtine
17OXILI-.1Lse sfrixtSILL•IrltiOn area in_ssestolnitsovien--an-c
_bankers_
1151er
7 Poker
ACROSS
rrtys 8.,ty v.t.h
Tuesday
-rrt-k-c-and-Fennessre---FDAA
unemployment
:
PCredle,
Thomas-1 Tamp
stakes
CLAM
p PI"
A R C'A
4 — tear
5 Set aside

CLEVELAND 1AP) Mayor Dennis J Kucinich has
'appealed to voters to "save
our city" with $38 mJlliOR in
new taxes, as he nears final
talks with the bankers who
must decide by Friday if
Cleveland will default on its
loans.
Kucinich said only higher
taxes can get the city out of
debt and avert what would be
the first default by a major
U.S. city since the Depression.
The alternative, the mayor
said, is municipal layoffs,
rices and
stOPPed_. citY_
higher taxes anyway.
-I'm talking about a tax
increase Which will be need
tosave our city," Kucinich
said Tuesday night in a 30minute televised address.
The city will attempt to sell
$90 million in, bonds during
_March_italllnercentincrease

o
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25 Group of
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1 Float
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2 Solo
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3 Game fish
4 Brims
5 Man's
Dtstr by Laded Feature Synditr. Inc.
6 Glum
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SHOP EARLY'
NI EASY
IF WE CHAN6E-2 THE
-NAME TO 3ACH, IT
WOULD GO FASTER

13EETROVENIS f3iReT1-IDA1
15 T1415 SATuRDAYI I
WANT Mq BOOK IN ALL
THEN
THE STORES

E3E46L.E...

BY

OH,
BOY

4
1
/

1
Shopping
Days Left!
-

2. NOTICE
ALL PERSONS interested in
up keep of Almo Cemetery,

1-2 2. NOTICE

about a
Hondafor Christmas?
How

I LOVE TO.TAKE

meet at Imes Grocery,
Saturday, December 16 at

2:30 pm. Purpose to set up
trust fund.

C

GLASS WORK, Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table
tops' and shelves.
Shower doors —and patio
doors. Store front work and
Piexsglass and Window glass
replaced. '

t4
Ale

104

Co\

SHOWERS SINCE
I GOT THIS
fr WATERPROOF
WATC H

• •

\**.
-•4

•

41k •7;

Fb
.

ses.*cc

„

•

BEETLE BAILEY
I-1E
FEMALE CALL!'DOESN'T
MEAN MAIL
FEMALE CALL! CALL'?

NOT WHEN 1T'S A
81.1XLEY ALERT"

N1111111111k.

Tv v -,,,,.. 5'134EJDO
__..."
1.4..... ..•
I
wheels that's not a littniel tram
Hoor4ikaut.Chrteelne• gat •
or Inntanun car' FFunda melte. a wide variety of Chnumst '
win and one te th•fr• 14 perfect fur 400404Wle on lope hat 4......mte
in and we the Lolorhal }Fonda Expreo^' and Exptem'"II, the
'......4 ma- red ATt.'•70 tr.1 all <stir orb,. mit ..-1...... ,,,'n A I I at one

HONDA
OVERBY
SALES I, SERVICE
*pi S 411,

Cues 8-5,341** Tis.-Thves• $5.1.
SALM pm.frulays till Ism

I

FOR WATK INS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128.

CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, • satisfied'
refrences. Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
oaurd. 753-5827.

Swimniiiig
- Pools
Western Ky. Pools

•
2-3

(Lassa

_MIME

I'VE BEEN 19-14-

T4.4INKING ABOUT THAT
QuARRE,.._WEi-lAD
TODAY

c

1 Ti-liNK MAYBE
YOu WERE RIGi-41" AND
I WAS WRONG

•<nee Cowen

• Co mos

NOW THAT VOL) MENTION"

IT-- -I ,3E1-1EvE L WAS
WRONG AND YOU WERE
RIGHT

itt.4116mr—

4.41111L

*4116

Your
Message
Makes A
Bigger
Splash...
HERE!

•
, Newspaper advertising is

--,•"*Cs-

z

sot-,
• '1

POLICE
PHONE
CALL

I

Murray
Ledger 13r Times

4..to

•TO
•
'

r.

BOX
.•0741111H

•

like tiering a party line
to our entire circulation,
Place your message today'

tem
anne

•

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

hoe Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

4.1°

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 753-19 1 7

DOES IT REALLY MATTER
WHAT YOU BELIEVE AS LONG
AS YOU ARE HONEST? CALL
759.4444 AND ASK FOR TAPE
No, 168.

153 4092

41.

IS*1

•••.

t

W 1

•r
:
.•..

•

••

ONLY

11
:
di

e

or we v

proper!
We o
prices
satespE;

,

war-. y
MUT

Offle1,110•01,0
Swots% St

special

-

•t

"• • •
•

We,
guoran

IP.

s

Ilopi

*
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•
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12th &
75
FREE P)

The

..emeeee.....•••

NANCY,
.1 WANT
YOU TO
TAKE A
SHOWER

Is A Sr.*

Starks II

CC

LOOKMERE
A 21g SELECTION:
OF DTITIN:g gIFE
PYONCE
ON YOUP LIST

MAWS
NOU.' LOOK
'(Ot) STUPID

Fi
Frei
Wm'

The

0 T T1 E,
5 EE T 1,
D
E W.EIR E S
WED ERAS

22 Curve
26 Jacket
23 Repetition
27 South Amer- W I _N
can rodent
27 Skillet
38 Marvel
28 Israeli king
• 29 Cobbler
40 Bishop's
30 Chris —
29 Buddy
headdress
31 Exclamation
30 Vast age
41 Greek letter
32 Prohibit
32 Poise
43 Chinese
33 Possessed
33 Till
measure
31 Zeus be36 Exist
loved
37 Time ahead 44 Chickens
35 Faction
37 Rooter
1111111111
kr 3
38 Triumphed
Adam
of
Son
39
• 40 Mire
41 Italian river

NOME

Op

EL TS
EL
AID

orP P
• OPA

14 Clues
47 Goods
51 Expire
52 Man's name
53 Ireland
54

promHere I

atthe

w ,

available
compensation,
through the Labor Department for those out of work
because of the floods;
-Advice from the Internal
Reeenue-Service on special
tax provisions that may
provide quick refunds.
Coleman said the personal
needs of individuals can be
met by state and volunteer
agencies represented at the
disaster assistance centers.
"Individuals or families
with disaster-caused serious
needs or.necessary _expel:nen
not covered by other
programs May apply- for a
financial grant from the state
of Kentucky," he added.
Credle said the FDAA will
conduct briefings for local
governments wishing to apply
for federal assistance to
finance the_ repair or
replacement of damaged
public _facilities end the
removal of debris.

OVE; If you would
GOD IS 12•
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759-4600. 24
hour phone not a tape. Bible
Facts. - '
GIVE A GIFT of love, a
picture of family, parents, or
grandparents. We can make

9 in;-1

Christmas
beautiful
a
present from 01 —Old-photograph.

Such

a

cherished memory wittiest
through the years Ready for
Christmas giving. West
Kentucky's finest Copy and
restoration. Carter's Studio,
Murray, KY. 753 8289

quick

WE(

JEREMIAH'S
ANTIQUES

We hew.
ceofee I
We con

e no,e4

-llehmthed-ferratere-retide for home. Oak washstands, dressers, beds, kitchen cabinets, ice box, love
seals, chairs, round and square oak tables, glass;
and many More things. Come in and browse. Hours,
-5 Mon.--Sat. 1-5 on Sunday. Locatedkia Medloolt
Grocery Building, Hwy. 94 E, Paris, TN.. 3 miles out of
Pans.

NOTICE
—7110/T- ivillIllyolis added an Novembet I.1V78,T6 All
unpaid 1978 city of Murray proper tax bills. Unpaid bills becon,e delinquent on Janitary 1, 1979 and
under the authority of [(RS 92.650 and MRS 92.680,
the Cify. of Murray will immediately after January
1, 197ainsfitufe.orneedures to rile liens on All proper• • •• !tiixe.s
C4IT RHIN -

CI(

•

AGE 7-ft THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, Dr(ember 13, 1978
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2. NOTICE

It's A
Fact
Free Gift

CARTER
PNOTOGRAPRIC
STUDIO
•WeddingS

Wrallielig
Is A Specialty

2 NOTICE

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
7594600.
_

At

1Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

1534291

We, at the College Shop 8 Ms. Shop,
guarantee the gift you sislect for that
special friend or relarfte, to be just right;
or we will gladly refund or exchange, to
We offer fashion, quality 8 reasonable
prices
arid- eiperienced
friendly
sateTpeopte to help_you select just the
'
We Guarantee It,

Ambelaixe
753-9332
Hospital
Emerpency
753-5131
Nom
_Society
759-4141
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control . . 753-1588
Senior Citizens .. 753-0929
Needline
15311ED
learn To Read . 753-2188
foster
Parenting
153-5362
Airport
.
489-2414
Pazents'Anonymous. 759-1192,
759-4875 or 753-9261

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8:00 Until Christmas
Layaway

The
College Shop (Mens)

And
The Ms. Shop (Women's)
-

Murray

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE

****************/

ociety and
753-1918
hsplay ad7534919.
d Display,
Cirad,
o and the
Office may
led on 753I 17
7

*

Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1636
*******************
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PIZZA,& SPAGHETTI

COOt Mr Off f

14 inch ... 0.75
92 inch ... 3.45
INCLUOIS CHM( 49100O4 111/A

allfPrafaff•
9 inCB

ONION
Gail" Offal

CANADIAN BACON
NAM

•

v.usintoor..

____Krarr_ri_Loyts
50

12 Mc%

73InVerri.ti
14

.441

16 40cli

SPECK ... sew

12 Inch

SALE STARTING Friday,
December 8. Big discount
sale, furniture, dining room
spites, bedroom suites, living
room suites, recliners, coffee
and end tables, lamps of all
kinds. Used t.v., colored,
wood heaters, new and much
Discount,
Perry's
more.
Highway 94, Lynnville, KY.
382-2194.

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE

r-173.

9 inch ... 2.50

212 miles north
of Murray.
753-4566

. 4.65

NM!

16 incit

575

••••••••

WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 EVERY DAY
to 40 p•opte T04001. rs no
W.Naos o rorwIte,thning room *of veal sow
0, von 404
do 'wow.0,
,
fhofg• So. Of• nab of Co ma'o b.
-9oCaboll looms of civb
croofta
for
hoar
spacial
+Nina
,on
foopoi•
AN
portent
of C. Awspl Tip
*W.". nw normal to for Cot ye..00 ;II 15
woof et Mr Fowl
4 ATA

Over 20 years in
Calloway County. Be
check
and
sure
Wiggins' Furniture for
the best buys in. . .
•Furniture
Cedar
•I.ane
Chests
•Bedding- - •and
Floor
Covering

Dixieland Center

a
11,
a

DIRTY KIDS
HEADQUARTERS
--Perfume Pencils
-

a
a
s

P1111111.-11480..
Om,11111wllm dna.
•••••••••.••••
11••• MOM 1mM-bawl.'
NM&
/WO 4.11.016.
waft*.law No.

a

91•1.1•9•-eillifa

ofoialool. aaroo.-IMAM

Incredibly thin, oncreakbly bamboo.-0w:a
quartz watches ate also ultra**,accurate
demandoqg soplustscated man will be proud
from Sadao SokoQUart2

Free Gift Wrapping

Murray, Ky.

We are now writing insurance
on mobile homes, with 3 different companies. For hoot
rotes contact Wits°.
,
surance and Real Estate, 382
N. 12th - 753-3263.

office.

Wanted
'ay

Applications are now
being taken for Part
Time Stock Clerk. Can
develop into full time
position. Apply In Person. ,

*4110.,

T

. (
Behr,

Open Mon:Sal.10-5
Sun. 1-5 till Christmas

12. INSURANCE

HELP WANTED in city of
Murray, dog warden applications being taken,
salary $8300 per year, plus
paid
hospitalization,
vacations, 12 sick days per
year, retirement benefits.
Truck furnished. Pick up
applications at City Clerk's

_
Central Shopping
Center
Reiss vett

-

...Super Soap For Varmits
Bubble Bath War Paints
Wash Puppets
Lip tickers
• Putty Soap
v• Blowing Bubbles Bubble Bath
Soapy Sand
Beat rix Potter Peter Rabbit Soap
----T
,
-Pitylc-Strbble-GurrrStrampoo---fr Finger PaintsFruti Shower Bath Gel

a

• C 4' 4. f

r

Chestnut Street

Lay-Away

HAS MOVED!

WILLIAMS
Southside Shopping Cenfer
An Equal Opportunity Employer

14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-5271362.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
DOLL CLOTHES, expertly
made, accessories, kits and
patterns to help you dress a
doll for Christmas. Noreen's
Dolls & Crafts, South on U.S.
,49241431.-nto..-0-R-17LE: Used -Singer
sewing machines, zig-zag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,.
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521,

less Ors

25% °

katititinutstanunto

Wiggins'

PAUL WINSLOW'Si

the_ greetv

a

Furches Jewelry

- Our Zone

litatig

FURNITURE

i

aI
a

Employe';

011 ZOtte
Bag & Beads
• IS BIGGER
AND BETTER!!!

from

afilltieltrItinflifdir
-

a

a
o

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

WIGGINS'

11

a
a
a

Free Gift

NOW NTH.
DEC. 24th
When you purchase any furniture, bedding or floor
covering from us, we'll give
you a gift certificate of 5% of
the total purchase to shop next
door at J. P. Isieshitts'.
This is our gift to you from...

222
293

.11

6. HELP WANTED

*

+1S interested in
Arno Cemetery, ,
✓ es Grocery,
ecember 16 at
-pose to set up

Numbers
The
& Times
rtments
s Follows

4' 4'

• MIRROR SALE. Frame
7v, mirrors, custom cut and
7r installed, any size and shape,
* plus door mirrors, double
* edge or plain edge. Also sale
* on display items. Merry
* Christmas to all! M & G
* Glass,Murray, KY,753-0180.

$5000

.a

a

HELP WANTED
Waitress, apply in person
at
Jerry!..1
Restaurant, S. 12th St.

.
611011W10 8.6161WWWWW1061Y61

East Side Square

_44„jor
...AJETIMES1=014,
•41181111111&....

SAVE

HELP WANTED: Hickory
Hut Barbecue,"opening soon.
•
barbecue. Apply Monday
through Friday, 8 to 5 pm,at
ThrOughbred old
the
building,806 Chestnut
HELP WANTED. $100 a
week and more possible
working at home part-time
through mailing circulars.
Send self addressed stamped
o oPuusbln
toish in
Tg,
x
AtcH
7
807 5002
ve51.opeto
s
Main,

41611116111410WWWWWWW
a

a
a

THE LEDGER

**CONICEPT

S. LOST & FOUND
WHITE GERMAN Shepherd
pup, 12 weeks old. Lost in and
around West WOod subdivision. Call after 6 pm at
753.0245.
.HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS .WANTED,
immediately. Work.at home.,
no experience necessary..
Write
pay.
excellent
American Service,8350 ParA,_
Lane
i„ Suite 127, Dallas,75231.X
7

11 You
Need Them:

properly satisfy

214 N.15th

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

THE FAMILY ce James
Loyd Carson would like to let
everyone know how much we
appreciate the love and
concern shown to us during
the illness and death of our
loved one Thanks to Blalock
and Coleman funeral home
for their Service. To all of our
relatives and friends who
stood by us so faithfully.
Special thanks to Dr. Miller
and Dr. Freeman and to all
the nurses and staff of
Marshall County Hospital

Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Erwin,
and Gela Edwards for their
special part of the service.
May God bless each of you
always. Wife and Children.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: BLACK and white
WHAT WE do best is care. Walker
hound
puppy.
1Needline, 753-6333.
Reward offered. 436-5650.
LOST ON SUNDAY, Nor
Weglan Elkhound pup, looks
similar to German Shepherd,
only smaller with gray and
black coloring, wearing thin
black collar. If found call 7533230 or 75-83611.
79.1441 LAOST LEFT home near
Fire
Cemetery,
sbury
Palici
1534411 Deceriibrr
---7534957---wrsite-rerhate-looraer CottiC.
Phone 489 2659. Reward.

Gift
Guarantee

1111111

3. CARD OF THANKS

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
eds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

*Portraits

IP I

FOR RESULTS

32r-Aw_t_%:i.Awg.r-A*A*g2rAN.
Your Christmas ti

HELP WANTED. Body shop
foreman and one body man,
opening new shop. Parson's
Chevrolet in iytayfield, KY.
Experienced only. Apply in
person, Parson's Chevfolet.
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.
HoOrs 4 pm to 1 am.
Supervisory
experience
necessary., Pensionother
hospitalizatlon
benefits. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.

Murray Head Start is now cccepting applications for the
following position:

FOR SALE: New stereo'
stand,$15. 753-6057.
300 GALLON HEAVY duty
fuel tank on skids with pump.,
Also 9 inch Zenith portable B
& W t.v. Excellent condition.
753.4736."
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1 1,2, 2, and 3 cit.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41
/
2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
HELMETS, GLOVES,
goggles, jerseys, all for
Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
753-8078,

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Iii 8 p.m. M-F
1-5 Sun.

exORELLE
SALE
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc '"'"vidrcillroleciwo wevelroornarollefIllweraNillwootraortoreallroostel
NOME VISITOR
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
a
Indian Summer, April, or
If you are . interated,
Blue Heather. Your choice
4
please make insanitation ot
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
o
the Board office Building, 5th
Paris, TN.
4
a
and Poplar. Applications will
ware,
REVERE
SALE
copper bottom, save 40
not be accepted after 4 p.m.
1
Especially for Hinri.
/
2, 2, and
percent on 1, 11
Monde", December-MI-lb.
.
quart sauce pans. Double
$398
Murray Heed Start is on Equal
1
2 i
2 quart, 4/
1
2
and
boilers, 1
1
Etpportunity Employer.
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock 4
Special
at
pet, 7:9, and 10 'inch skillets.
*Belts
*Socks
.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. i
4
*Billfolds
*Gloves
WOMEN. EARN extra in- TWO ANTIQUE Mantles
mirrows. Antique 1
come working in your home. with
*Money Clips
*Robes
Lots of fun. Two openings wooden ice box. 435-4433.
1
*Collar Bars
*Suits
before Christmas, several TWO STOVES, 1 gas, and 1
Call 759-4878 for in- wood. Hot plate food war
*Key Cases
*Sport Oats %._.,_ after_
terveiw. "
mer. Call 759-1894.
*After Shave
*Slacks
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Box.
%. IMMEDIATE OPENING IN
*Cologne
ethirts
D4
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
o
travel.
*Jackets
Used
Furniture
*Ties
night
over
no
4-.Excellent fringe benefits and
.st
Used Appliances
4
opportunity for promotion.
°
Used T.V.'s
o4
above average earnings, no
11
Free Gift Wrapping
experience necessary. Call 1Hodge & Son, Inc.
o4
Mayfield,
Kr.
,
8:30
247-6867,
Free Parking
205 So. 5th
am to 4:00 pm, MondayOpen Fri. Til 6
through Friday.
a4
at
Stop
CAPITAL
Sim. 1-5
VENTURE
FOR SALE: Clonial arm
needed for high potential
$50, brown couch, $40. d
retail outlet in Murray. Local chair,
753-8692 after 5 pm. •
corporation. Minimum of Call
•
$6000 required. Conservative 17. VACUUM CCEANERS
projected gross of $120,000 ELECTROLUX Sales and
Dipeland CPntrr
first year. All inquiries Service in Paducah call 1confidential. Send replies to 443.6469. In Murray call Tony
%Wg2t
*A1MAfgWA211g2i 12,0. Box 32 R, Murray, KY
Montgomery 753-6760.

N's

Store With
Gifts Galore

0

50 Yards

Crafty Cord

Christmas Cards ia4

1
i
4

a4
t

$200
Au
tots of Christmas
Gifts To - Choose From

0
0

by today

Nurkitighautilag,Kth. tNk

31e.

r

•

Wild lea

pberrl

-

L3

.E1-1 n _0

'3 _3 'I ic0

CORNING
WARE®

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE
21.2 miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo oz
better still drop by
and browse around.
'FREE DELIVERY'

Orelle

4
1 a

i

Dilieland Shopping

Center

tihz,Op arty 11,1,5 CPQ f91:311199411.9a.hiairt411.1391.1611.9011..3 VIcrePperc3111%:,,;14

WHICH METHOD IS BEST?
FOI yosis confroversv Boo Tara
'9,,N*Ciffa of no,,).NOM In

SHAMPOO METHOD

LlVNGWA

by-OORNiNG

LI

, • ,•• • .•
,,arr,ts

STEAM METHOD

HAS AGITATION BUT
ICTJA /fAftx

HAS EXTRACT-104

29Piece Set

Plantin your yard after Christmas

• Live Christmas
Trees
By Special Order•

1911 Cadillac
Setattlreitilie

30,000 Actual Miles.
One Owner,Local Car

-THE VIBRA VAC METHOD
COMBINES THE BEST OF BOTH

PURDOM

'.•••-•

KA III MUNN

AI OA OfOOLCIKal(NI

753-5827

FREE ESTIMATES

Call

Clegg Austin or Steve Porter

Murray Home &

Auto

=75X7rireirila:2253:=1

---rifiosedl los
ICSIV5
0%
*
*P.P4
f

-

t

r
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Pre-Christmas
Red and
Green
Sale
Friday &
Saturday

ANTIQUE NATIONAL four
drqwer cash register. All
brass on oak stand. $500. Call
436 5412
COME SE THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree. Gibson
Hem Co, 107 N 3rd Street,
Murray, KY
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
guaranked, 80 amp, $26.99
month gauranteed,
and
Wallin Hardware, •
Paris, Tn.

1/
3
Off

All Red
' & Green
Items

DAisrsioN

•

I

cHave a

JEWEERY,
diamonds and miscellaneous
Jewelry,
Rogers
jewelry
North Court Square, 145.10tC.
Paris. TN.
1
2
SALE SKILL ROUTER, /
hp. Model 5414129.99. Wallin
TN.
Paris,
Hardware in
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
-5311, 1,5 hp, 71-4 inch _blade,
$29.99, model 574, 1341 hp, 71,4
Inch blade, $34.99. model 559
p, 71..4 inch
ball bearing
blade, 549W Wallin -Heraware, Parr,
STOREW1DE SALE: 30 to
50. saving. D's Shirts and
Things. Hwy 68, Aurora, KY,

eff.opium

yo student

QUALITY
REA
9625
5271489COPS
- 753
otos,

less than perfect

CaltiOtt

V

a

6
MURRAY

753-0121
Murray,-Ky.
ittr-A*AW-A2V-A2t-AWAW•AWA

U..... Fold

27 MOIL_HOME__SAA.AS

KOPPERUD
Rettitt
753-1222

The

BONA

----Kelley's Termite
& Pest control

IVEurfay s

seentomuch

Garden
Center

Sharpe
Calculator

,-1-2

gook
ori
;0A
AVIC141.
7
Arils.
iv"

753-3251
753-8944

counte
house or
do
excellent

Pace furnished 2 beidreitat
apartment ensil 5 bedroom
nislied hooter Close to campus, for college girls Col
753-50.65 days or
1:00 a.m.

753-510S of-

ten

SEMI FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
•University.
atter 5.pra.
33. ROOMS
ROOM FOR RENT,? blocks
from University, with living
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer. All utilities included.
$65. Cell 436-2411.
ROOM FOR rent. One block
for Murray State University.
Call 759 4952 or 753 9616 and
ask for George.

Guitars
Banjos
ttla

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required can
753.9924 after 3:30 prn,

34. RENT OR LEASE
Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

1411Main

40/4111.1r/de

Murray. Ky.
/Aar /

•

be used for 2 apartments, 1 2 basement,
double garage unatfir-mediate
tached.
Occupancy. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors, Ill5 N.
12th. .

VVITV

753-3682

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
•1101,11 At SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAI I
•H()LLIST ER.OFOMY PRONCTS'

3$ PETS SUPPLIeS7
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups, 4 weeks old. Great
Christmas gifts and good
protection for the home
Choose yours now and $10
will hold fill Christmas. 753

0315.
AK C COCKER Spaniels,
black male, 2 Years: SAO,
tittan4et1ernalm,
-1 year, M.
AKc Beagles, mate 7 years,
' feaveraVs..year, $10 each 02-

-etteeetltere
Will hold for
2711.

Christmas. 436-

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1111 Sy cam ore

One Large Group

7534101-753-7531 -JUST LISTED. 22 acres on
Ezell Road, in Kirksey
Community, all tillable
except for house place.
Prime location. DONALD R._
TUCKER, REALTOR. 753'
4342.

Sportswear

1.61 ACRES ON S 12th St,,

neat very valuable location zoned
B-Y. 285 foot of highway
Phone --753-761111 frontage.
Buy now for future.
NELSON SHROAT
FOR RENT • --Me
Realtors. 759-1707.

M'
.
4 - •

Me,

502 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Model
Very Thin With
Vinyl Case & Note Pad

FOR WRY

OFF

l Rack

1

Uniforms
e

- Waldrop Realty
in Business
Since 956

-/2_

753-5646

BOY -MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080 •
fsf4•441011.21 SPriiler&

With The Friendly Tour-h:'

BEEN WAITING FOR
A BARGAIN/ B.V. 3
bedroom, built in 1973
large kitchen-den with
formal
dining area. Central
heat and air, 2 car
garage. Wooded lor'in
Panorama
Shores
W/Lake-View. Boyd
Majors, 105 N. 12th.

r4

'.

MurrayKV.

`eip T.T11

•

HoROBUtKLE BARBER Mt
209 Walnut Street
Ainley Auction &
Realty Sates
Cot tultiti

NEW OFFICE HOURS
--"

Mottria0NidaY21-;*MPlin

• r--rvorrrSout h h'ilttst Tenn

&radon

1114:49ay 7a:YSaln414k"co.

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

South 12th Si

Sy cansor•'

TELEPHONE

7531%1

home fitfora King
can be found at 1302
Kirkwood. Central gas
heat, central electric
air, fireplace with
glass doors, two full
baths, large detached
workshop with carport, large patio with
gas grill, numerous
other features. Make'
appointment
your
today! $49,000.00.
THE LOT SPWC IALI ST, has
the lot you have been looking
for. Level, Voting,. wood
Pal/r•
It The NELSON SHROAT
Co ,,Realtry$ 759 1707

a-n-d

6.

courteoui
petent re
vice.

OFF
-Draperies
Bedspreads
Drapery Rods - levolor

Blinds - wovenwood
shade -vinyl walkover-Uncarpet - -vinyl floor
covering - custom picture
frames - Glidden point

WANT' TO h
Take a look
bath brick
downtown
professiona
a PallirTenT57
Let us shove
money can
LORETTA
REALTORS

Blacks
Decorating Center.
Caries Nod Ir. P4044 es. 30 Tors Iverisses
114, NOW O•corstiagiersice IS Teen flpssiows

Open Mon.-Fri. 7 ti15,Sat, 8-12
701S. 4th, Murray, Phone 753-0839
.Floor Covering .Picture Frames eWall Covering sCustonl
Drapes.Rods sHedspreads .
...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..........................
11••••••••••••••••
,

ady Wal

• Corvette Lanes

All Court

Kacquett

, Sports Shop
Pre Christmas Sale

Shirley's Florist 1,

repairs. .

Wayne Wilson 753-5001
1534474
Tam
Shirley Witferd 753-3043
Miss Mcleod 153.1575
12th Street
-7513243

Insurance &seal Estate

753-7411

208 E.Main

Aare,.

NEW
Choice 3
bath he
-neat as
and out
well-built
that has
pletely

•

Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Murray
Supply Co.

heat wid air.

Christmas Sale

314 E. Nein

KY.

43. REAL ESTATE
13. REAL ESTATE
38 PETS-SUPPLIES.
143, REAL ESTATE
-Yr-MUSK-AL
FtpIlSti
TH
TS
-AMYSAVE!
ATLANTIC
MOBILE
FOR SALE: Conn trumpet 1972
Bring your tool box and your
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F-750
and case. Excellent con- home. 12 X 60 with stove and
SIMSBURY
imagination and take a look
2 ton grain truck. New middition. Would make nice refrigerator, central air,
at
this 2 bedroom home
west bed, good shape. Call
PARK
Christmas present. Priced S3004.492.8840.
located on I acre lot with tall
489-2706.
low. 753-0806.
1949 ,ELCONDA, 2 bedroom,
appointment
grooming
by
Deg
pine
trees. Small
but
FOR SALE: Red belly Ford
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar 12' X 60', furnished. Central
only. Coll 759 4140 Mastery
economical with energy
tractor and equipment. Also
amplifier, for sale. heat and air. t.v. antenna and,
'and
S.
saving' heat"
tiMough Friday, g
Perfect for
2 wheel trailer axle. 753-8649. Excellent
: VD-MAJORS
condition. 40 foot tower. Block founyoung couple. See it today.
SPRAY FIG, 300 gallon, 10 Resonable price. 753-9930.
dation, all electric with new
Call
753-1492,
LORETTA
REAL ESTATE
amp
electric
range.
200
row loom, flotation tires,
4049TR EALTORS.
23. EXTERMINATING
FOR
THE
BOARDING
service. 55500 437-4434. $500. Call 753-2433 after 5 pm.
753-8080
I
Reasonable
rates
FOR
SALE
or
Rent
by
Holidays.BE YOUR OWN
MOBILE NOME FOR SALE.
supervision.
owner:
2
BR
mobile
24
hour
and
home,
Protesuunal Services
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
BOSS
Schnauzer
located SE of Murray.
Poodle
and
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
With
furnished.
completely
lEnendiv Touch
Strideown
your
Own
miles west of
Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
grooming.
7
BATAVUS
MOPEDS
washer
includes
Carpeted,
Valley
central
heat
and
air,
Murray. Hidden
Rite Shoe Store, the
Christmas special, $399.50.
and dryer, central air,
Kennels. 435-4481.
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
$25, tree accessories. Murray
economical gas heat, deck
number 1 children's
FIDE
car garage, tool shed, patio
Minature
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
SALE:
FOR
with awning and storage
InAmerica.
shoe in
and much more. Must be
BARGAIN. . . Older 4
great
753 7400
Schnauzer.
A
area, underpinning and
seen
to
be appreciated,
ventory, equipment
anchors. Must be seen at B.12 Christmas gift, have had all
rm. home on 1.6 acreFOR SALE Remington 1100
$14,903. Owner will finance.
and business name for
Fox Meadows to appreciate. shots. Ready to go. Call
Shot gun, 3 inch magnum.
lot located
Shown
by
apporntment
only.
near
weekdays after 5'pm, 886Call 753-5163, after 5 pm on
$185. -White tail compound
Established
sale.
Call 753,
0016.
-4165.
Brown's
Grocery
on
weekdays.
bow,$40. Call 753-6468.
clientelle and ex•
TREEING
Rt. 94 E. Excellent
1969 .MARIOTT, 12 X 52 REGISTERED
113
,-450•KNOW
""iffiblifeOtpeter 2!
tilciffitf
ar4"1- -itif
7-7
24.1911
afurtfurnished,' central air, and
550 753 4144 Call after 6 pm. A
business. Owner would
Boyd.
LITTLE PUDGY • over
under pinned. David
to sell.
WANTECY
REGISTERED
Priced
square.
22. MUSICAL
weight- downright fat, you 753-8780. '
yellow Labador Retreiver for
divide lot and sell
Soutnside Court Square
Phone KOPPERL'D
BALDWIN GRAND Piano, have tried everything? You 1974
.60' TW(le stud service. Call 753-3406.
12'
X
separately.
Total
REM.TY 753-1222 for all
6'3", mahogany, -excellent- have not tried behavorial BEDROOM
trailer, all 39: POULTRY-SUPP.
condition, $5503. Call 753- modification! A new ap- electric, furnished, central
Price
Only
$10,900.
istateneed5.
real
your
proach! For information call air, under pinned and FOR SALE: 50 red • hens,
°485$1.50 watt-Call 753-5897
759-4536.
storage buitcliag. Located at
Trailer 43. REAL ESTATE
IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
Meadows
Fox
country. .5 acres fenced for
Courts. CAII 247 7386 atter 4
.1/
•4
•
horses...barn...3
bedroom
SF. 4
pm.
s
brick with well equipped
,211. MOB. NOME RENTS
kitchen
built-in range,
FOR RENT: Trailer, 12'X
refrigerator
and
dishCall after 4 pm,753-6324.
washer.,.
Decorated
to
a
diupsvi",,,.
11„ritte,IrSsTfor.,01....fitni„
FOR RENT - Mobile home,
"T"
..When
would
you
like
to
RealtorI
John
Sto„h,
heat.
10' X .42', natural gas
see it'? LORETTA JOBS
hear university. Available
Call
REALTORS,753-1492.
December 20. Phone 753-3482
or 753 3895.
or
oFOR
FOR RENT Mobile home,
mobile
efhtombey
, ft
wner:S
o
10' X 42', natural gas heat,
ti,••
located SE of -Murray.
near University. Available Includes 90 X 230 ft. lot,
December 20. Phone 753 3482
central
or 753 3895.
air,
and
heat driveway,
2
•
fireplace, paved
TWO BEDROOM,. all elec- car garage, tool shed; patio
'fic, water and gargage pick- and
more Must be A
up turn isheeh-i-cir 2 adults, no
be appreciated, •
APSetle
.
-1P: r
pets. 1 mile outof city limits. $1-4,9l30. Owner will finance.
$50 deposit. $85 per month. Shown by appointment only.
„ACALL IT HOME
. 753-5405 after 6 pm.
Call 753-0716.
and call it handy
mobile' TWO - BEDROOM
home. 759 4496, if no answer
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
call back from &to 5 Pm. '
bath home on a large
4 e
29. HEATING & COOLING
shaded lot in an exSALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
N.
clusive
subdivision
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
i laid, cast iron door% annd
bordering Oaks Counwith
-grates.
Complete
try Club. Economical
blower, S299.90.
BOYD-MAJORS
central gas heat and
Hardware in.Paris, Teti
;
• central electric air.
REAL ESTATE
30. BUS. RENTALS
,
Lovely family room
7531080
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
with fireplace, and 3
campus has building for rent.
Professional Services
car
garage. PriCed• at
'
-tWHITE
PINE
Equipped with gas heat and
With The Friendly Tiler
• $61,500. Phone KOPair conditioning. Call 753.3018
tok
*HEMLOCK
after 5 pm. .
PERM REM TV. 753ECONOMICAL 113/131_ WANT TO REALT__
*CHRISTMAS TREES
-1222--We a re urr e-mtiersHELP! MATURE
TO
of Multiple I.isting SerNG• CLOSE
,sPuseusanit.4
\,
needs to rent a
vice.
5
4
or
UNIVERSITY.
trailer, preferably In the
4
I
or
2
I
down
&
bedr.,
3
Costar
[no
it4
44
Have
up, II(4 baths, living
refrences. Call 759-1975.
rm. & kitchen. Could
32, APTS. FOR RENT

EL-8034

TO acres edit peed 2 bedroom
house central
Stock berm, ether bellhop.
Approximately 35 acres
cleared located Maar .Meret
Mills, 12 miles smith of

Located
resident
borhood.
fast at
Phone

" a

-

K 0P

WILSON

11

'

•

Waiker--uhanwa-, _
WeikS•bld,-216 .

Iasi

Twin Lakes

„lade_

1111
1
111..
Itr-FARM EQUIP:

rirkfloptiriemosi

43. REAL ES

lbw gift items for that "Special" boss
or secretary on your Christmas List: §

shs

'
1

NI

"Portable Typewriters •Attache Cases
•Pen lab_ Ahisk Accessories

Start Your

‘11111,1*A4

CORONA

N
A,1 The Perfect gift for the

6-Holiday!

trimmed shirts for $2.85 to
30. off. Our reoular
blend tshirts now $2.:Ti
Men's knit long sleeved
shirts 40 off_ Jeans, trim
med sweat shirts and ladle
fashion tops 30 off. Entire
sale rack 50. off. Lettering
and decals 30 -off. Open 10
am to 6 pm,daily.

§
an
N

1%Was

MIF
$34.99.

jackets

SMART START
.If you're
starting out or stowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of Ibis 2
bedroom
cottage. .located
near
downtown
shop.
ping...lots of trees and
i shrubs - for private el
fect... yea, your s....for under
520,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA JOBS
I
*
REALTORS,753-1492.

4

PRE:OWNED

43. REAL ESTATE

W"gW"g"cA*Ar"AWtfif;WA WM 43. REAL ESTATE

;

24. MISCELLANEOUS

Men's Ro.

Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags
L p to

$12°°

OFF

Up to $10°° OFF

(Free Drilling + a Free Game)

Pro Lino
*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags

ALL REDUCED

(0)

jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other.)
golf and tennis clothing

REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
(14)
1415 Main St. LAY-A-WAY PLAN
753-220244
(0
4
140

414W
S'.4

4110

Ha

let us hi
all your

pi

We

quick c

t Suggestions
For
Christmas m‘s
SETTLE-WORKMAN

Ph(

53-

Men's Department ..
fDress Suits -Sport Coats - Dress Pan;
ts - cress Shirts - Sport Shirts - Flannel Shirts - Robes - Pajamas - Socks ,-Belts - Ties - Jeans--Sport Hats,
Dress Hats - Light Weight Jackets Heavy Jackets - Top Coats - Casual
Coats - Rain. Coats - Underwear Briefs - T Shirts -Shorts - Vest- Thermal Underwear - Mcirching Work
Suits - Coveralls - Work Shoes - Dress
Shoes - Casual Shoes - House Shoes
Gloves - Sweaters-- Billfolds - Sweat
Shirts 'Rubber Footwear,

Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle Workman where
you will find quality mdse. at a reasonable price.
Shop cosh, lay:array, Bank Antericard, Master

Cute 2 b
boy 3 a
lake. MI
siderga

M Charge.

We appreciate your business!
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,

Till approved insulation
'Free-Estimates.
Phone 7534403 or 753-1791

Insulation-67 ---

- Want cl
Only 2
home st
1.2 acre
Reason

Connie

ae Ann
Roy Kok
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

iTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

44. LOTS FOR SALE

LETS GET to the point! That FOR SALE BY OWNER 6.9
is this excellent lake front let acres, 2 bedroom frame
located on a point in Croppie house, 1680 so ft in house
Realty
Hollow
Yours for only with sun porch and 4 out
153-12r2
510,600 DONALD R TUCKER buildings. Located 3 Miles
REALTOR 753Q42,
SW of Murray on Old Murray
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete .Paris Road. Call 753 1966
days, or 753-3245 nights.
with septic system. Water
NEW LISTING
electric and driveway for BUY DIRECT from builder
mobile home or house. Near and save. Near completion, 2
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
Kentucky Lake, 142.50 Per new 3 bedroom brick homes,
bath home that is
month with $1,000 down. Cali located in Kirksey, within
-neat as-a pin" inside
502.474-2718.
walking distance of post
and out. Excellent
office, country stores, and 3
churches.
Each has k. acre
ONE
KY
LAKE lot, good
well-built older home
drives, good 75 foot well, 200 lot, central heat and air,
that has been comfoot field, septic system, thermal windows and doors,
pletely
redecorated
electric pole, all presently in and well insulated walls and
- -room,
wird
-renovated-. --use. Reedy tornove- in-ft-atter
bedrooms, arid hall are
or build on, $3500. Nick, 436
Located in a quiet
carpeted.
Kitcheh,
5318.
residential
washroom, and both full
neigh45. FARMS FOR SALE
baths have vinyl floors.
borhood. Priced to sell
78 ACRE- FARM for sale 5 Kitchen has plenty of
miles from Kentucky Lake. cabinets, eating counter and
fast at only 825,000.
Iva United Feature Syndicate Inc ./..2
Phone
KOPPERUD- Call weekdays after6:30 pm. built in appliances. Also
Any time on Saturday or includes attached garage,
111
mior- Sunday.
7537244.'
patio and large covered front
courteous and corn
44. HOMES FOR SALE
porch. Homes contain 1456
petent real estate serand 1560 so-ft and are priced
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489.
vice.
--HAVE.
0wr:4-beiltroomS,-2- baths, -2387.
f
- ully equipped kitchen,
WANT- TO MAKE MON.E.Y? breakfast room, extra large
C
I?4, 50. USED TRUCKS
Take a look at this 9 room, 2 family room with wood
bath brick located near burning fireplace, formal IMIa
etn
iVIM
downtown area. Ideal for dining and utility -room,
professional
office
or Motoring solid oak floors and
I
aP1ThT*W zonealsusirsen -Traircase, w
a-1-1-- paper inLet vs show you how your every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
1411
/or
drive 1976 Ford
4-wheel
•
money can work for you. car garage and wood shed.
ton, 4 speed, power steering,
LORETTA
JOBS
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
lock in hubs, big tires, heavy
REALTORS,753-1492.
appointment. 753-0110.
•it
sole, 73,000 miles, $4275.
New
•
753-3720 or 753-0638.

Is seed 2 bedroom
el beet red a.
ether beildhigs.
toly 35 acres
wail new Jones
miles sont6 of

toe 1535086
on 7534974
teril 753-3043
od 153-1575
12t1i Street
iliMM10111811181800118

• /AA avol•••••••••ArAsA7.•sA.10.1.

"NOW THAT -A DOLLAR 19 ONLY
WORTH A HALF DOLLAR, CAN t.
TWO DOLLARS?"

OFF
;ale

NI

0.s.•
e

9

In Stock
4
1

-Dunnfurniture Waretrousi

Wistern Store

W-STEREO-APKIANCES

loots 8 Shoos For Evorything Under Th• Sun'

Open Friday Nights TR 8-00 p m
641 North

Murray- KY.

119.

MAKS
lientay.

753.1037

111

1 VII

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1979
_

it'or

4414

;
3
Y
.

1.14
1
1

Sopona..c
A 5A,.
•
SW
MOO,
I

-

anes

MI Court

A

Canvas. •

•
(
0'

arr

Hacquetteleather(lady)

Op

s Sale

1

I

SPORTING GOODS.
1203 N. Chestnut

753-8844

Creative
Printers, Inc.
808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Happy Holiday!
let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
quick copy service

Phone
53-2285

.lowieidtgaw
a
a

my;e
.

Tucker
TV
-Sales&Service--

a

1914 Coldwater Rd.

*VAASA Si4A _

Miens Roadrunner

1

0..

Men•IltsoMPO'bolo* shown ono, Aispro 1000
Spelawnl Sowels11.4 wood cabmen* gramed Walnue hmall
lp"Theinme eon os.w.ft'.'.'. we.

•Nt,

• --Ins •-
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46. HOMES FOR SALE
49. USED CARS
,
BY OWNER,nice 2 bedroom, FOR SALE: 1974 Buick
large living room, dining - Riveria, loaded, 38,000 miles.
area, kitchen, bath, garage- 435-4351.
storage. Call 753-2770.
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753.
47. MOTORCYCLES
AWAY,
LAY
Yamaha 6531 or 759-1155.
SIX
motorcycles or go-carts at 1968
CYLINDER
Town and Country Yamaha. Camaro, rough condition,
Member F.D.M
has new tires. Asking $450.
Call 753-8078.
Call
759.14513.
1976 SUZUSK I, TS 125, low
mileage, like new. Call 753- 1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
6379.
interior, T•top, T-A 6.6, AM53. SERVICES OFFERED
1976 TRAIL BIKE, 175 Can- FM, $6000. Call 753-1372 or 50. USED TRUCKS.
Am, less than 450 miles,$350. 753-9635 after 5 pm, ask for 1972 FORD PICK-UP truck BYARS BROTHERS 8. Sonwith fleet side bed, regular 8 General home remodeling,
Pat.
437-4434foot bed. Also 1970 Ford framing, aluminum siding,
1974 YAMAHA 500, DOC, 4 50. USED TRUCKS
Maverick. 436-2555
gutters, and roofing. Call 1cycle, dark blue, low miles, 1971 CHEVY PICK-UP, 6
•
wind jammer and electric cylinder, standard with 'no 1972 FORD PleK-UP truick 395-4967 or 1-362.4895.
side
tied,
regulalt
start. 5750. 753-0000.
BY,LER'S BAKERY, will
power. Excellint condition. with fleet
foot
Also
1970
bed.
Ford
bake for • the Hglidays. 100.
1978 YAMAHA 400, burgandy $1500, firm. 492-8703.
436-2555.
nutritinal
whole wheat
with gold trim, 4 cycle, like FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet Maverick.
bread,
51.
breads, rolls, sweet
CAMPERS
new, matching helmet in- Pick-up, power steering,
rolls,
cakes,
pies, and
cluded. $850. Call 7534000.
power brakes, air. Call 489FOR SALE: Camper topper,
insulated, fits long wheel cookies, etc. Call 782-3241, if
2669 after 6 pm.
49. USED CARS
no answeg try 642.4185
base truck. 585 474.2772.
/
4 ton pick-up, 4A LITTLE Dodge Colt. 1450. 1974 FORD-3
,speed, power steering, power 1973 SELF CONTAINED CARPENTER WORK, small
Call 7594974.
brakes, factory air, very AMF travel trailer. Gas or large jobs. Call 4.37.4560
1970
-AMBASSADOR
good condition. $2350. Nick, electric
refrigerator, and if no answer,437-4670.
STATIONWAGON, $500 or 436-5318._
stainless gas stove with oven, CONCRETE 8, BLOCK work.
best offer. Call 474-8866 after
FOR SALE: 1977 black stainless sink, shower, and Block garages, basements,
4:30 pm.
toilet. Real nice trailer, driveways, walks, patios,
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 11- Chevorlet Silverado, 4-wheel $2250. Nick, 434-5318,
steps, free estimates. 753drive truck, short wheel
door sedan, all power and base, orange
5.476.
and yellow 52. BOATS & MOTORS
air, low mileage, new tires.
pinned stripes. Brand new 18 FOOT DUO CRAFT deep CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
Call 436-2427.
tireslrbrand new camper top, hull, 35 hp, Evinrude on caps installed, minor repair.
1972 CAD. EL DORADO. gold chrome wheels, extra
trailer, 2 front seats. 6' X 7' References furnished. Call
Excellent condition, bronze sharp. Call 354-8266, after 4
open rear cock pit, .$950. the Chimney experts. Magic
color,$2150. Nick,436.5318.
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759.
pm.
Nick, 436-5318
4878.
1973 CHEVORLET, 4-door
Malibu. Runs and looks gcsod.
437-9505.
19970 CHEVROLET, very
FORYOUR
Give the Gift That Can Be Used All Year
good
condition, Chevy
DRIVEWAY WHITE
Capris.
Also
couch,
for Years
refrigerator, 2 gas heaters,
ROCK
Rip-Rap,
antique wardrobe, antique,
iron_ beds, and women's
Lime,
Sand,
ctothIng. Call 753
:
8333.
Duncan Phyfe Dining Roorr Suite Dinette
Decorative
rock,
or
1976 CATALINA, 4-door, 753.
Suites, Rollaway beds, ' beds, hill beds, •
2249 after 5 pm.
Septic
Rock
Needs.
coffee
tables
couches, choirs. oak dressers
19_74 DODGE DART Sport, 6
Call or see Roger
celinder, straight shift. In
and end tables•
excellent condition. $1250.
Hudson,
753-4545
1974 Hornet,4 door, small V-8
automatic with air. In good
or 753-6763.
condition. $950. Phone 1-354Electric ranges. relngerate: W
and
6217.

Bank of
Murray
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dryers

9-1 Weeklies. 14 See.
Olympic Maze
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'USED TVS
'The

rkman where
°noble price
ard, Master

- Want close in with room for a horse and garden')
Only 2 minutes from town We offer a 3 bedroom
home with dining room, den, garage, located oq
1.2 acres of land. House is in real good condition.
Reasonably priced at $26,000.
Sew* It* et Syeeinere
Telephone 753-16S1
t.o. Bei ni

91

Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
So. 12th St.
1916- MERCURY MARQUIS.
4-door, full power, dark blue
vinyl top, AM FM tape deck,
4 speakers, cruise control,
tilt wheel, new radial tires,
one owner In immaculate
condttton.-14150 Catt-901-142:7190days,642-7581 nights.
PLYMOUTH
1972
Power
SATELLITE.
steering, power brakes
Motor and transmission
excellent condition, body
good, interior good, $750 or
best offer. 753 6400.
1974 SUPER BEETLE, red
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.

Black and-white portable or c nso
tables and Consoles

serge Armbruster 753-5128
Roy Roberts 436-5650

'rage on 40*MI

ght153-4,10 •

Pottyllao 7534373
Anna Requeorth 753-2477
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$9800

Murray Sewing
Center
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ovens, all at cost plus 10%

New TVs
by Ouusor

Hodge & Son
753 4669
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NEW APPLIANCES

SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR7
Looks S drives brand new.
Ion miles, loaded with ei'tic. ccrnfort •vereme. still
to,swiy W.11 cell or

31or per

Washers and dryers, refrigerator freezers
dishwashers, trash compactors, -irrowave

205 So 5th
Downtown Murray

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
alai efficient service. Custom -If
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps'? We
:an remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or "Bob Kemp, 435.1343.
DOES
YOUR
SEWING
machine need service. If so,
'call 354-6521.
EXPERIENCED
CARBeautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on a large
PENTER will do *carpentry
shaded lot in an exclusive subdivision bordering
or roofing. Free estimantes.
OakC,
FENCE SALES at Sears
and central electric air. Lovely family room with
now. Call Sears 753-2310- for
fireplace
and 3 car garage. Priced at 861,500.
free estimates for your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
- installed
per.
your
specifications. Call Sears
4s)
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-inplace urea formalehyde.
Free
estimates,
no
obligatiOn.
Kentucky.
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and 'cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, Will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753.7203.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
new- all oafs- S25.rick. Call
John Boyer at 753.8536.
PIAN6TUNING arid repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753THIS BASK SINGER ZIG-ZAG
7149 after 6 pm.
MACHINE MR
ROOFING,
excellent
Thts machine has a Wick rt;iag stitch and a
front
references.
Call 753-1486
drop-in bobbin that's easy to see and replace
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
Carrytns case or cabtnet extra Model 24,
ask for Shelley.
a's
TREE " TRIMING
and
removal. Free estimates.
Call 436 2294 after 5 pm.
WILL DO REPAIRS arount 0
the
house, carpentrey, 0
painting, concrete an
- plumbing. Also hogs an
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1442-7026
57. WANTED
WANTED, - JOB during
Christmas.
babysitting'.Bel-Air Ctr. 753-5323
household chores, related
work. Call 753-8906.
WANTED: GENERAL
housekeeping job. Call 753.
1996.
WANTEDYOUR
old
diamond jewelry. Highest
trade allowances. Rogers
Jewelers, North side Court
Square, Paris, TN.
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Jackets

Cute 2 bedroom home on an acre of land,or coul
boy 3 acres. Located on black top close to the
lake. Must see to appreciate. Owner would conernaientlogn
sider
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Just Received-flew Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area
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46. HOMES FOR SALE
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If you're thinking -of dutIling your home, call us
You can rely on ow expert, professional help at
even,/ step of the sale, from fits! sh(nving ,
to final closing
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Just watch how
fast we'll sell
your home.

ann 253-2587

F53-409
!LC:Collie 753-5122
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ADVERTISED ITTJA POKY
•lockaillimmadeenmedilems relperel Yeberemble evadable tor
m each Kroger stare, swept us illeCdK014 Need se this ad If we op ruin
an ef en adtrenieed item ire oil efer vest yew dime of a comparable
aeon. "Man eimaable. reflecting Hie same *wimp et a roincheck which
oil *Mt* yeu to porcine the od,ertned item at the adverhsed price
iiithin Sadao

18 Lbs.
And Up

Ahead...We'll Have It Readyl

U.S. GOV'T GRADED awn

BEEF
SHORT RIBS

•9 10 1L8 COORFO TURKEY
• 1 LB 140% GRAVY • I le
otttstmc • lb (104141SI1RY CAME

-

FRYING
CHICKEN

NIAG490tIA MICSOIY

9 11 LI FULLY

Cooked Turkeys

SOFT-WHITE
LIGHT BULBS

IIL

.
64

law

With this couponfand '10 purchase. eirluding I terns
prohob,ted by
and on addition fo'the cost of coupon merchandise
Subtect- to applicable
tales. Lint I. Expires Dec 19th
III

KROGER VULAG1

KROGER NOMESTY L I 01

ALKALINE "C",:!0"OR"A"

COUPON
01 OUTTEICSUST

WHITE
BREAD
KROGER RIG CM RUTTER/AU
White Bread

IVMAW

-

ROHN CREAM STYLI

Green Giant Corn

LOAVES

111106111

53c Country Style Rolls2
53`
BUNS..

AUNT MAMA FROZEN

Original Waffles
WILCMS1,1011119

79c

Grape Juice
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MARTHA mutt sPOTLIGHT
COFFEE
CORN MEAL MIX
1 lb, boo

Assorted Flavors

Pyre Vegetal*
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KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!
YOU'LL FIND THE COST:
1411.1ER SYMBOL ON HUNDREDS OF YOUR FAVORITE ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE STORE PLUS EACH
WEEK YOU LL FIND COST CUTTER WEEKLY AD SPECIALS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS ON GROCERY ITEMS DAIRY FROZEN FOODS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS MEAT AND PROD CE
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FANCY EASTERN RED ROME OR
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MANTRA FINITE OLLIIIIERRY

Muffin Mix
SUSS S

Chopped Kraut
MOWN:0AI

Spaghetti Rings
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